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. 
ABSTRACT 

The thesis is primarily concerned with the investigation, 

within a socio-linguistic framework, of linguistic forms of 

address regularly observed in Jordanian Speech, having regard 

particularly to the status and role-relations of interlocutors. 

The linguistic characteristics of such relations are stated in 

lexical, grammatical and phonological terms and some attention 

is paid to interrelationships obtaining between these levels. 

In addition, a specification is given of important linguistic 

features characterizing Jordanian speech fellowships and a 

statement made as to variation in forts of address according to 

the speech fellowships of interlocutors. 

1 



The Trinscrintion 

The symbols used for the transcription of Jordanian 

Arabic correspond for the most part to the symbols of the I. P. A. 

except that, for typographical reasons, some specialized use of 

symbols has been necessary. Brief reading conventions are as 

follows: 

1. CONSONANTS: 

w: a balabial semi-vowel 

M: a voiceless semi-vowel 

b a voiced bilabial plosive 

.f: a voiceless labio-dental fricative 

m a bilabial nasal 

n an alveolar nasal. 

1: an alveolar lateral 

T an alveolar flap 

3: a voiced palato-alveolar fricative 

I: a voiceless palato-alveolar fricative 

d3 a voiced palato-alveolar affricate 

-k 
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tI : a voiceless palato-alveolar affricate 

'b a voiced inter-dental non-sulcal fricative 

"b : a voiced emphatic non-sulcal dents-alveolar fricative 

8 a voiceless non-emphatic non-sulcal denti-alveolar fricative 

s: a voiceless non-emphatic sulcal denti-alveolar fricative 

z: a voiced denti-alveolar sulcal fricative 

S a voiceless emphatic sulcal denti-alveolar fricative 

Z: a voiced emphatic sulcal denti-alveolar fricative 

t: a voiceless non-emphatic denti-alveolar plosive 

d a voiced non-emphatic denti-alveolar plosive 

T a voiceless emphatic denti-alveölar plosive 

D a voiced emphatic denti-alveolar plosive 

q a voiceless uvular plosive 

k a voiceless velar plosive 

k' : a velar ejective 

g a voiced velar plosive 

a glottal stop 

a glottal fricative 

x a voiceless uvular fricative 

G: a voiced uvular fricative 

ii : a voiceless pharyngal fricative 

S. : a voiced pharyngal fricative 

j: a palatal semi-vowel 
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2, VOWELS: 
Front Central Back 

Close iu 

half-close ea0 

open 8 a 

Vowel length or consonant length is indicated by double 

letters, e. g. marrA "once", burr"free", tpATr "trot", i bb 

"tie loved", n bb "he is in love with", samm "poison", saamm 

"poisonous". 

3. PROMINENCE: The prominent syllable is indicated by *'placed above 

the vocalic nucleus of an appropriate syllable; tie prominent 
c 

syllable is distinguished inter alia by its being pronoun/d on a 

higher pitch than adjacent syllables and by its common association 

with a kinetic tone. 

4. PAUSES: Pauses are represented by slant lines. The number 

of lines gives some approximation of the length of the pause. Thus 

a single slant / represents a pause which is perceptibly shorter in 

duration than a double //, and so on. Ungrammatical sentences are 

prefixed by an astrisk. 
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Beckrtround Informntinn 

Types of Speech FP11owshin' 

1. General: Modes of address as used by Jordanians cannot be fully 

understood without taking into account a number of biographical 

characteristics of interlocutors, such as age, sex, educational 

background, regional and/or social provenance, status, etc., which 

are woven into the on-going behaviour of individuals in typical 

interactional settings. 

A piece of language such as ja xÄa se, for example, which 

is often interpolated in the discourse of female villagers cannot 

profitably be studied in vacuo so to speak. Nor can it be comprehended 

without reference to the speaker's background and group affiliation. 

At first sight, ja xLA se may appear as an addressive phrase with a 

so-called literal translation "You villainess", as in 

1. basted ja xÄa se "I'm shy, you villainess" 

1. The terra "speech fellowship" Is owed to J. B. Firth. See 
"Personality and Language in Society"* in Pnpers in Linguistics: 
O. U. P., 1964, p. 186. It is used here in a somewhat different sense 
to refer to a group of people, the individual members of which share 
certain generally recognised sets of relationships, e. g., kinship, 
common residence, and speech ties; the last being the distinctive 
features which exclusively mark the members of the group as belonging 
to it. See also Raymond Firth, We, The Tikopin, London: Allen 
and Unwin, 1961, pp. 76-94. 
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2. ja x, jse ma g litlitl gloon tinisd3i "You villainess, I told 

you row to knit". 

3. Ian mig peek Le xÄA se "Not like that, you villainess". 

But the effect on the interlocutor of the use of jn xi jse is 

decidedly different from what the "translation meaning" implies in 

that it serves rattier the important function of maintaining "fticndly 

rapport" between two intimate female speakers. At the some time, 

it is one of many indices by which the so-called "uneducated" can 

be recognized, since ja xäa, jse stands in marked contrast with the 

corresponding more educated use of jA + proper name or 12 n'nni e; 

the latter term being confined to more formal situations. 

It will be seen, then, that modes of address can ohly be 

viewed as part of the larger complex of social activity and within 

the total communicative matrix within Wich *social groups identify 

themselves and are identified, in part at least, through the choice 

of language. 

There follow scort extracts from a longish conversation 

recorded unbeknown to the female participants. The texts are given 

in full in Appendix (I) in order to illustrate certain facts about 

the complexity of Jordanian speech habits. The relevant biographical 

features of each participant are also included (cf. pp. 153-4ff. ). 
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Rural-urban differences are apparent in the text. In 

the first place, there are those items which belong to certain 

"semantic fields" unfamiliar to the urbanite. This accounts for a 

marked loss of intelligibility in places and for substantial 

paraphrasing in A. Items such as fadnda "half-ripe", S. $d3ar, 

"hard" are examples of lexical items likely to cause such difficulties. 

These items and hundreds of others belonging to the area of rural 

husbandry are obviously unlikely to be found in urban speech. 

Likewise, the lexical item mgnffnrA, which collocates with 11T bxn, 

is an important indicator of the speaker's regional as well as social 

provenance. In educated usage, the occurrence of mgäffjra is far 

less likely than, say, mnn?? nTn or m älla e. It also identifies her 

geographically in the sense that maäffara contains the voiced velar 

plosive /g/ In contradistinction to the more frequent occurrence of 

its urban reflex, /2/ "the glottal stop". 

Regional differences are also reflected at the syntactic 

level. The negative particles bn'1n and min Geer "without" stand in 

marked contrast with the more frequent urban usage of bidüun. Also, 

the invariable "emphatic" negative sequence weln 56i0ine "not a thing". 

"not at all" is yet another feature of "uneducated" rural speech, 

and is in contrast with the educated urban or rural min märra 
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"at all", cf. 

(1) Uneducated: m ns if w1 
11ne 

(ii) Educated: m ba. rif min m rrg 

Furthermore; there are instances of "grammatical error" 

characterizing A's speech. It is often held in Arabic sbhool 

grammar:, that agreement obtains between a nominal and a preceding 

adjectival in terms of number and gender. say. Wilk issnal-R "at 

that time" vs. hpdÄak 1iktsAb "that book". Likewise, a suffixed 

pronominal should agree with a following nominal in terms of number 

41 and gender; cf. Ju bitguluulha TTäbxn "'What do you call the food? " 

vs. ýu bltiulüulu TTabitx. Contrary, therefore. to what might have 

been expected, grammatical rules are violated by A when she says 

tia'b; ak issäaia and lu bitgulüulu TTäbxn. Nevertheless, the two 

sequences were intelligible to B. 

An important feature is the use of plural 2nd person 

pronominal forms and the associated use of plural 1st person forms 

in response, cf. 

A. lu bitiulüulu "What do you (i. e. you and your group) call it? " 

01 B. ti na binsammil "We (i. e. me and our group) call it". 

The use of plural in place of singular pronominals relates 

to t1he participant awareness of differences in group membership. 
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It can be seen, then, that no adequate description of 

modes of address can be given without first looking into the 

distinctive linguistic traits which characterize tie principal groups 

constituting the Jordanian community. 

2. Mettiodnloaleml ConsiderPtions: 

In the foregoing paragraphs certain speec" differences have 

been briefly mentioned so as to throw light on important variables 

(see pp. 6b4ff. ) which are of fundamental importance to the study of 

modes of address. Terms such as "dialect", "vernacular" and "tongue"2 

'ave been avoided, partly because there are as yet no general standards 

of agreement on how "a dialect" or "dialect boundary" can be delineated 

and partly because of the general conviction that if language is 

viewed in action and in relation to the "persons" or "Personalities" 3 

by whom language is put to use, the need for such distinctions can 

largely be eliminated. L. R. Palmer categorically rejected such 

questions as "Are there differences between dialects? " and described 

then as "absurd". 4 He maintains that "Words and sentences are merely 

human actions�5 and cannot be separated from the human beings w"o 

2. For the use of such terms, see Trevor Hill, "Institutional Linguistics" 
Orbls, 7 (19510), pp. 443-55. 
3. cf. J. R. Firth, "A Synopsis of Linguistic Theory". Studies In 
Linguistic Annlvsis, Oxford - Blackwell, 1957, p. 9. 
4. L. R. Palmer An Introduction to Modern Lin uistics (London: 
MacMillan & Co., 1936), p. 131. 
5. Ibid. p. 133. 
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pronounce them. Objections have also been reiterated by Weinrelph, 

aho denounced methods practised by dialectologists6, because attention 

is usually focussed on the comparison of scattered elements belonging 

to unrelated systems and "without stressing their ultimate members"ip 

In those systems". 
7 

In recent years t, ere has been some shift of interest from 

the study of "ultra-conceptual" grammar to the consideration of 

language as part of the social process. 
0 Linguistsrare becoming 

increasingly aware of the existence of differences in the speech 

patterns of distinct social classes. 
9 But a precise determination 

of the range, characters. and distribution of significant socio- 

linguistic variants in Jordanian Arabic has to date not been attempted. 

There exist readily recognizable lines of demarcation along 

speech levels of major communal groups (see pp. 0-9Dff. ) There is a 

need therefore to examine systematically the nature of socially (LJLVAnt 

6. Uriel Neinreich "Is Structural Dialectology Possible", in Linguistics 
Ted! y (New York: Wori Vol. 10,2-3 (1954), p. 3Ql, 
7. Ibld, p, 301 
0. For a comprehensive bibliography, see, J. B. Pride, The Social 
Menninn of Lanaungo, Oxford University Press (forthcoming) 
9. See, for example, William A. Labov Tie Social StrPtificntlon 
of Enolis%, 1n New York City (Washington D. C.: Center for Applied 
Linguistics, 1966). Also G. B. Milner "The Samoan Vocabulary of 
Respect, " Journal of the Royal Anthrooolonical Institute (1960-62), 
294-317. 
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linguistic variants so as to throw some light on the degree of 

correlation between modes of address and communal groups. In 

what follows, the most important distinguishing features in the 

speech patterns of each speech fellowship will be considered. 



0. 

Cbnpter One 

Linguistic Indicators of Jord, nipn Speech Fellowship 

It is possible to classify Jordanian speakers into three 

main speech fellowships: hnyuul, hi uul and i uul. The 3rd Vers. 

masc. imperfect brm of the verb gsal "to say" is used as a 

convenient device for summing up the manifold differences which 

justify the threefold classification. A further threefold division 

of the bnruul fellowship may be made on the basis of the pronunciation 

of the medial and final consonants of this particular form. Thus, 

the pronunciation of /g/ as a voiceless velar plosive is characteristic 

of the rural population living in the area around Jerusalem, Nablus 

Tuulkarm and Jeniin. Again, pronunciation of the final lateral 

consonant as "dark" is a distinguishing feature of cultivators 

living in the northern sector of the East Bank. Finally, if the 

lateral is pronounced "clear" and the preceding velar plosive voiced, 

this is an indication of the speaker belonging to the rural population 

living in the southern part of the west bank (the former British 

mandatory Palestine). Members of the i uul:! peech+ fellowship belong 

to the Bedouin tribes living in the for eastern and southern deserts 

of the country in contradistinction to the ha uul people, whose 

members belong to the city dwellers of Nablus, Jerusalem, El-Kiallil 
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and Amman. 

The above-mentioned grouping is not necessarily definitive, 

since one has to reckon with many intermediate gradations in the 

speech habits of the three principal groups, owing largely to the 

constant mobility between groups as a result of the rapid expansion 

of education, urbanisation, and other processes of inter-communication, 

which the country has known in the last two decades. In passing, 

it may be noted that the direction of change of speech habits is 

always unidirectional, viz. Bedouin or rural towards urban and not 

vice versa. 

The following sections will be devoted to the linguistic 

features which indicate group members%lp as well as regional origins10. 

Speech fellowships will be taken in turn; the largest or bmiul 

fellowship first. As has already been indicated, this speech 

fellowship is subject to a further tripartite classification, viz. 

(1) the baguut - group 

(ii) the baguul - group 

(iii) the bakuul - group 

10. Brcadly speaking, the Jordanian community may be segmented into 
groups each of which traces its descent to a common ancestor. A 
combination of two or more groups constitute what is commonly known 
as Ha= n. which in many respects, is characterized by speech habits 
marking it off from other 11nmuula's. From the pint of view of speech 
habits, the largest Hamuula's may be seen to live in well-defined 
geographical areas - see accompanying map (p 199 ff. ) Wherein the 
constituent groups are symbolized by 0= RG1; +- HG2; e= 1G3; 4 
SF IIt$ = SF III 
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For practical purposes, these groups will be referred to 

as RGI (Rural Group 1), RG2 and RG3 in that order. Speech fellow- 

strips will comprise hP uul (SFI). baiuul (SFII) and t uul (SFIII). 

1. SFI : RGI or bnruA-mroun: - 

The following features are solely characteristic of this 

group. They have been selected from the corpus as c%aracteristic 

of the "relaxed" informal colloquial style employed by members of 

t%e group in family surroundings or among intimate fellows. Each 

feature occurs in the corpus at least tree times and is not to be 

regarded as of merely sporadic occurrence. Features also occur in 

t%e speech of more than one person and are not therefore idiosyncratic. 

Attention is focussed below on grammatical and phonological 

"indexical" features. Corresponding features characteristic of 

other groups will be described subsequently: - 

1.2. GrPmm t1cal: - 

1.2.1. Negation: Negative sentences may be classified either 

(1) emphatic or (ii) non-emphatic. Non-emphatic negative sentences 

consist of a nuclear component comprising an + perfect or imperfect 

form of the verb +a pronominal suffix + the negative suffix 

Examples are: - 

1. ma til äni 

2. mss bit'ufiit iTTAriig 

"she can't join in" 

"You can't see the way" 
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t 

3. nom bt u 6ug 

4. M3 66kit 

5. ma bard ä 

"It won't do him nny harm" 

"He didn't want to eat" 

"I won't go back" 

The above sentences may be expanded by a set of elements 

the addition of which gives "emphatic force" to the sentence. Thus, 

if is possible in the above sentences (1-5) to substitute w; 1a 

_i ine and 3'e ele for ;, e. g., 

0 .0 

1. mAq tiitArt wain Allne 

2. maa bitluufi TTarii wale 
dine 

3. mnn bii ru leele 

4. m TI '61 ookil eele 

S. man bard'ai 'eele 

Similarly - is omitted when wn11a is prefixed to tI+e 

sentence: 

1. wR11a man tit 

2. wnlin man bit3uufi TTarii 
�, 

3. wä11a man bitirru 

4. walla man ri 1 ý. 

5. wälla maa bard3a4 

Wall and wä1 5.11ne / 3ee1e may combine again with _ 

omitted. i. e. 

1. w 1.1A man ti1iag wain Mine 
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2. n$11A man bit%uüfi T1 riip geeie 

All these features - prefixation of wp ll_, extension by 
60 

wn line / Ueele, and prominence. of mns may combine wit)' - 

omitted. 

An emphatic negative sentence may thus be defined as one 

wich consists of a nucleus component comprising nn + perfect/ 

imperfect form of the verb plus one or more of the satellite elements 

wjtl _/ -ate sine / eele. The inclusion of one of these satellite 

elements excludes the negative suffix -_I occurring in. corresponding 

"non-emphatic" negative sentences. 

Further provision needs to be made, however, in order to 

include possibilities of negation characteristic of nominal and 

particle sentences, which, unlike the verbal sentences set out above, 

may be expanded by colligation with a limited number of "emphatic" 

satellites. The possibilities of expanding nominal as well as 

particle sentences are shown below; if the nucleus is expanded by 

a post-posed element, this is termed "right-hand" expansion; "pre- 

posing" is "left-hand" expansion. 

A. "Right-band" ExpanSion: - 

(a) min mnrra. wi0 
01 J* lA Siine. leele at all" 

(b) wala mnrrA 

(c) wP1 n 3i 

(d) ii 
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The emphatic "satellites" occupy final position in a 

negative verbal sentence and are all interchangeable freely in that 

position. Examples are: 

1. man Gasält minn ma 

2. maa diarrAbt wain mnrrs 

3. maa SIbt II 

4. man diet wn"In Xi 

"I *aven't wasted at all" 

"I haven't tried at all" 

"I haven't touched anything" 

"1 haven't washed up at a11" 

T), e emp"atic elements cannot, however, be freely inter- 

changeable when trey are preceded by a nominal or a particle. Only 

are t++en interchangeable in final position; min rÄrra and aI91 

and w la rn rrA and t1 Are inddrnissible cf. 

1. (a) rasa mäji xäbnr min märrn 

(b) 0,088 maSJ xnbnr 191 

2. (a) MAR _ill ' äda wP1R 

(b) *maa 4 da wäla märrA 

On the basis of their pientiality of co-occurrence with 

preceding nominals as well as tIeir interchangeability, t%e "emp"atic 

satellites" may be subdivided into two classes: - 

Class I: min m 

classes: - 

J# wale 4iine, wala Xi J* 1# 

Class II: wSla mnrrA, 191 

B. "left-hand"Expansion: - 

NegPtIye 
- sentences may be subdivided according to whether ttie 
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nucleus of the negative sentence admit expansion wits the "pre-posed" 

form ümu 
. According to this criterion, a primary division may be 

made between negative particle sentences, on the one hand. and 

negative Verbni sentences, on the other, as follows: - 

Verbi1 sentences 

1. m a1ýt ee 

"I never greeted him" 

2. Sümrtmnta at 

"I never drove" 

Particle sentences 

"Sumri man mäii xsb r 

"I never knew" 

" üm{m, it liGAnpm 

"I've never had cattle" 

A more positive definition of an emphatic negative 

sentence can how be attempted as one which consists of a nucleus 

(verbal, nominal or particle) preceded by an obligatory stressed 

negative particle and, optionally, by one of the elements of the 

"left-hand" expansion and/or followed by one of the elements of the 

"right-hand" expansion subject to restrictions imposed by sentence- 

types. Lengthy as the definition may appear. It is still incomplete 

to the extent that it does not embody contrast between emphatic 

negative sentences and other non-emphatic sentence-types. Non- 

emphatic negative sentences include negative sentences introduced 

by one of the following forms: - 

1. tarn (accompanied by pronominal suffixes varying in terms of 
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person, gender and number). 

2.2nbSBrý imkin, balki, bid-Auuz which are all invariable and 

betoken hesitancy or uncertainty on the part of the speaker. 

Examples are: 

1. tnrÄnk ma ziiltil 

2. tAräahum ma rnhuut 

3.3ÄbSar leer ma d3äaI 

4. imkin mm stAnna_ 

S. b; 3 fi i i11 issu 1 

b. bid üuz mss u a1 

"You would not have been upset" 

"They may have not gone" 

"He may not have come" 

"I may not wait" 

"Ile may not have known the answer" 

"I may not go" 

On formal grounds, these sentences are characterized by: - 

(I) the association with the verb of a negative suffix -,. whic' 

is absent in the case of negative emphatic sentences, 

(ii) absence of "stress" associated with the emphatic particle man. 

(iii) the inadmissibility of any of the emphatic "satellites". 

The crucial point here is that the selection of the 

"emphatic" elements eele, wOrt tine is solely characteristic of 

RGI. Corresponding forms employed by other groups are set out in 

tie table below: - 

SFI I SFII I SFIII 

&G1 RG2 & RG3 
.ff 

w 1a Sfine/ min märri bilmärrA/ 
gee1e min m1rrA 3äbad 
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1.2.2. Ti+e nnrticle b0 n: The position of the particle 'le in 

tl, e clause in which it occurs is fixed, i. e. pre-nominal, as in 
bl1p =uzz u hält nn 

2. b Al qmÄ*u b1 

3. bäla Sn"lnTp 

"without rice and without fat" 

"without salt and without spices" 

"without salad" 

htg varies freely with the negative particles min Geer, bidiun and 

stands in marked contrast with the particle h- , the use of wich 

excludes negation. cf. 
00 

............... 
kuf 1a iib 

bkifal h*Alfth "with garnish/milk" 

2. hÄ1n (min Geer, biduun) kuf8l/W ilb "without garnish or milk". 

Wien WR is associated with a following definite nominal, 

then a greater degree of surprise and incredulity is marked, e. g. 

hä12 2rüz, u bä la äm n "without rice and without fat". I. e. 

"it's unbelievable that you do so. " This particular pattern is 

distinguished from the sentences 1,2,3 above by the fact that 

bÄ12 in the former sentences is unstressed whereas in the latter it 

is associated with the nuclear tone and with the consequent lengthening 

of the vocalic elements in the first constituent syllables of b; ln. 

1.2.3. Correspondincl Comparable forms elsew%ere: - 

In addition to min Geer and hiinün cited above, t'e 

corresponding form employed by BG2 and RG3 and SFII is wha, i. e. 
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La tda ruzz l 1ßi. In this context. jjjj varies freely with L 

bpi 5, e. g. b al P`nj u it W41 1Ä$wii. The corresponding form 

enptoyed by SF'III. on the other hand, is the negative particle 

Milli. e. g. Milli = 71-71 11 mull 1Äi. 

1.3. The form dk: S. nadak appears in the following examples: 

1. beet Sam drib "How much did you pay for it? " 

2.3i_lha Tale jäadnk htiixluT "It has a machine which mixes" 

3. CLaadak äahb PIMA 111 "I like doing it" 

4. btSmalu SÄ k Taj ib "She makes it delicious" 

5, ia ma Til i minnu b! idq QA=11 arb, ýS. Saad t 

"No more than three or four turned out to be good" 

1.4. The Verbal form b1d a: - This is a verbal form invariable 

for person, gender and number and freely variant with biküun in 

certain excalamotory sentences. Within the total sentence 

constituency, it is noteworthy that b1rdn should be followed by 

one of the following: - 

(i) an imperfect verb-form 

(ii) the exclamatory particle mnP + comparative adjectival form 

(iii) a nominal (definite only) 

(iv) an adjectival 
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Examples are: 

i. btcd iTlný i lei i ih 
2. hiCn1A '1n 111091b 

3. bI&dn tl iCih Trndll 

ý. kC-Lu 

"flow the grass grows: " 

"How nice can the grass become! " 

"How long the grass is: " 

"flow nice it is! " 

Corresponding forms employed by other speech fellowships 

are as follows: - 

RG2 1G3 SFII SFIII 

rrý 
bibgg bibkn bib jIb a 

I. S. The imperative forms of certain commonly occurring verbs are 

characteristic of ßG1. These forms are set out in the table below 

together with the corresponding forces employed by other groups: - 

SFI SFII SFIII 

ßG1 HG2 RG3 

2üki1 kul kul kool kul "eat" 

üxi XIF6 c xood "give" 

lnTI it. TI 1 . T1 _ ä_Ti LIT "chive" 

iss hiss iss kiss d3iss "touc%" 
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SFr 
I 

SFII 
I 

SFIII 

RGI BG2 H G3 

Z% 2ü b unlit 

lIdd uuf hä'ir 

zumrn 3t_miI iit 

#1 .0 im ik tiTÄaw$1 "catch" 

3ITTr11Ps. Täali4, "see" 

i_mil if "carry" 

1.6. Demonstratives: The demonstrative system, for all groups, is 

of six terms which exhibit nu. zber and gender variation between the 

plural and singular. The terms in the system are as follows: - 

SFI SFII 

RG1 BG2 1 BG3 

h8 ; hSn-bA hÄADA h8Ad8 N, '$a "this" (m. sing. 
hýslýi i hS Ai ) d1 hýpdi % 161 "this" (f. sing. 

Sing. hak 
1 
I hPDAsk A 1 1ADäak 

i 
hndank AAk "that" (M. sing. ) 

ýºONrltI 
1 

1 ha's iit9 
1 

1 hadiik hndiik '*itt' "that" (f. sing. ) 

ti `böol bOl I h_aDöoI hpdcol T, i"these" 
Pl. 

ha'biläakl hafiilAsk' haD1 'n 1' di1ÄAk Thfllsak "those" 

t 
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When the speaker does not "find" the appropriate form 

he wants or when, say, difficulties arise over "technical terms" 

or names of objects for wich there is no Arabic equivalent. the 

demonstrative h prefixed with the definite article il is 

frequently used as a kind of "hesitational" or "apologetic device". 

The corresponding form employed by RG2,11G3 and SFII is predominantly 

2i9i prefixed with the bilabi3 semi-vowel /a/. SFIII, on the other 

hand, has m%dri, in%e "and I don't know what". Examples 

illustrating the use of ilhAS are as follows: - 

1. b Pjll 48azz Saleehum ilhh4b "It remains dear to them and all that" 

2. bitt üTTi SLalee ssäman wIl! i '$ "You put in fat and so on" 

3. bjbg n r3 illa1am wil a-A "I shall be preparing meat and so on" 

1.6.1. The Demonstrative heetg: 

In demonstrating attributes of size, the form beet is 

used in association with tse form and/or 1+algädd, e. g. 

.0 of 1. btibg ilkabbe heetY ha 

2. btibga ilcbbe "algädd beet3' hn "T"e melon is this big" 

On uttering the form heet3', the speaker demonstrates 

attributes of size by manual gesture. Other forms corresponding to 

Ilcet are elsewhere as follows: - 

RG2 RG3 SFII SFIII 

heet i'b heekp peek t 0)1 
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2. Phonolotiicnl "indexical" Fentures: - 

Phonological "indexical" features relatable to RGI group 

themselves into the following: - 

2.1. Relntively "Beck" Vs. "Front" Vowel Qn 11tiPs: - 

Characteristic of RGI is the use of "badcer" vowel 

qualities. especially in respect of open vowels, associated with 

the voiced and voiceless uvular fricatives /G, x/; the glottal 

fricative /h/; and the labial series comprising the voiceless 

labio-dental fricative /f/, the voiced bilabial plosive /b/. the 

voiced bilabial nasal /m/, and the labio-velar semi-vowel /w/. 

Corresponding vowel-qualities in association witi' other groups 

are invariably front. Examples illustrating "babker" vowel 

qualities are as follows: 

1. /G, lje/ e. g. hin GAnl ew lla "But it is dear" 

2. /xjii/ e. g. sind daar xäali "At my uncle's house" 

3. /tuffpal/ 

4. /hubbn1/ 

5. /mini U/ 

e. g. than boon fiituffAl 

e. g. iT? Abxn jilha tiubbj 

e. g. Xu ni lu ja xjjti 

"There were apples here" 

"It has steam" 

"What's wrong wth trim, 
sister? 

" 

6. /2ixw e. g. 2ilak 2iacwn 3äkbnr minnak "Do you have brothers 
or sisters older than you? ' 
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2.2. Differences in tle Distribution of "dark" t: - 
Perhaps the most prominent consonantal feature 

distinguishing RG1 from other groups is the distribution of "dark" 

i which occurs in the environment of a preceding medial guttural 

/c., i, h, G, x/; a labial It, m b/ or a voiced or voiceless velar 

plosive /g, k/, cf. 

RGI 

nÄiut 

nnýu1 

MAkA 

RIAkUL 

nAGuf 

nnxu 

TÄfA 

of nAmut 

buibuf 

61 A uý 

RG2 and RG3 And SFII 

: in sl "sole" 

nýPal "bees" 

m__+ 1 "draught" 

: mAh 1 "slowly" 

n_G 1 "illigitimate colt" 

nn l 

TifGl 

bulbul 

"palm-trees" 

"infant" 

"ants" 

"a nightingale" 

"mind" 

3. Features Peculisr to RG2 And RG3 

It tias been sown that BGI is distinguished from other 

groups by numerous features. Contrariwise. no very definite line 

of demarcation can be drawn between RG2 and RG3. t%ere are, 

iowever, a few features whic% are not shared by t'e two groups 

(see pp. 26-7 ff. ) Much overlapping is to be expected with the 
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b ? aii SF. since the latter lives at close quarters with &G2 

and KG3, a fact which has promoted interdialectlial dontact and 

the consequent spread of spared features. 

The most prominent feature (see also 29-36 ff. ) distinguis%ing 

RG2 and ßG3 is the manner in which the medial consonant of the form 

hACuu1 "I say" is pronounced, i. e. as /k/ or /g/. The following 

are characteristics of RG2 and RG3: - 

3.1. GrPmmat1cal: For both RG2 and RG3, it is possible to 

distinguish two classes of pronominal suffixes. The membership of 

t"e first class is as follows in association with bidd - 

1st hers. bidd-i "I want" 

2nd pers. masc. hidd-Ak "Do you want? " 

2nd pers. fem. bit3ý-tß'1 "Do you want? " 

3rd [pers. masc. bidd-u "Does he want? " 

3rd hers. fen. bid-', R "Does she want? " 

Ist pers. bid-nn "We want" 

2nd pers. masc. bid-kit "Do you want? " 

2nd pers. fem. hits "Do you want? " 

3rd pers. mnsc. hid.,, +um "Do they want? " 

3rd pers. fem. bid-tiin "Do they want? " 

The suffixes -t, -ak, -ti i, -u, -ý-n , -nn, -ku, -t in, 

_tium, -hin are obligatory in the sense that the form Kidd- cannot 

occur independently. Furt%ermore, the suffixes constitute a 
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paradigmatic closed series. whose members are mutually exclusive 

with corresponding members of a congruent closed system of personal 

suffixes occurring elsewhere, cf. 

st r 
(h-at "I drank" 

2nd pers. Masc. ib-t "You drank" 

2nd pers. fem, ib-ti "You drank" 

3rd pers. masc. trIb "He drank" 

3rd pers. fem. 
_ 

i0 b- t "She drank" 

Ist , 
(b-nn "We drank" 

2nd pers. misc. ýrib-tu "You drank" 

2nd ners. fem. icb-in "You drank" 

3rd nets. mase., 
i h-u "They drank" 

: ird pers. fem. 1irb in "They drank" 

bid(d)- may be accompanied by a bloc of two suffixes, 

of which the second is typically a third person form. Examples 

are as follows: 

I 9, t 

2n(ß pers. mAse. 

2nd pers. fem. 

3rd Pers. MASC. 

PronominRl Suffi 

bidd -i 

bidd - Ak 

hits - tai 

bidd -U 

3rd pers. fern. hid - %A 

3rd Pers. form 

+ -i as 

f -i AA 

f -i AA 

f -f PA 

f -ffa 
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1St e 

2nd pers. 

2nd pers. 

Ird pers. 

3rd Per$. 

Pronominpi Stiffs 

bid - nn 

m , c. hid - kn 

fem. bitl - Mn 

mit . bid - 'htrn 

fem. bid - %in 

3rd Pr'rs. Form 

+ -ihn 
+ -IIJm a 

+ -ifa 
+ 'i ma 

+ -ijjnn 
"I/you........ etc. want it" 

The suffix - Pa is characteristic of RG2 and RG3 speech. 

It is typically replaced by a definite or indefinite nominal as the 

case may be in the speech of other groups, e. g. 

1. (a) biiidaki i 1än? "Do you want it? " 

(b) biddak liktnab "Do you want the book? " 

2. (a) biddnk iiiänhn? "Do you want it? " 

(b) biddak i1mä ibprA? "Do you want the inkpot? " 

3. (a) biddsk iii6Ahum "Do you want them? " 

(b) biiidak iliülab "Do you want the tins? " 

3.2. The rtrammaticnl Directive System: - 

The grammatical directive system is of three terms: 

(i) hnnn "here" (ii) bºnnÄak "there" and (iii) Gned "yonder". 

These terms differ from the corresponding terms in RG1, RG3 and 

also from t%at of SFIII. Corresponding terms are tabulated on the 

next page: - 
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SFI 
I SFII I SFIII 

ßG1 BG2 and SG3 

(i) ý+nnn ! hnzn Loon bnI 

(ii) "n ink ý+An ak 1, tin A %n__k 

(iii) Gnnd Gnnd Gnnd b lfigs, 

3.3. The deictic hA /had: - 

RG2 differs from &G3 with respect to deixic. While 

NP H is characteristic of fG2. the corresponding RG3 form is %pd. 

The occurrence of these invariable forms is illustrated by the 

following examples, whic, are shown against corresponding forms of 

ßG1, SFII and SFIII. 

&G2 RG3 SFII 

ist nPrs. %aii - 
Ani had - 

ani 
tiÄ - nt "Here I em" 

2nd pers. masc. J* haii - ante hnd - 
P ante Of hÄH "Here you eye" 

2nd. ners, fem. haii - anti bed - 
Anti häi; - tk "Here you are 

3rd pers. nasc. hail - 
uwwe/ hid - kuwwe hä -o "Here he is" 

3rd pers. fem. 
Iltu 

hAii - 
iithn 'm d , 

- kijje %R 'il- %A "Here she is" 

1st pers. hail - 
a%A 

had -n ha hÄ - nn "Here we are" 

2nd pers. MASC. heil- into had - 
nntu h- ku "Here you are" 

2nd pers. fem. tiý+_i_i - intin hnd - 
Äntin ha - ku "Here you are" 
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ßG2 I KG3 I SFII 

3rd pers. masc. hai i_ me hAd - kümmo h' I- krm "fiere they are" 

0-0 0, .0 3rd pe s. fem. hail - 16ne/ Ind - kinne 1+n ikum "Here they are" 
11thI 

SFIII 

ist pers. 

2nd pers. masc. 

% ; 'S - 

hs S- 

Ani 

ante 

har 

har 

- 
¶ni "Here I am" 

- Sinta "Here you are" 

2nd pers. 

3rd pers. 

fern. 

masc. 

hääit - 

h" "4 
- 

Anti 

Phuwwe 

har 

bar 

- S, anti 

- SLüwwa 

"Here you are" 

"Hlere she is" 

3rd pers. fem. hää"O - ahinne har -Senna "Here be is" 

1st pers. 

2nd pers. masc. 

häa'b - 

hAnt - 

atina 

antu 

h. r 

har 

- lgýna 

- ifntu 

"Here we are" 

"Here you are" 

2nd pers, 

3rd hers. 

fem. 

masc. 

hänt - 

1+äAS 

Antin 

- humme 

bar 

b_qr 

- Säntin "Here you are" 

- iümmg "Here they are" 

3i'd pers. fem. hÄa'b - sinne har - `inna "Here they are" 

bJj or knd is prefixed to one of ten members of a paradigm of 

pronominal forms which are restricted to this context of occurrence. 

Thus. -iL22, -iithin, -kuwwe, - ki e contain elements which do not 

occur pronominally elsew}e re in the language. viz. -itt and ýk. 
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It would therefore be descriptively erroneous to equate members 

of this class of pronosiinaln with members of the Independent 

Pronouns, save in the general terms of congruence of distinctions 

recognized, although certain members exhibit prima facie similar 

form, cf. anti, ante, Ana. 

haji or had may also be associated with a following 

nominal (definite or indefinite), as in: - 

1. ha31l ad i1kürai "Here is the chair" 

2, hai3/hid i'iäbbit lamüun "Here is a lemon" 

3. ha 2ad'läsan zi 1 "There you arel hasan has become angry" 

4. haWhad Abuu ad 3a "Here comes my father" 

4. Adverbs of Time: RG2 also differs from ktG3 in respect of 

another feature, viz. adverbs of time. thereas ? issaSfIan, 

laha ltiiin "not yet, still" and halfi(in are characteristic of aG2, 

? issa, lahässa and hässa are parallel ICG3 forms. ? issai an and 

It *# lahaltiiin like ? issa and lahässa are freely variant and most 

frequently occur in negative sentences. On the other hand, hal hin 

and hässa occur in positive contexts. Examples are: - 

1. ? issaz Q 
tai TTeeti a51ir b doora filmiSfL "I haven't 

yet put tomato juice in the strainer" 

2. laha ma Casältig "I haven't yet done the washing" 

3. ? iesa ma xal `'til 'I haven't finished yet" 
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4. hat iin bi. Tuu1 ilba lýkiir awn ild rrQar "I am going to take the 

towel from the drawer" 

5. csa ä3aß buu lahitýeaa 'fir father hasn't come yet" 

6. lahäeaa ma Ti SAU buu rniSSalna 'Vy father hasn't finished 

his prayer yet" 

If &f 0. 7, bad311bilku liktaab hneaa "I am going to bring the book to you now" 

4.2. Corresponding Foris of Other Croups:.. 

Corresponding fore of RG1, SFII and SFIII are tabulated below: - 

Rai ! SFII I Spill 

(i) hässa /hassa'ijjaat hä11a /hal? eet il. iiin "now" 

(ii) b 3d 
1 1ahä11a /hat? eet ba&ad "not yet" 

5. Phonological Features:. 

5.1. Vocalic: Sequences of vowels, which can generally be regarded 

as discontinuous vocalic infixes in relation to the consonantal root, 

are often qualitatively different from those associated with 

comparable forms of RG1.12 

5.1.1. b- imperfect verbs of the pattern bvccvc: - 

The vowel sequence v-v of certain b- imperfect verbs is characterised 

by a syntagnatic feature or prosody of frontness in both syllables 

12, Features of syllabication characterising comparable forms of 
SFIII are quite different from RG1 and RG2, RG3 and SFII and are 
better treated separately (see pp. 4a-50 ff. ) 
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in contradistinction to the back quality of comparable vowel 

sequences in Rß1. Examples are tabulated below: - 

RG2 and RG3 I RG1 I SFII 

CiCCic CuCCuc I Cvccvc 

bigsim bus um 
i bi? sim "he divides" 

bid it b Jifur bülifur "he digs" 

bud 1ub bird lib "he takes to market" 

biýxliT- buxluT büxluT "he mixes" 

3 Sri bü d bü4 ud "he knots" 

bldmil bud©ul bidmil "he covers" 

bir bürkuz birkiz "he stays still 

bi15ir buiSur bu*iSur "he squeezes" 

bi -MIT-1 buxdum bixdim "be serves" 

.0 büGrus .0 büGrus "he plants" 

L buGsul b(Gsil "he washes" 

5.1.2. Forms of pattern CVCVCs- 

5.1.3. Nominals: On the other hand, vocalic sequences in certain 

nominale of structure CVCVC are characterized by a prosody of 

backness in contrast with frontness in cognate forms of BG1, cf. 
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RG2 and RG3 RG1 5FZI 

CuCuC 

PuThf 

dunum 

xuSum 

ürua 

hubu 

d üiur 

civic 

EiTif 

dinim 

xisim 

hibil 

d iiir 

CuCuC 

? üTuf "a bunch of grapes" 

dünum "acre" 

- "corner of a sack" 

rue "Wedding" 

hubul "crazy" 

du ur "hole" 

5.1.4. Adjectives: Certain adjectives of similar structure to 

that of nouns at 5.1.3. have the phonological pattern (ciccic), 

that is, the vocalic sequence carries a prosody of frontness in 

contrast with backnese in LGl, of. 

RG2 and RG3 

civic 

Sitib 

zig 

di r 

EG1 
CuCu© 

Süiiub 

züiu 

dufr 

SFII 

civic 

Siiiib "difficult" 

- "sour" 

dVir "obstinate" 

5.1.5. Verbale: Vocalic sequences of the perfect tense of verbs 

of structure CVCVC is again characterized by frontness in contrast 
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with R01 backneae: - 

RG2 and 3 Rat SFII 

cycyc 
---1 

cvcvc cvcvc 

eä da_ 5.., Pads? "he said the truth" 

fäd f acma fä? ad "he lost" 

rad mad ra? ad 'It brooded" 

Calab G11ab Ca1ab "he won" 

m__sax mä__ m6az "he abused" 

wet w_z vaiaz "it stung" 

5.2. The. Quality of the Anaptyctic Vowel: _ 

The quality of the, Inaptyctic vowel is forma of pattern 

CDCaC is noticeably different from that in RG1 forms. Following 

a medial guttural /h, G, x/ an emphatic consonant /! '5, T/, a 

trilled consonant In, a voiced velar plosive / g/, and a bilabial 

consonant /b, //, the anaptyctic vowel in RG1 forms is close and 

back, whereas it is mid and central in the corresponding forms of 

HG1 and SFII, of. 
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RG2 and RG3 I hGl I SFII 

.0h 

a" f7Laufi UGA "corn" 

täh r . ur Ka. h r "month" 

güGa1 9 Gu1 9nGa1 "work" 

rui, Ra nýGu nä? "soaking" 

bäG gcul bäG; jj "mule" 

bal r bul ? nbal "before" 

_i 
`1a? al "mind" 

zr ^ru Zarah "Crops" 

hur mähr "dowry" 

raT "condition" 

___ 
ruixul näx "palm-trees" 

p1 faul fAD 1 "favour" 

rg 1l rmTh1 rP1 "a pound" 

In other consonantal contexts, no significant differences 

of quality have been observed. 

5.3. The medial 3-consonant clusterof b-imperfect verbs of the 

form iba + CCCV) or kba + CCCVC) is not associated with anaptyxis 

in KG2 and RG3 and SFII in contrast with the case of anaptyxis in 

BG1, cf. 
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RG2 and Mai bFII 

bastbi bA'8talii ba"atti "I become shy" 

battri baNtari bÄlltri "I buy" 

b ithi bä1 tahi ba"lthi "I get engaged" 

baxtfi bäxtafi bäxtfi "I disappear" 

bi thi ba9tahi bääthi "I desire" 

bärt i bärta ä bärtU "I shiver" 

b .S trif bktarif bAtrif "I admit" 

bäitGil bägtacil bRNtCil "I vork"' 

bä$itfil b it taf11 bätitfil "I celebrate" 

bärtfii bartafij. bärtfi. "I go up" 

5.4. There are a number of common miscellaneous forma in which 

certain vocalic segments differ in quality from corresponding 

segments in comparable 8G1 forma. These are as follows: - 
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Rae and aa3 f RG1 I SFII 

bidna bädna bidna "We want" 

Of e 
-01 

re ? ßr e "village" 

hiOP _ 
"raw" 

find äan fund ä. an find aän "a cup" 

1aban liban Laban "sour milk" 

ttt tihit taiiat "under" 

Vgfe 'i e _a? fe "piece" 

. jumma jr, nrft "mother" 

? ana Uni Una "I" 
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C1' pt er Two 

The bn? uul Speech Fnilnws%ip 

The question now poses itself as to tie features of SF11 

which set its members apart from other groups. The following have 

been selected from the corpus: - 

1. GrnmnnticAl: 

I. I. The forms 'Sann and Characteristic of SFII is the use 

of am or rah' in association with a following imperfect tense in 

contradistinction to the corresponding forms amid and räa it typical 

of SFI. 

1.2. Contrastive Relationship of 9Am and rA* with other verbal forms: - 

It is-possible to set up a word-class labelled "auxiliary 

verb" on the basis of syntactic as well as morphological criteria. 

These are as follows: - 

(i) Substitutnhility: The chief characteristic of the class 

"auxiliary verb" is the exclusive ahiity of its members to fill the 

blank in the test frame: - 

hidd Pronominal Suffix Imperfect Tense form. The set 

of all forms which can appear in this potion is as follows: 
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jD_a1l, e. g. bid du jD111 jC tGil "lie will continue to work" 

2. Sj 9 e. g. hiddu Mir ijýftGiI "Lie will work" 

3. udd, e. g, biddu 
_irudd 

ii tG11 "tie will work again" 

9, u? Lud. e. g, ip Eiau u? Su4 i tG "tie is going to work" 

e. g. hiddu uu1 i tGit "He is going to work" 

6. ? urnn. e. g. biddu ? uun 
i tGt "tie is going to work" 

7. Ib? a, e. g. 41 bidd'i ii b? A df i tGi "tie 
36b 

isjworkimt" 

8, kuun. e. g. If hiddu knun "Lie it i is)work 

9. .0 iL? dar. e. g. 
.4 biddu 1? dnr 

It 
i tGit "11e wants to be able to work" 

(11) Combin abilit y: They may combine without the connective element 

to which is obligatory when connecting two other verbal elements 

elsewhere, e. g. bns dArI "I am waiting for my 

turn (to come)". The comb inatory po ssibilities of tie "auxiliary 

verbs" appear in e. g. 

hiddu irudd jDa11 jiItGit "He will continue to work again" 

2. biddu uuh Sj iir i tG11 "He is going to start work" 

uut also combines with ruddy 
ü ud, ? uum, iih? a, e. g., 

bid du udd uuh 
i tGil "He is going to work again". hiddu uut 

i? uum 
(tGil "Ile is going to start working". 

3. biddu 1ih? n uuh 
I tGil "Ile is going to work". 

In addition to combinability with uu$, iih? s combines 
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00 .0 'e I with 7uu DnT , -fruddl and 
ü 

ud, e. g. iddu jih? a ? uu i tGi 

"He iS going to work". 

The formsand, which occur in association with a 

following imperfect tense-form are excluded from class membership 

of auxiliary verbs because they do not satisfy any of the above 

conditions. They may. however, be grouped with the invariable forms 

imkin and leAzim w'ica behave similarly in the sense that they 

ctiaracteristically fill t'e same position occupied by Inazi. and 

i4-kin, e. q. 

1.1Aäzim i_i 3`tG11 Tuui i1w ?t "He must work all the time" 

2.1mkin iVtGil Tunl 11KA? t "lie may work all the time" 

3. Pm ii, tGil Tuul i1Ka? t "He is working all the time" 

4. Li tGtl Tunl ilia? t "He is going to work all the time" 

1.3. Cramp rison with forms P', ployed by SFIII: _ 

No forms have been attested in the corpus to match Lai 

and Rm. Adverbs of "frequency" at 1-3 above, which occur in 

association with Am and fati + Imperfect form, are regubrly associated 

with the imperfect form alone in the case of SFIII. e. g. 

£ni ilkiin ikuufüumi halltV u baatlir tnbliini fi dännnttg "Your 

family may see me now and by doing so you may subject me to being 

accused of your'blood" (i. e. committing an offence). 
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2. The Form ? AtIriit: The form ? ntnriit regularly occurs in 

utterance-initial position and is always accompanied by post-posed 

pronominal suffixes which agree in number, person and gender with 

following verbal forms, e. g. 

1. ? ateriitak btitmäsxnr w na mit daari "There you go kiddinjand 
I don't know". 

2. ? atnriithtrn zn. l in w[ý*na mi dnA tin 'Tiere they go getting 
angry and we don't know" 

3. ? aterfithn bit Ä iT wann mig i4nrif "There she goes crying and we 
don't know". 

2.1. Corresnnndinn forms emnioved in SFI: - 

The corresponding forms employed in SFI are the 

demonstratives or P'1dp in conjunction with the participal form 

bäagi, e. g. heaY_ or h do bäagi titmnsxnr wana m1. ' doari "Pere you .00 

go kidding and I don't know" 

2. Phonologicp1 Features: 

2.1. Features of Junction: - 

2.1.1. Geminntion: The most prominent feature characterising SFII 

speech is the pronunciation of the voiceless uvular plosive /q/ as 

/? / "glottal stop". Alien /? / and /h/ are juxtaposed, for example 

as a result of suffixation of the pronominal suffix -, the 

implication for pronunciation is the gemination of /? /. Examples are: - 
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de &V 1. Tnll_q? + he --ý Tnlln?? A "he divorced Ier" 

2.5(11 A? + Imp 

..... _, Sn1 t ?? n "he hung it" 

3. tA? + hA --ý ' "its price" 
Elsewhere, and in a somewhat contrary sense. if two 

adjacent syllables are each initiated by /21, between weich t%e 

vowel /a/ occurs, then t"e first /? / is replaced by /h/. A 

potential p! onologkal sequence - ? a? C- Is likewise reiised as ha? C-. 

Two successive glottal closures surrounding the open vowel thus 

constitute an impossible sequence. Examples are: 

1. to ? A? üllnk 
- 4taI 1n? 6110k "Come and let me tell you something" 

2. stanna ? Ä? urYnk ----* stÄnnn h ? urspk "Wait so that I may eat 

you" (form of endearing address to children). 

3. huu ? Ä. 0 0. ? wa minnt gý huu ha? wa minni "he is stronger than me" 

4. ? A? All min heek -----' hÄ? all min peek "less than that" 

5. ? a? ii ilbaTäaTA ) hä? li ilb TÄeTg "Shall I fry potatoes" 

On the other hand. if voiced or voiceless gutturals are 

juxtaposed at word boundaries, or if an alveolar nasal precedes an 

alveolar trill or lateral, the implication for pronunciation is aj 

follows: - 

A. The Guttural Group of Cnnsenants: 

(I) both pharyngeal (heterogenous as to the voice/breath distinction); 
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the implication of junction is the gemination of the voiceless 

pharyngeal (cf. exx. 1,2, below). 

(11) In all other cases, gemination is of the consonant whose 

articulation is the "fronten" of the two (cf. exx. 3,4,5,6,7,0. ). 

B. Liquids: an alveolar nasal /n/ + an alveolar lateral /1/ or 

triff /r/ gives rise to the gemination of the lateral or trill 

(i. e. n+ 1/r - ll/rr) (cf. exx. 9,10. ). Examples are: - 

1. bPilki ram +1 3li - bä ki nabs nnli "I an talking to myself" 

2. rate + Salgek ilfilm - raMinleek ilfilm "You missed the film" 

3. la? + Gäa1i - laGG nli "It's dear" 

4. mal + xäali - maxxaali "kt my uncle's (house)" 

5. Sa1iiihh + huu - SAiiti$ uu "It's correct" 

6. bner, + ha - bäas. ia "He sold it" 

7. wid3ih + ja riak -- wid. ijcnrmak "Your uncle's face" 

0. wid31h + iotnuitak -- wfd31"Itnüultak "yourtribes' face 

0. ween + r. Li ih -- weeýj "Nºltre are you got nn? " 

10. Min 4 lPa nak -- mlillaainak ".. 'ho is blaming you? " 

Another important feature characterizing SFII is that 

of syntagnatic fusion involving the coibinntion of two different 

phonemes in a new phoneme different frori either of the two. Pus, when 

the alveolar nasal /n/ and a voiced bilabial plosive /b/ occur at word 
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boundaries, the two are fused into one new phoneme, viz Im/ a 

bilabial nasal. Examples are: 

1. woen + ninzl --' weemninzi1 "Where shall we get off? " 

2. xeen + bnirlai-) Weemn(TinS "Pere shnll we ascend? " 

2.2. "Frontness" vs. ßnekness in Association 

The most prominent feature which differentiates urban 

women's speech tSFII) from members of other groups (male or female) 

is the feature of "frontness" associated with /r/ as opposed to the 

"backness� characteristic of men's speech generally And of the speech 

of women of other fellowshlps: - 

The following words arranged in terms of their constituent 

structure (consonant and vowel) illustrate the occurrence of open 

front vowels in the environment of /r/: (C - consonant; V= short 

vowel; VV - long vowel). 

cv-CW-cvc cv-cvv-CY I 
_cv-cvc 

Xpre"pVtf "bed-s'eets" kA AA i "chairs" 4 ärA7 "sweat" 

mar; "fans" fnr= "brushes" warp? "paper" 

mar's "boats" maw "anchors" m(rAS "rope" 

? nr ih "rabbits" har Adi "curtains" Ärns "bell" 

nl%rp . 
"references" Sar; fPwi "button-holes" *Arnn "mosque" 
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C)i ünt er T"+ree 

The llrtuul SF 

Features solely characteristic of SFIII may be 

categorised into three types: (i) grammatical (ii) phonological 

(iii) lexical, the last relating especially to certain aspects of 

the SFIII way of life. Grammatical features characteristic of 

SFIII are as follows: 

1. Conrruent ht formnliy different classes of particles and affixes: - 

1.1. Particles: Prominent among t'e grammatical features 

characteristic of SFIII are the forms of combination of the particle 

it and the pronominal suffixes. Contrasts with the congruent but 

formally different complexes of SFI and SFII are shown in the 

following table: - 
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11 

1st p rs. 130 wa ii 

2nd Hers. masc. II1wn ink 

2nd pers. fem. liä ik 

3rd pers. masc. 1 idwa ich 

3rd hers, fem. lidwa lehn 

Ist pers. 
r 

Iidwa Tenn 

2nd Vers. masc. Iidwa lekum 

2nd pers. -fen, 1idwa likum 

3rd pers. MASC. lidwa lehum 

3rd pers. fem. lidwa lihum 

ist pers. 

2nd pers. masc. 

2nd pers. fern. 

3rd pors, masc. 

3rd pers, fem. 

Ist ners. 

2nd pers, masc. 

2nd pers. fem. 

3rd pers. masc. 

3rd pers. fem. 

SFII 

RGI 

1ddäwa lA 

" leek 

n 1@etl 

lee(h) 

lehn 

leena 

" leeku 

leettin 

leehum 

Teehin 

iddäwn ? i11 

Of ? hnk 

Of ? 11it% 

" ? ilu 

" ? iihn 

? 11na 

Of ? ilku 

? ilt%in 

Of ? ilhum 

Of ? ilhin 

+ 

iddawa ? 1tI 

? 1Iak 

VIM 

? Ili 

" 61 ? ilha 

" ? ilna 

? Ilku 

? ilkum 

" ? il %um 

" ?ii bum 

SFI 

and RG3 

"the medicine is mine" 

"the medicine is yours" 

"the medicine is yours" 

"the medicine is his" 

"the medicine is hers" 

"the medicine is ours" 

"the medicine is yours" 

"the medicine is yours" 

"the medicine is theirs" 

"the medicine is theirs" 
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1.2. _ 
__ 

The invariable form tagrr which always associates with 

a following nominal is also solely characteristic of SF111. The 

corresponding form employed by SFII and SF1 is la-, e. g., 

SFIII SF11 

1. marilbn witruuh laTibba vs. mnriIDa wbitruut lal ? aTibbn 

"She is ill and goes to doctors" 

2. tIg u1 ýia w11 dha vs. bitgüul I banhi 

. /l. 
3. Interrogative Particles: - Certain interrogative particles 

also exhibit formal differences from those employed in SFi and SFII. 

The forms in Col. (1) of the following table are wholly characteristic 

of SFIII and contrast with corresponding forms of other ppeech 

fellowships as shown: - 

1. weiß kü ur 

2. ? ameet 

3. 1aweeg 

4. leeman 

5. `. alaamak 

6. we int 

SFII 

? nddee3' 

? eemt n 

leer 

Inmiin 

'u m(nlnk 

3'u ? inte 

SFr 

Addeet "how much" 

wrakteef "when". 

1ee3' "why" 

1amlin "whose" 

'u maalbk "What's wrong? " 

3'u ? inte "What are you? " 
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2. Affixes: 

2.1. Associability of the prefix b" with verbal forms: - 

In the environment of adverbials of "duration"13, the 

b- prefix is absent in SFIII In contradistinction to the facts of 

SFI and II speech, cf. 

I SFIII I SFII I SFI 

lot pers. 

2nd pers. MASC. 

2nd pers. fem. 

3rd pers. nasc. 

3rd pers. fem. 

Ist pers. 

2nd pers. masc. 

2nd pers. fern. 

3rd pers. masc. 

3rd pers. fem. 

? Iguum kit 
-loom 

ba? uum kul loom 

tinuum " bit? üum " 

tiq umi " bitä" 

i üun " bi? üum 

tigüum "" bit? üum "" 

1I; 
nüum 

NM 

tiguumüun 

tiquumüun 

i uumun" " 

i uturüun "" 

bin? uum 

bit? uumu" 

bit? üumu" 

bi? uumu 

bi? uumu 

M 

N 

N 

N 

bnaüum kul jonm 

bitgüum " "" 

bitgGumi 

binüun 

bit guum "' 

bing um "" 

bitnüumu to 

bit " 

biqdumu 

bi rt � 

N 

H 

H 

N 

H 

H 

p., 

11 

13. Adverbials of "duration" may be divided into two classes according 
to whether they occur with post-pronominal suffixes or not. Adverbials 
with post-posed pronominal suffixes are time-words in association with 
a constant element Tuul, viz. Tuul inhaar "all day". Tuul illeel "all 
night", Tuul isstcne "all the year", uu ilwa? t "all the time". All 
these may be followed by pronominal suffixes, e. g. Tuul inhaar +u 
"All his day", Tuul wa? t + hum "All their time". The second class 
consists of the following members: murr nt "sometimes", ba5D iijean 
"sometimes" daA man "always" -r- 
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2.2. The Verbal Suffix -uun: - 

The imperfect tense-forms also differ from comparable forms 

in SFII and SFI by the presence of the suffix -uun marking "common 

gender" of 2nd and 3rd ers, masc. and fem. 1ý ural, e. g. 

an üun "they walk", aaa"Süun "they take", tinuumüun "You stand up" 

tadfaStiun "You pay". 

2.3. Absence of the sequence /? v-/ (i. e. glottal stop followed by 

a vowel) from word-initial position: e. g. 

SFIII I SFI I SFII 

Tubx1 ? üTubxi ? üTubxi "cook" (2nd pers. fem. ) 

f (rii ? dfurgi ? ufur%i "lay down" 

0. simii .0 ? isms i ? ism "hear" 

Sbri ? uSubri ? uSubri "be patient" 

siixi ? islaxi ? islnxi "skin off" 

'bibhi ? I'dbatii ? idbafii "kill" 

kiYfi ? fki3'fi ? ikI fi "uncover" 

? üguidi hu? uidi "sit down" 

mlI 
. 01 ? ihimli "carry" 

dixli ? uduxli ? uduxli "enter" 
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2. Phonological: 

2,1, SYllahicttion: - One of the most striking features of SFIII 

speech is the regular correspondence of the total syllable patterns 

CCVCV, CCVCVC, and CCVCV to CYCYCY. CVCCVC, and CVCCV respectively 

elsewhere. 
14 The facts of correspondence are illustrated below: - 

(1) (CCVCV) vs. (CVCVCV) 

SFIII + SFI I SFII 

x1ä a xäla u xä1a? u "he created him" 

Urlira ýaSnra IaSara "a hair" 

wl{dik J# wäladik .0 waladik "your son" 

bgnra bägAra ba? nra "a cow" 

fga'ra fugara fü? ara "poor people" 

bSäln baSbin baSale an onion" 

fr äsa färasu farasu "his horse" 

Tbaxa Tabnxu Tabaxu "he cooked it" 

ibina labanu labanu "his silk" 

14. What seems of cllýcial importance here is that, unlike SFI and 
SF11, SFIII does not admit a sequence of two successive short open 
syllables, a fact which corresponds to Cyrenaican Arabic syllable 
patterns. See, T. F. Mitchell, "Prominence and Syllabication in 
Arabic", Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, Vol. 
XXXIII, part 2, (1960) 
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(ii) (CCVCVC) vs. (CVCCVC) 

SFIII 
I SFI I SFII 

kbarat kubrit kübrit "she grew up" 

Iribit 10 
sirbit lirbat "she drank" 

Thaxat Tabxat Tabxat "she cooked" 

gindat g dat ? a5dat "she sat down" 

dxalat daxlat däxlat "she entered" 

j imälat tamlat tiämlat "she carried" 

lbisat libsit libsit "she dressed herself" 

th fir tutfur titifir "she dug" 

tSärif titrif ti rif "she knows" 

ttatli tifit3i tikki she talks" 

(Lii) (CCVCV) vs. (CVCCV) 

SFIII SFI SFII 

Romn it U%me Sät 2e "a bone" 
t 
lýiaaa ls_ime lahme "a piece of meat" 

nzaln -- naxle naxle "a palm tree" 
r 

.0 sxala saxle v saxle "a lamb? 

0 mrisa 1- marase marase "a rope" 
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3. lexical: Owing to the limitations of the corpus. It has not 

been possible to arrange words according to "scmantfc fields". 

A selection of examples taken from the corpus is as follows: - 

I. ho minnl: 

SFIII SFI SFII 

1. il'inwas it ilgnbäaJil i1? abänjii "tribes" 

2, mär ad fraal f= "bed" 

3. '1 tiabd i1galb il? alb "heart" 

4. 9nrm Tab +e_Tab "wood" 

5. - uun 01 cineen ineen "eyes" 

6. 'buun 'Sineen ?i "ears" 

7. sanifa giSSa ? USSR "story" 

0. wildak ? ibnak ? ibnnk "your son" 

II. Verbal: 

SFIII SFI SFII 

liabb eggs Ui s "kissed" 

yi 
ikiriq ihri? "breaks the 

" heart 

tai tiSrif "you know" 

taiwl truun tr u1 "she goes" 

ä al trfijjft tr= "relaxed" 
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PAUrr ii 

Modes of Address 

1. General: Having regard to aspects of speech diversity such as 

those considered hitherto. It is to be expected that forms of address 

will exhibit considerable variation (see pp? 7-05tf) While it may 

be feasible to devise a model in which variation is seen relationally 

on a "broader front" of inter- and antra-group variation. the 

present study is limited to co-variation of forms of address in 

terms of participants and their inter-relationships. This limitation 

is necessary for practical purposes as well as in order to provide 

a link between linguistic abstractions on the one hand and the 

natural settings from which acts of speech in part derive their 

meaning. 
is 

Radcliffe-Brown pointed out that it may well be an easy 

undertaking to observe directly some features of social structure, 

such as the geographical distribution of individuals, but relations 

such as those of father and son, buyer and seller. ruler and subject 

15. cf. T. F. Ditchell's remark on the need for linguists to "renew" 
connection" by putting "grammatical, lexical and phonological 
abstractions back into the run of life whence they derive". In a 
review of David Abercrombie. Elements of General Phonetics in Journal 
of Linguistics, 5 (1969), p. 164. 
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can be observed in the social activities in which the relations 

are functioning. 16 If this view is correct. then modes of address, 

whose form is seen as a function of role-relationships obtaining 

between individuals, 17 
can be best investigated in natural day-to- 

day activities of which language is part and which are on-going. 

The immediate concern is threfore to look at modes of address as 

part of a larger field uhich Hynes called "The Ethnography of Speaking". 10 

Hymes drew attention to the importance of studying the speech event 

or single acts of speech as they typically occur in their natural 

settings. In particular. he pointed to seven major constituent 

factors of a speech event, which are crucial for the understanding 

of the communicative acts of a speech community. These are: "(I) 

sender (ii) receiver (iii) channel (iv) message-form tv) code 

(vi) topic (vii) context or scene. " 
19 All these factors, Hy©es 

16. Al Hadcliffe-Brown, Structure and Function in Primitive Society 
(London: Cohen & West, Ltd. (seventh impression), 1960). p. 161. 
17. cf. Roger Brown and U. Ford, "Address in American English*", 
Language in Culture and Society, ed. Dell Hymes, New York: H1qýer and 
How, 1964, p. 238. 
10. cf. Dell ilymes, "The Ethnography of Speaking". Anthropology and 
Human Behaviour: The Anthropological Society of Washington, (1962) 
pp. 13-53. According to Hymes, the ethnography of speaking is concerned 
with (i) what a chi ld internalizes about speaking in order to become a 
member of Its speech community (ii) what a foreigner must learn about 
a group's behaviour in a given situation and (iii) the uses and functions 
of speech in general. He pleads for the recognition of a linguistic 
'competence' that will include such features and not be limited to the 
at present purely "referential" concepts of most grammarians. 
19. Dell H. Hymes "Introduction to Language In Culture and Society" 
op. cit., p. 216. Also "nodes o Interaction of Languig6 and Social 
Settings", Journal of Social Issues, vol. XXIII, 2 (1967) pp. 20-25. 
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says, "must be determined empirically if the results are to have 

any validity"`0 In fact. Hynes reiterates what Gardiner repeatedly 

emphasized in his book The Theory of Speech and Language 
21, 

wherein 

an outline of the essential factors of speech is given, viz. (i) the 

-speaker (ii) the listener (iii) speech-sounds as a physical event 

(iv) the listener's reaction. 
22 

Jakobson also points out that speech functions may be 

described by reference to "factors of speech events" 
23 Any such 

event. according to Jak' son. comprises an addressor sending a message 

to an addressee. The message requires a context to be operative, 

and is at least capable of verbalisation; a code which is at least 

partially common to both parties. and a contact, which Is a "physical 

channel and psychological connection between the addressor and the 

addressee, enabling both of them to enter and stay in cocmnunication"24 

Very little work has been done in the field of speech events, 

despite assertion of the need by several linguists. As a result. 

20. Dell H. Gpmes, "Introduction to Lance In Culture And Society", 
p. 216. 
21. Alan 11. Gardiner, The Theory of S eech and Language (Oxford: 
The Clarendon Press, 1939, p. 79. 
22. Ibid, p. 7. 
23. A. Jakobson, "Linguistics and Poetics", in Style in Lanqunge 
(ed. T. Sebeok), Cambridge: M. I. T. Press, 1966, p. 351. 
24. Ibid. 
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numerous aspects of speech still remain unknown or unstudied. Nor 

have methods employed for collecting data25 in such areas as modes 

of address been wholly adequate. 

Pride, for instance, has rightly expressed doubts concerning 

the reliability of questionnaires. interviews. dramatic dialogues, etc. 

He maintains that it would be a great help to look for new perspectives 

in the study of everyday uses of speech. 
26 He goes on to say that 

"even such a fundamental investigation as that into modes of address 

and reference in British English has not yet been carried out for 

a single group of speakers"27 Prima facie, modes of address in 

English may be accounted for in terms of first name, last name, etc. 

On further consideration. hnrever. Pride says. address is an 

indivisible part"of an endless ramifying complex of communication 

more usefully referred to as 'approach'"`ß. 

Firth says, "Neither linguists nor psychologists hnvd 

begun the study of conversation. but it is here we shall find the 

key to a better understanding of what language really is and how it 

works". 
29 

25. See, for example, H. Brown and 11. Ford, "Address in Anerican English", 
in Lan u ne in Culture and Society, op. cit. pp. 234-250. 
26. J. Pride, The Social Meaning of Language Umdon, O. U. P. (forthcoming) 
27. Ibid. 
20. Loc. cit. 
2Q. J. R. Firth, "The Techniques of Semantics", in Papers in Linguistics 
Oxford, O. U. P., p. 32. 
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Attempts to date have largely been concerned na with 

the study of conversation per so but with things-about conversation. 

It may well be that a simple dichotomy such as the one ostablished 

by Brown and Ford is the chief parameter which determines choice 

of forms of address in English: 

(i) intimacy. which governs reciprocal address and 

(ii) status, defined in terms of age and occupational status, 

which governs non-reciprocal address. 
30 But are there not other 

contextual constraints observable in different uses of language31 

which limit the occurrence of such addressive sentences as "You are 

a chatterbox. You are a monkey and I'll belt you one. As Pride 

observes, "All levels of language and a¢pects of non-linguistic 

behaviour are liable to be brought into service"32 

Despite the authorvs valuable contribution towards setting 

up parameters of a sociolinguistic kind, Brown and Ford's study falls 

short of being a comprehensive treatment of the factors "determining" 

linguistic form. It does not include, for example. linguistic 

features indicative of "attitudes" appropriate to permanent relation- 

30. . Brown and Ford, op. cit., p. 238. 
31. By "Uses of language" is meant the relationship obtaining 
between the choice of certain linguistic features and the use that 
is being made of language. 
32. J. Pride, op. cit. 
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ships. such as parent to child or master to servant, or temporary 

"attitudes" such as politedess or formality, nor other various 

linguistic devices which reflect "orientation toward the addressee" 

within a situation. It may also be criticised for its total disregard 

cf such meaningful categories as endearment, abuse and of courtesy. 

To obviate disadvantages altiing from inadequate methods 

and/or data, care has been taken to obtain samples of speech 

authentic enough to safeguard against whims and fancies arising from 

the uncontrolled introspection of the analyst. The samples obtained 

were recorded on tape, and represent the major speech fellowships 

of the overall Jordanian speech community. Relevant parts of recorded 

material as well as biographical particulars of the participants are 

tobe found in the appendix. 

2. "Orientation Towards the Addressee": - 

2.1. Constraints and Incentives: 

It is generally recognized that speech represents some 

kind of interchange among participants within a situation. It is 

also accepted that the participants will use language which is 

appropriate to their "attitudes", having regard of course, to the 

factors of situations within which speech evolves and in respect of 

which participants (and linguistic features characteristic of them) 

may be classified, and constraints and incentives involving choice 
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between appropriate terms of address may be specified. Such factors 

may vary from "Innate" factors of personality or intelligence to the 

external factors of place of origin or social class or speech fellow- 

ship. In almost all situations involving the meaningful use of 

languUe, some kind of interchange takes place and linguistic activity 

of participants will reflect a mutual "approach" or "orientation" 

between interlocutors. For instance, "orientation" towards the 

addressee will inevitably include constant sdaction of lexical items 

indicative of the "attitudes" of participants towards one another 

(see, for example, "meliorative-pejorative" and "approval-disapproval" 

forms below). In the present study, inter-personal behaviour is 

characterised by a twofold distinction of situational variables. 

which may be said to "generate" modes of address and influence "orientation' 

between interlocutors. These are: 

I. "Attitudes" appropriate to permanent relationships (such as 

parent to child or master to servant); 

II. "Attitudes" appropriate to temporary relationships (such as 

those indicative of approval, disapproval, politeness, etc. ). 

Broadly speaking, forms of address appropriate to 

temporary relationships are distinguished from forms appropriate 

to permanent relationships by the fact that the former are capable 
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of entering the networks of comparative and intensifying relationships, 

(see, pp. 122-27 ff. ) whereas the latter cannot do so. By reference 

to these criteria modes of address may be divided into two primary 

divisions: - 

I. Forms of address indicative of "attitudes" appropriate to 

permanent relationships, which include (A) kinship terms (B) 

Pronominal Forms and (C) Respectful Forms; all such forms may be 

said to be 'permanent' Insofar as they serve to express reciprocal 

relationships (see pp. 60-107 ff. ), which emphasize the social 

condition of the individual in society, so that by the use of one 

or other of them, the status of the speaker in relation to the 

person addressed is readily recognized. 

II. Address forms appropriate to temporary relationships on the 

other hand, may be divided into such categories as the following: 

A. "Approval-Disapproval" Forms 

B. "Meliorative-Pejorative" Forms 

C. Forms of Endearment and Affection. 

In contrast with those forms appropriate to permanent 

rerttionships. these 'temporary' forms may be looked uj-o n as 

"learned -eact*ons" to relatively less stereotyped behaviour, not 

rigidly performed in a way specified by the culture as only appropriate 
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to such relationships, because choice among them depends on the 

speakers' temporary "attitudes". Overlapping with permanent 

"attitudes" is. however, nevertheless to be expected. A diagram 

illustrating the categories of forms of address and their sub- 

division is as follows: - 

I. 

Forms Appropriate to Permanent Relationships 

ß. Pronouns of Add C. Respectiai forms. 

A. Kinship terms 

II. 

Forms Appropriate to Temporary Relationships 

e. Endearment - Aff C. Meliorative - Pejorative 

A. Approval - Disapproval 
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Chapter Four 

Kinship Terms 

1.0. Classification: Kinship terms may be subclassified in various 

ways. Firstly, according to internal composition33 in terms of 

which a twofold distinction may be recognised, viz, simple and 

complex, each of which is further subdivided into "consanguinal" 

or "affinal" terms (see below), or they may be classified according 

to modes of use, on the basis of which two types are again 

distinguished (cf. pp. 66_73 ff. ), or finally, they may be seen 

to differ among themselves according to speech fellowship, in 

relation to which formally different but congruent kinship systems 

are recognized. 

33. According to Eugene A. Nida, the composition of any grammatical 
unit is defined in terms of the constituent part or parts, and (if 

parts) or their arrangement. The class of any grammatical unit is 
defined in terms of the relationship of th unit as a whole to all 
other grammatical units in the language. Class distinction may be 
based upon differences in composition - whether, for example items 
are simple or complex. It is this distinction between simple and 
complex that is adopted in the division of kinship terms, see 
E. A. Nida. "The Analysis of Grammatical Constituents", Lg. 25 (1943) 
p. 16Q. 
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1.1. Classification According to internal Composition: - 

1.1.2. Consaniuinai: The relevant forms are: - 

? axx "brother" 

? uxt "sister" 

d3ldd or slid "paternal grandfather or maternal grandfather" 

d idde or sitt "paternal grandmother or maternal grandmother" 

Saw "paternal uncle" 

Säume "paternal aunt" 

xaai - 
"maternal uncle" 

xä ate "maternal aunt" 

? abb "father" 

? urrm "mother" 

1.1.3. Affinal: 

Sihr "father-in-law" 

t aräat "mother-in-law" 

d ooz "husband" 

MAra "wife" 

siif "husband's brother" 

silfe "husband's brother's wife" 

5. ad_i1 "wife's sister's husband" 

0 
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1.2.2. Division of Consnnguinnl Terms: - 

A further subdivision of consanguinal terms may be made 

0 according to whether members of this category can be associated 

with the vocative morpheme - oo (e. g. d3idd -o. _o 
"grandfather") 

or not. Forms associable with -oo are as follows: - 

1. xi j oo 

2. xAAloo 

3. Sn. ýnr oo 

4. d3iddoo or 

siidoo 

"brother" 

"maternal uncle" 

"paternal uncle" 

"father's father" 

Subdivision of the remaining terms is also possible in 

so far as they are capable of modification by a derivational process 

of "diminution"; diminutive forms being characterized generally by 

a vowel -ee- preceding the root-final consonant and by a diphthong 

In the particular cases of x_' ti and bn" ti. In addition, the 

diminutive forms occur regularly in association with the ist pers. 

sing. pronominal suffix -i with, of course, the entailed appearance 

of preceding -t- characteristic of -a ending nouns in constructions 

of various kinds. Forms belonging to the distinction between non- 

diminutive and diminutive are as follows: 
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I. msisýia : meemtl "(my) mother" 

2. d li Si r s "(my) grandmother" 

3. 4ä,: ße ämeemti "(my) father's sister" 

4. xäale xwäoiti "(my) mother's sister" 

5. ? uxt xý ti "(my) sister" 

6. bint : bnnjtl "(my) daughter" 

7. Man : bnä i "(my) son" 

The two classes (i. e. the -M forms and the diminutives) 

may be regarded as syntactically and semantically restricted sub-classes 

of nouns on the grounds that the forms distinguishable by the 

vocative suffix -oo can only be used by men (to males or females) 

in contrast with the diminutive forms, which can only be used by 

women (again to males or females). In other words, the sex of the 

speaker is a significant variable in determining choice of kinship 

terms. Syntactically, on the other hand. relevant forms, when 

associated with the -oo suffix, cannot colligate with the vocative 

particle ja. whereas diminutive forms can do so only when the 

addressee is unrelated and unknown to the speaker (see pp. 72-5ff) 

Furthermore, it is noticeable that the forms subject to "diminution" 

with the single exception of ? ihn are feminine in contrast with 

those associated with -00 suffix. Contrariwise, the forms used by 
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women for the first class are: - 

1. xuu or axüu "my brother" 

2. x nli or jR xäali "my maternal uncle" 

3. ßi or j 5ä: ßi "my paternal uncle" 

4. dgiddi or Lad "my grandfather" 

The inclusion or exclusion of ja relates to the degree of 

persuasiveness involved. Exclusion, for example, involves a stronger 

entreaty for help. Corresponding forms used by men for the second 

class are as follows: - 

1. jnmmn "my mother" 

2. jaxti "my sister" 

3. LE binti "my daughter" 

4. ja bn i �my son" 

5. j ämti "my paternal aunt" 

6. ja xäalti "my maternal aunt" 

7. ja dd idt{ "my grandmother" 

Associability or non-associability with -oo and/or choice 

between diminutive or non-diminutive forms dictated by the relation- 

ship between addressor-addressee, which depends inter alle on the 

degree of closeness and intimacy involved. Other things being equal, 

both sub-sets of forms are suitable for addressing kinsmen but their 

use outside the immediate family surroundings to non-kinsmen is 
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dictated by the situational variable of "intimacy" (see pp. 71-73 ff). 

1.2.3. Complex 'nrns: These are as follows: - 
1.2.4. Consnn uinal: 

? iban ? axx "nephew" 

bint ? axx "niece" 

Man ? ibpn "grandson" 

? iban bint "daughter' s son" 

bint iban "son's dau ghter" 

? iban cnmrn "paternal uncle's son" 

hint 4nm "paternal uncle's daugltcr" 

? iban xaal "maternal uncle's son" 

hint xaal "maternal uncle's daughter" 

? ib-4n Säge "paternal aunt's son" 

bint nn ne "paternal aunt's dagter" 

Man xäale "maternal aunt's son" 

mint xäale "maternal aunt's daughter" 

1.2.5. Affinal: 

d3ooz Säume "paternal aunt's husband" 

mart lama "paternal uncle's wife" 

d3ooz xaale "maternal aunt's husband" 

mart xaal "maternal uncle's wife" 

mart ? axx "brother's wife" 

do "sister's husband" 

mart abb "father's second wife" 
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1.3. Clnssificntion According to Use: - 

The use of kinship terms contributes to the reciprocal- 

behaviour characterizing every relationship among kinsmen. Since 

kinsmen speak in a language related to their personalities and 
C 

social standing, it is to be anticipated that choice of appropriate 

kin terms will be dictated by considerations of such relevant 

attributes as sex, nnc and status, although choice may also be 

conditioned by speech functions, e. g. those of blessing, cursing, 

etc.. (cf. pp. 76-7 ff. ). 

Classification of kinship terms in terms of speech functions 

is no less important than their classification in terms of internal 

structuring. (see, pp. 76-77ff. ). 

Reciprocals: In a patrilineal kinship system such as the one being 

studied, relationships within the family are, of all relationships, 

the most significant sociologically, psychologically and linguistically, 

because well beyond his middle age, a man's life is largely lived 

within his family, with the result that a sizeable number of kin 

terms are predominantly used in exchanges between relatives: father- 

child. mother-child. sister-sister, brother-brother, brother-sister. 

Exchange is of two types: (i) either both interlocutors "reciprocate" 

the same form or (ii) the addressee "returns" a form different from 
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that used in addressing him. Reciprocal terms of the first type 

nay be symbolized as T-R (where T stands for term of address and 

R indicates the reciprocal form) and of those of the second type 

nay be represented by T-A'. Examples of T-K and T-it' are as 

follows: - If a boy addresses his father's second wife as lb 

martabuuj and he receives ja martnbuuj "my father's wife" in 

return, this mode of address will be called T-ß. If, on the other 

hand, he is addressed , 
ja bin djoozi "my husband's son", this will 

be termed T-x'. The forms that occur are tabulated below. The 

forms T-A appears in the first and second columns of table (1). 

In table (2) (also table (4)) the first-named interlocutor of the 

third column uses the forms indicated in the first column and the 

second-named interlocutor those of the second column. 
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Table I: T- R 

MALE IALE a 
Axüu . xRJjöo nxüu , xJjöo brother to brother 

ja bin Ami ja bin gämmf cousin to cousin 

ja bin xäali ja bin xänli sister's brother's son to 
maternal uncle's son. 

ja adiili n ýdiili spouse's sister's husband 
to spouse's sister's husband 

FMALE FC ALE T MLOC(TFO1 S 

xä ti, Oxti xä ti, Äxti sister to sister 

ja bint , nrbni ja bint sämmi father's brother's daughter 
to father's brother's daughti 

ja bin xäali ja hint x1ali mother's brother's daughter 
to mother's brother's doughti 

Ja silift! ja silifti spouse to her husband's 
brother's spouse. 

MALE MALE 0,1 FEMALE 
j äaba jaaba father to son or daughter 

jÄsmna ? ýma mother to son or daughter 

sa xaäli ja xäali maternal uncle to sister's 
sons or daughters 

A Ämrni in Anmi paternal uncle to brother's 
sons or daughters 

in siidi, siidSo ja siidl, siidoo grandfather to grandchildren 

Dr 

ýr 
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MALE OR FFYALE FINALE INTEULOCuroaS 

js maart riämmi Je mart ¶i ni sons or daughters to father's 
brother's (paternal uncle) wife 

j mart xnali ja mart xäali sons or daughters to mother's 
brother's (maternal uncle) wife 

ja mart axüu is mart exuuj brother's brother or sisters to 
brother's spouse. 

mart abuu La mart abtuj sons or daughters to father's 
second wife. 

FatALE MALE Oil FE lALE IATE&LLOCUrOL S 

jacmn jänm i mother to son or daughter 

a amti ja Snmti 
c emtj neemti paternal aunt to brother's sons 

or daughters. 

in xäalti ja xäalti 
xw l iweelti maternal aunt to sister's sons 

or daughters 

a sitti, d deedti a sitti. d. iLixiti grandmother to grandmother 
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Table 2: T-ß' 

MALE FEI; ALE I mTEILLOCUMUS 

äxti nxuu brother and sister 

is hint SSänmi jn bin j111.11 i- husband and wife 

in hint xRnli iss bin xÄnli maternal uncle's son and 
mother's brother's daughter 

ja mart abüuj ja bin d. cozi son and father's second wife 

a ýiämmi Ja d-looz xnalti mother's sister's husband and 
wife's sister's daughter. 

HALE MALE INTERLOCUTORS 

Tja 
bin xäali in-bin inmti paternal aunt's son and mother's 

brother's son 
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1.5. Extended Use of Kin Terms: - 

The most striking feature of kin terms is perhaps not so 

much that they are used among relatives but that a sizeable number 

of terms is used to symbolize a man's social position around him, 

so that the use of a term gives an indication of the status of the 

person addressed and serves to evoke the response appropriate to 

the particular relationship. Choice of kinship terms when 

addressing non-kinsmen is determined by the following factas: - 

(i) Age: In any relationship between a senior and a junior, there 

is always a restriction on the possible choice of kinship terms. 

This usually involves the selection of the more polite or 

respectful forms. Other things being equal, men with a reputation 

for education, wealth or social standing in the society are 

.4 

accorded more respect and are treated with the deference due to them. 

(ii) status subsumes the following categories: - 

(a) occupation, age, or special accomplishmm ts, 

(b) rank conferred by birth, as in the case of "chiefs" or "notables". 

(iii) Intimacy, in accordance with which choice of kinship terms 

is governed by the degree of "affection", "sentiment", or "emotional" 

dependence involved. 

1.5.1. Classification According to Age, Status and Intimacy: - 

Kinship terms, whose choice varies in relation to such 
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factors as the above, may also be d ossified in terms of T-R and 
T-it' in the same way as corresponding usage among kinsmen. Thus 

Table 3: T-U 

MALE FEMALE INTEkLOCUTOL S 

a xuu ja x6t used to anyone or between close 
friends of the same age 

in AmMi A Äýni to older persons than the 
speaker and unknown to him. 

Ja xäal a xAAl used to an older person than 
the speaker but known to him 

FD1ALE FEMALE I t, TEELOCLrrO 1S 

äxti Äxti used between two close friends 

ja xäale a x{aie to an older woman than the 
speaker and unknown to her 

a sitti In sitti between two close friends 
indicating "polite fcLnality" 



Text cut off in original 
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Tnble 4: T-R' 

SENI(1 JUNIOR INTO ILoctrroaS 
MALE MALE 

jaw lad ja siidi between an old man And n young person 
(paternalizing) 

In slid ll nziiz In xüu between an older man and superior in 
status "deprecating" his status to an 
inferior addressee 

FEMALE FEMALE INTERLOCUTORS 

jtturn ja xäalti between a very old woman and an unknown 
younger woman 

a biet in sitti between a mistress and a maid 

'a bnj ti Ja ýnmti between an old woman and another younger 
woman who is related. 

MALE FEMALE INTEnLOCUTo aS 
ja bnä ti in 1 mml exchanged between an old man and a very 

young girl who is known to him (paternali; 

a hint 00 a siidi exchanged between an old man or master to 
a maid 

Ja bint ibni a xlale exchanged between an old man and a young 
woman who is unknown to him 

MALE MALE INTERLOCUTORS 

a waled 
'ja xnnlti exchanged between an old woman and a boy 

unknown to her 

]a bin binti ja xn ra exchanged between an old woman scolding 
a very young boy unrelated to her 

MALE MALE FEIIALE IWERLOCUMIS 

jaaba in ämmi exchanged between an old man and a younger 
person (paternalizing) 

tin 
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I. 5.2. V Co-vnrintion of kinship terns sntl Intimncv: - 

The general principles which have been outlined are 

subject to modification and individual variation according to the 

degree of "familiarity" and emotional involvement with the persons 

addressed. Thus, certain forms, the choice of which Is dictated 

by considerations of style, depending on the status of the person 

addressed. may be employed as terms of endearment in certain common 

situations of life. For example, the "reciprocal" term jnxti (T-R) 

may be exchanged either between two genealogically related sisters 

or between a male addressee Rnd his sister. But the some form 

may be used as a form of endearment in addressing a male child 

unrelated to the addresser genealogically. Kinship terms used in 

such situations regularly occur with other forms indicative of 

"emotional" involvement or strong feelings of sympathy existing 

between the two participants. The following kinship terms arranged 

in terms of their constituent structure (i, e. simple or complex) 

are used particularly in addressing male children to show a greater 

degree of intimacy and "emotional" involvement. The same forms, 

however. when used by adults addressing female strangers indicate 

"polite formality". 

N 
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I. Simple Terms: 

(a) nxti : 

(b) meemti 

(c) xweelti 

II. Complex Terms: 

10 W 611a. jÄztt, 5AIa ee bltl(ddi "You, sister, 
what are you looking at? " 

meemti, , 
ja tnbclbti, lu bitssiwwi Yu "Mother, 

Oar -Mg, what are you do ng? " 

xweelti, kOiirt ilGälnbo, ? ifteýii ilbÄab 
"Aunty, naughty, open the door". 

(a) sitt ilbanäat: ma kear Gnlbntik, In sitt ilbanäat "How naughty 
you are; mistress oa girls". 

(b) litt ilküll: Lark Mai, ja sitt ilküll "Stir the tea, mistress 
of all people". 

A 
The correlation of the kinship terms set out above and 

the degree of "emotional" involvement is apparent when a male child 

is addressed as if on the face of things he were a female. That is, 

forms of address and suffixes associated with pronominal, nominal 

and verbal forms are all feminine. It may, threfore be said ex 

hvnothesi that the biological sex of a child is irrelevant to the 

form of address chosen (e. g. sitt ilbnnä00 at "mistress of all girls" 

is used in addressing both male and female children). 

1.5.3. Kinship terms used as respect forms: - 

Husbands and wives on good terms call one another either 
60 by "generic" names, i. e. jja tiara "wife". n vlare "husband", or, 

if greater respect is appropriate, a husband addresses his wife as 

x 

ja bint 5t i "my cousin" and he receives ja bin 'mii in return, 
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even if the husband and wife are unrelated genealogically. 

1.5.4. Terms of Abuse: \ 

The most frequent kinship terms occurring in the sý eech 

function of abuse are ? abb "father" and ? umm "mother"* which are 

always associated with a following nominal or with a pronominal 

suffix. The following attested sentences are used when addressing 

a male child and are expressive of "annoyance" and "impatience" on 

the part of the speaker. 

1. itSnn ? abu ? 'Sink "Curse your lineage" 

2. iilinn ? abu d1uim8k "Curse your blood" 

3. ýlian ümmak "Curse your mother" 

I. S. S. Terms of"fllessing": " 

In contrast with Curses. in which kinship forms collocate 

with a "constant" verb-form, viz. il4an, blessings are marked 

by the use of a limited number of verb forms which occur only in 

association with kinship terms. The set of all verbs collocating 

with kinship forms in the speech function of "blessing" are as 

follows: - 
e 

jirDa #1 jicDa Jpleeki, j: jabn 

2. sähhil sahhll Tariigsk, j m=a 

3. t nnin : iännin Snl'eeki, axti 

4, warri warriini wird hak ÄIa 

xeer, In x6u 

"God bless you, father" 

"May God make your way 
easy, mother" 
"May God be kind to you, sister" 

"May we see your face again, 
brother". 
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1.6. Classification of Kinship Terns in relntinn to spoerh fellowship: - 

Kinship terms also vary with respect to the three speech 

fellowships. The formally different but congruent kinship systems 

of the three speech fellowships are set out below. Subdivision of 

terms is made with respect to four dimensions: - 

(1) Ego's generation (ii) Parent's Generation (iii) Children's 

Generation (iv) Grandchildren's Generation. The terms are 

classified into two major sets: (I) Terms employed in "direct" 

address (i. e. In speaking to a relative) and (ii) terms of reference 

(i. e. in speaking about a relative to a third party). A man speaker 

is abbreviated (m. ) and a woman speaker (f. ). 
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I. Terms of Address (cansnnquinnl) 

A. Ego's Generation 

SFI SFII SFIII 

or a xüu x xuu a or a xüu "my brother" 

anti or xä ti anti nxti "my sister" 

In bin Jmrni Ja bin S; rni JA wild ýnani "my paternal uncle's 
son" 

ja bint 4ärß In bint änmI 
_ja 

bint c. mrni "my paternal uncle's 
daughter" 

ja bin 4ý^rne Ja bin riänti n wild 9. ntnnti "my paternal aunt's 
son" 

in bint Sämrae a bint 4üriti Ja bint Sarmeti "any paternal aunt's 
daughter" 

ja bin xäal ja bin xäali ja wild xa*nli "my paternal uncle's 
son" 

ja bint xaal ja bint xäali ja biet xaali "my maternal uncle'"s 
daughter" 
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B. Parent's Generation 

'N 

SFI SFII SFIII 

j? A jaaba or bahn juba my tether" 

jüramn or mgecati ? im il or meemti 00 emti "my mother" Jun= or me 

S. aMMOO or JS 4arnm n Aammi A ý: inm1 "my paternal uncle" 

xaaloo or ja x4'ai ax Ali ja xÄali "my maternal uncle" 

xaala or xw4'elti In xäalti ja xäalti "my maternal aunt" 

ja mart 15ýnma ja mart SJrmni ja mart S, ämmi "my paternal uncle's 
wife" 

ja mart xaal ja mart xäali ja mart xaali "my maternal uncle's 

a 
wife" 

a Ämmi "my paternal aunt's husband. '`: 
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C. Children's renerntion 

SFI SFII SFIII 

j nabs j 'nba ja wi 
ldi 

or ja wildi "my son" ............... 

4nnxuöo (m) Unmoo (m) 
ja wild ixüurj "my brother's son" 

meemti (f) meemti (f) 

SAmmoo (A) San'Moo (m) 
ja wild ixti "my sister's son" 

arame (f) anti (f) 

XAaloo (n) xaalöo (m) 

xweelti (f) xweelti (f) In bint NO "my sister's daughter" 

SFI SFII SFIII 

d iddöo (m) sitdäo (m) 

d i f 
In wilds or a wlidi "my son's son 

. deedti (f) s tti ( ) 

F o (m) or d31ddo a siidi J# a binti "my son's daughter" 
ad 1ddi (m) a sitti 

d3deedti (f) 
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II. ffinat 

SF1 SFII SFIII 

jn zalnme or Jnbin Ja bind n hin 4ämni "my husband" 

4arnn 

ja märn or ja bint jR hint 4s"mmi Ja iurnett or 

tlt 
wife" 

'ia 
bint i ii mY 

a arum n ez, nrni in mmi "my father-in-law" 

jR t3ýinne n kinti ja tSnnneti "my daughter-in-law" 

n ämm, e in iat i ja rlpmneti "my mother-in-law" 

ja d3ooz üxti ja d3ooz üxtia nisilbi "my brother-in-law" 

is martzxü ia matt äxi jn mart uxüu j "ay brother's wife" 
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II. Terms of Reference 

A. Erjo's Generation 

SFI SFII SFIII 

? axuuj 

? uxti or 

xjjti 

? ib; n 4ämmi 

bint Sämr. ýi 

? ibin xaali 

bint xäali 

Min Iämti 

bint 4ämti 

? ibin xäalti 

bint xäaiti 

? axt 

? üxti or 

xä ti 

? ibBn . äruni 

bint 1ämmi 

?i bin xäali 

bint xaali 

? i'bin 4amti 

bint Jgmti 

? ibin xäalti 

bint xa6aiti 

xuu "my brother" 

iXti "my sister" 

wild 4Jmni "my paternal uncle's son" 

bint 4äenni "my paternal uncle's daughter" 

wild xänli "my maternal uncle's son" 

bint xänli "my maternal uncle's daughter" 

wild S. Ammeti "my paternal aunt's son" 

bint '4. ameti "my paternal sunt's daughter" 

wild xäalti "my maternal aunt's son" 

bint xaalti "my maternal aunt's daughter" 
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B. Parent's Generation 

SFI SFII SFIII 

?; ibuu 10 j 

? ümmi 

uni c ar. 

eLämti 

xi Ii 

xäalti 

d3oozmti 

mart 18"=i 

d3ooz xAälti 

mart xäali 

? äbi 

? immi 

4ämti 

x(o li 

xaalti 

3ooz f Grit i 

mart ! ia=i 

3ooz xäaiti 

mart xaa1i 

buu "my father" 

ur 1 "my mother" 

Anmnl "my paternal uncle" 

mmeti "my paternal aunt" 

xnnli "my maternal uncle" 

xnalti "my maternal aunt" 

rsd31l jmti "my paternal aunt's husband" 

mart järimi "my paternal uncle's wife" 

rn*d3ii xAalti "my maternal aunt's husband" 

mart xäali "my maternal uncle's wife" 
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SFI 

? ibni 

00 ? ibn nxuuj 

bins nxüuj 

? ibn uxti 

bint üxti 

C. Clildren's Gonerntion 

I I 
A 

? ibni 
.4 

wild! "my son" 

? ibn Äxi wild ixüuJ "my brother's son" 

bint nxi bins ixüuj "my brother's daughter" 

? ibn üxti wild ixti "my sister's son" 

bint üxti bint izti "my sister's dnughtar" 

D. Grandchildren's Generation 

SFI SFII SFIII 

? ibin ibni hnfiidi wild wildi "my son's son" 

? ibin binti hnf iidi wild binti "©y daughter's son" 

bins ibni hsftidti hint 
do, 

wilds "may son's daughter" 

bint binti hafiidti hint binti "my daughter's daughter" 
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The main differences among kinship terms for all ppeech 

fellowships may be stated as follows: - 

1. Lex icnl: SFI and SFII ?? Ibis "son", d noz "husband" correspond 

to SFIII wild and r9d3il respectively. It is also noticeable that 

whereas SFI and SFII regularly employ sipple terms in addressing 

children, SFIII, on the other hand. regularly use complex terms. 

2. Phonological: Phonological features recognised elsewhere as 

characteristic of each SF operate in the phonological structure of 

kinship terms (e. g. the omission of the sequence /? v-/ "glottal 

stop +a vowel (cf. SFIII xuu , buu vs. SFI ? axuü and ? abuuj). 
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Chnpter Five 

Pronouns of Address 

1. Clnssification: _ 
Pronominal forms occupy a central position in the study 

of modes of address because choice from among them reflects in 

large measure a "mutual approach or orientation "34 between 

interlocutors. It is therefore vitally important to know the apprpriate 

pronominal forms to use when addressing one's equals, "superiors", and 

"inferiors". 

I. I. Classificntion According to Speech Fellowship: - 

Variation in the form of pronominal forms in relation 

to speech fellowship is as follows: - 

34. See Brown and Gilman's "The Pronouns of Power and Solidarity" in 
Style in Language, ed. Thomas A. Sebeok: NIT Press, 1966, pp. 253-277, 
in which choice of second person pronouns is explained in terms of two 
dimensions: power and solidarity. The values of these dimensions may 
be shown as follows: - 
A. Symmetfical Relationships B. Asyrrietricnl Relationships 
1. superior and solidery 1. superior and not solidary 
2. equal and solidary 2. superior and not solidary 
3. inferior and solidary 3. inferior and not solidary 

4. inferior/superior 
Brown and Gilman's categorization of the 2nd person pronouns in 
several European languages into symmetrical and asymmetrical. is, 
however, too broad to account for the various Arabic uses of 3rd. 
person pronouns in certain situations, see pp. 92 -9bff. 
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SEI SFII SFIII 

ßG1 HG2 UG3 

ant ? yna ? ann ? an_ ant "I" Ist pers. sing. 

? ante ? ante ? into Tinte int "you" 2nd. pers. absc. 

? inti ? anti ? inti ? inti inti "you" 2nd pers. fern. 

huu hull hull hüuwe shwa "he" 3rd pers. mom. 

hit hit hit hille i hin "she" 3rd pers. fem. 

? iinn ? itna ? ina ni nr 'inns "we" ist Pars. j! t . 

hiuama hun ne humrne hiusttne hum "they" 3rd pers. mase. 

hinne hinne hinne hu=e hum "they" 3rd pers. fem. 

0 ? Intu .0 ? intu 
dv 

? intu #I ? intu intu "you" 2nd pers. masc. 

Vain ? in_ý____tin ? in tin intu intu "you" 2nd pers. fem. 

1.2. Classification According to Exchanne I3etween Interlocutors-. - 

Analagously to kinship terms, pronominal forms of address 

may best be classified in terms of the kind of exchange by interlocutors 

(i. e. T-R or T-R'). Variations in the values (i. e. selection of T-R 

or T-R') are a function of the social category ini+bership of (a) 

the person addressed and (b) the speaker, only when the relationships 

existing among interlocutors are those of the "elementary 
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family"35, within which nine possible combinations of relatives or 

"reciprocals" are possible. These are: mother-daughter. mother- 

son. father-son, father-daughter. husband-wife, older sister-younger 

sister, older brother-younger brother, older brother-younger sister. 

older sister-younger brother. Types of exchange between them are 

tabulated. below: - 

1% 

35. The basic unit of social structure is the family, which has at 
least three fundamental distinctive features: (I) it is extended in 
the sense that the father (the head of the family) lives with his 
unmarried sons or daughters and wife or wives (ii) it is patrilinenl, 
i. e. each person is regarded as belonging to his father's family and 
not to his mother's. (iii) the family is pntriarchal, that is to say 
that members of the family are ranked in terms of seniority, so that 
the older person is invariably regarded as more senior. The father's 
authority is undisputed and the younger members of the family are 
required to obey and respect decisions taken by senior male members. 
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T. T"R 

MALE MALE IATQLLOCUTIOUS 

? irate ? ante brother to brother (irrespective 
of age) or father to son 

? in tu ? intu brothers to brothers 

FEMALE FEt! ALE I ITERLOCUTOUS 

? anti ? Inti sister to sister (irrespective 
of Age) or mother to daughter 

? intin ? intin 
sisters to sisters 

II. T-R' 

MALE HALE INTEHLOCUrOUS 

? intu ? ante father to sons or brother to 
brothers 

FEMALE FEMALE INTERLOCt1TOBS 

? intin ? inti mother to daughters or sister to 
sisters 

MALE FEMALE 

? anti ? inte father to daughter or husband to 
wife or brother to sfster 

FEMALE MALE I KTEILOCUTOitS 

.0 ? ante .0 ? inti mother to son or sister to 
brother 

? intu Lý, mother to sons. 
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%ben relatives reciprocate pronominal forms in the mannor 

shown, the relationship existing between them is one of intimacy 

and friendliness. In the core of the fnmily, reciprocation of 

these forms is constant. 

2. Correlation of Pronouns of Address with Social Vnriables: - 

Only outside the household can second person pronominalsL 

vary according to such social variables as status, and sex. 

In such circumstances, values of priority, precedence and authority 

are placed on distinctions of generation, sex. age and occupation. 

Certain observations about these values may be made, which provide 

the basis of the structure of behaviour in typcial "face-to-face" 

encounters and influence choice of pronominal forms. These are as 

follows: - 

(I) Members of the same sex who are of a senior generation have 

priority and precedence in any social context; 

(ii) A "senior" member (i. e. enjoying a superior occupation or 

educational standard) of the same sek and of the same generation has 

priority and precedence over a "junior"nember. 

(iii) Males have priority and precedence over females in any context 

in which they are togather; a male has priority over a female of 

the same generation irrespective of relative age or education. In 
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r 
short, authority in social relationships rests with the senior male 

person. 

The implications of those values as to the choice of 

the appropriate pronominal form are as follows: - 

A. In any social context involving "priority and precedence", e. g. 

between persons of high social rank (such as ministers, district 

governors, and other high government officials) and their social 

"inferiors" (e. g. caretakers, waiters, vendors. and clerks), a 

T-R' exchange of pronominal forms takes place. "Superiors" receive 

? intu (2nd pl) "you" and return ? ante (2nd pers. sing. ) to 

individual "inferiors". If np precedence is involved. interlocutors 

exchange the 2nd pers. sing, form ? irate. The greeting formula 

kul säne w.... Täjjib and its associated response w ....... Týjjib 

(wherein the blank space stands for the appropriate pronominal form) 

provides an illustrative frame for the categorization of exchange 

between interlocutors as T-ß or T-3'. A person to whom precedence 

is accorded is greeted in the manner kui sine iv - intu Tab - iin 

"Many happy returns", to which he responds w- irate Tsi jib, only 

when thenddressor is of lower rank. Otherwise, interlocutors 

of high socinl rank exchange between themselves ? irate "you" 

(2nd pers. jRl. ), whereas persons of lower social rank exchange 

between themselves ?, ante "you" (2nd Pers. sinnt. ). Exchanges are 
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summarized in the following table: - 
I. T-R 

MALE MALE INTERLOCUTORS 

00 ? inte ? rote 
peer to peer (in tow social rank) 

.v ? into 0 ? in u peer to peer (in high social rank) 

FMALE MALE INTi LOCUTOtiS 

? anti ? inti peer to peer (in low social rank) 

? intin ? intin peer to peer (in high social rank) 

11. T-R' 

BALE MALE INTMLCCUTOitS 

J* ? intu 6- ? säte between an inferior and superior (e. g. a 
junior civil servant and o minister). 

FEMALE FEME I1NTERLOCUTOL S 

1 ? intu 0. ? anti between an employer and an employee (e. g. 
a. headmistress and Minister of Education). 

v 

B. A greater degree of friendliness and politeness is shown by the 

replacement of 2nd pers. pron. forms by the Ist pers. 1! 1,. forms. 

It is, however, only accepted from persons in authority or in 

certain professions, whose duty it is to ask personal questions or 

to issue personal orders or advice. It is accepted, for example. 
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Mother to Child Mother to Eldest Son 

Affectionate Otherwise 

1. lu b1ddu 1*ia äal huu 

"what does "sneaky" want? " 

2. "u bisäwwi 1izSnr huu 

lu. lu, tut vu, 
"what is "shorty" doing? What 

!u biddak j tin iýal Into? 

"11i t do you want, sneaky? " 

lu bitsäwwi 
, 
jj z'arinto? 

. ul lul gul Tu? 

"what are you doing? "shorty", 

NMt, wbot, what? " what, , fiat, what, what? 

(ii) Between close friends of the Same Age; - 

Two close friends may ridicule each other by use of 

3rd pers. pron. in place of 2nd pers. ron., particularly when the 

addressee breaks the rules of conduct appropriate to his age, status 

Or sex, cf. 

Between very close (male) friends I--- Between Acquaintances 

"aidicule" Otherwise 

1. feel huu trlad3at "Why did 

he back out? 

Teel ante traad., jätt? "Why 

did you back out? " 

2.1ee*g huu mA iträ jail 

"Why can't he settle down? " 

lees Irrtee ms% titrÄ ai 

"why can't you settle down? " 
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(iii) Between Unreinted Males and Femnles: - 

Social contact between women and "unrelated" men is 

subject to strong sanctions. Participation of both sexes In joint 

activities at ceremonies, assemblies or social gatherings is very 

rare Indeed. One obvious example of such social constraint is 

the obligatory avoidance of another spouse's none in enquiries 

about health; the usual question is kiff 115celn "How is the 

family? ". If social contact does, howover, take place, male 

speakers select 3rd pers. pron. forms in order to maintain the social 

distance required. pnrticulnrly in the initial stnges of 8 

conversation, cf. 

"Unrelated" Hale to Female 
, "Related" ! ale to Female 

"Formally Polite" Otherwise 

1. munkin to kw Unna hii a 

"Could she tell us her 

?i nm-ha 

name? " 

2. ºt'een hit wildit? 

mt kin tihk(innn 

"Could you tell 

? inti nn ismik 

us Your name? " 

ween inti wiidti 
"R1here was she born? " I "Where were you born? " 
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4. "Impersonal" Pronouns: - 

Besides 3rd ors, Pron. forms, "impersonal" pronominal 

forms (see below) are frequently used in place of 2nd pers. 

pronominal forms. Such forms do not mark the speaker's status 

in society in the sae way that certain kinship terms and 

pronominal forms do, but they are used in a "non-committal" sense, 

so to speak, and are neutral as to respect or intimacy. They 

may be divided into two classes according to whether the form 

w atad appears with the definite article it- or not. Lembers 

of the first class, called for convenience Indefinite Pronouns, 

comprise the form w nd (or wände) (f. sing. ) and extensions 

thereof. The possibilities of extension are comprehensively stated 

below: - 

1. kul wäAsad (and ride) "everybody" 
a 

2. ? ajj w 'ntind (wäfinde) "anybody" 

= 3. win wäafiind (w` "nobody" 

r 
c 4, týäaiad (täýiade) 8gani (8äan e) "someone else" 

. 
'. 5. wind (wa%nde) nnGeer 

6. wantad (w1ade) min ....... "one of..... " 

Members of the second class. termed Impersonal Pronouns. 

are two only: i1w= d and IIwatade. They often follow the third 

person singtlar pronouns huu "he" and hii "she" as in: - 
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1. ma huu ilvAtad man bi7d Är 
M3rif 

scR mit bi60 ddu 

"One cannot spend as one likes" 

2. I hii ilwahade ? ixuuha =in deziha v lah9mha 

"One's brother is made of one's blood and flesh" 

In addition, impersonal pronouns regularly follw the 

locative prepositions Sala "on"l v "behind", ? uff "in , WrA 

front of", and the benefactive prepositions In "to" and m. % "for". 

Examples are: 

1, jraddeel bfT1 Srila ilk "How much does it cost one? " 

2. bLku vr lväahad "They gossip behind one('s back)" 

3. bid4SQar ? uddäan i1w "He bumps into one" 

4. su 
b dha tinfA 1a1vaald "What benefit is it for one? " 

5. znna btl'fri? macs- i1vväa iad "It makes no difference to one" 

To auº up then, the 2nd ere. Pron. may be divided into 

two classes according to the type of exchange between interlocutors 

(i. e. T-8 or T-R'). Only when one moves away from the "basic" 

family sphere can it be said that choice of 2nd. pers. prone forma 

depends on certain social values such as that of "priority and 

precedence": exchange between superiors and inferiors is T-R' and 

between Peers is T-R. Third person pronominal fo=s a . ay be used 

instead of 2nd. pers. pron. forms in certain situations depending 

on the role-relationships of interlocutors. 
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chnpter Six 

Respectihl Forms of Address 

1. Titles: It has been shown in the preceding sections that choice 

of certain kinship or pronominal forms is governed by social 

constraints, chief among which is the social relationship between 

the interlocutors. In many situations, however, titles, names 

of occupation. personal names and generic names may be used instead 

of kinship terms or personal pronouns. These forms are used in 

direct address and are chosen in accordance with social constraints 

to those of kinship terms and pronominal forms. 

2. Scales of Interpersonal Relationship: - 

An important aspect of interpersonal behaviour is 

characterized by d fferencesof "attitude" in terms of status 
36 

and 

the degree of closeness or social distance involved. The basic 

distinction is between "attitudes" towards superiors and respected 

equals on the one hand. and "attitudes" towards familiar equals 

and inferiors on the other. The former are characterized by a more 

36. A man is of high status if his occupation is regarded as having 
a high social standing. Persons of high prestige are, for example, 
engineers, doctors, professors, and occupants of important government 
offices generally. Persons of comparatively low prestige include 
among others, porters, drivers, nurses, shoemakers, cooks, bakers, 
janitors, mechanics and vendors. high status is also accorded to 
"chiefs", see pp. 71. 
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or less clearly defined demonstration of respect (see below), the 

latter by absence of such indications. 

2.1. Respectful Forms npproprinte to Superiors: - 

Forms appropriate to superiors may be divided into two 

classes according to whether kinsmen or non-kinsmen are involved: 

(i) Respectful Forms Appropriate to kinsmen: - 

Respect to older (married) kinsmen is shown by the use 

of "teknonymy". That is, parents and older (married) brothers or 

sisters are addressed by the name of their first-born son or 

daughter preceded by the kinship form bu "father of" or ? irn "mother 

of". On the other hand, parents, older brothers and sisters address 

younger members of the family as: 

ja $ial äal iw manl i "my property" 

2. jn xeeri w rtz i "my source of income and happiness" 

(ii) Respectful Formas Arippropriate to Non-Kinsmen; - 

Outside'the family". respect to non-kinsmen is predominantly 

shown by the use of titles. They can be used with a person's first 

name (abb. FN), with last names (abb. LN), with occupational terms, 

or they can be used alone. They may therefore be subdivided 

according to whether they occur with or without (FN) or (LN). 
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I. Titles Used Before (FN): - 

(a) hex, e. g. jLa 3eex znbn "Sheikh zzbn" 

(b) adýdg. e. g. L ýia 
3 sleemAnn "fio, j sleecuinn" 

(c) sä id, e. g. j sÄ id sÄami "1r. Saami" 

II. Titles Used After (FN); - 

(a) bäaga, e. g. ja sa4Iid bäagn "Pasha 5a'id" 

(b) beek, e. g. J zuheer beek "Zuheer Boy" 

tc) ? afRndi, e. g. j ? us___r aana ? afnndi "? usaama Efendi" 

III. Titles Used before (FN) or (LN): - 

(a) doktöor, e. g. in doktoor siami (FN) "Dr. Saarni", or 

ja dokt'or sAnba (LN) "Dr. Saaba" 

(b) ? ustps? ), e. g. J ? ust8A'S k: nnmiA1 (FN) "i! r. Kamaal" er 

ja ? ustäal i5orhani (LN) "Mr. fiornani" 

IV. Titles (+ Occup. Ni'ies) Used without (FN) or (Lri): - 

(a) d3a1än1at, e. g. dgnlänlnt ulm'llk ilnuý `ilsýra "Your Majesty" 

(b) su^sümv, e. g. sumüww ul? smiir "Your highness" 

(c) däwtnt, e. g. dä: ilat urrn? iis "Your Excellency" (only to the 
Prime Minister) 

(d) mac ali, e. g. mailalilwaziir "Your Excellency" (addressed only to 
a Minister) 

(e) uTdufat, e. g, uTüufat ulwakiil "Your Honour" (used to address 
senior govt. officials such as 
under-secretaries and district 
governors) 

(f) sa Ändat, e. g. sa äadnt ilmudiir "Your Honour" (used to address 
nnnngers). 
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2.2. Types of Exchange: - 

The use of the above titles (at 1, II, III, IV) is 

governed by the social relationship between interlocutors and 

their ages. Rcationships in which the speaker and the addressee 

have equal social status (e. g. a doctor addressing another doctor) 

are svrnetrical, in which case both interlocutors exchange the 

same form of address (i. e. exchange is T-R). On the other hand, 

relationships in which the speaker has a lower status than the 

addressee are nsyrcietrical and the use of a title is always uni- 

directional, that is, the inferior addresses his superior by his 

oppropriate title and the superior does not give a title in return 

(i. e. exchange is T-R'). Types of exchange are as follows: - 

I. Exchange Between Respected Equals: - 

If both Interlocutors have equal social status, they 
L 

show deference to each other's social status as in the table: - 
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MALE MALE INTERLOC1Jm S 

1. ja feex + (FN) ja 3'eex + (FN") A tribal "Chief" to e 

tribal "chief" 

2. La indýd3 + (FN) j pia, dýdý + (FN) A pilgrim to a pilgrim 

3. ja sajjid + (FN) ja sajjid + (FN) An acquaintance to an 

acquaintance 

4. ja + Narre of Occup ja + Name of Occup. An acquaintance of the snmo 

+ (FN) (e. g. ja + (F`) (e. g. ja profession to another of 

? ustäa`b k mnnal) ? ustÄn All) the some rank 

5. 
, 
ja + (FN) + L+ (FN) + bna3a a distinguished person 

bänln hclriing this title by royal 

decree to another of the 

same rank. 

6. j+ (FN) + beek 
,L+ 

(FN) + beck A high government official or 

a senior army officer to 

another of the same rank 

7. j+ (FN) + 
,n+ 

(FN) + ? afandi a lawyer to a lawyer 

? afandi 

8. In + ma4Äal 11w- it ja + mniäal ilwaaiir A minister to a minister 

9. ja + SuTüUfat ja f Tuufat A district governor to 

ulmutnSnrrif ulmutnS rrif another district governor 

10. ja + snSändnt j+ snS6adat A manager (e. g. of a bank) 

ulmudiir ulmudiir to another manager. 
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II. Exchnn! e Between Inferiors and Superiors: - 

In asyr. ýaetricol relationships, persons of inferior status 

such as servants. porters, janitors, iairdressers, tailors, etc. 

always show respect to their superiors by using their appropriate 

titles. For instance, a pupil addresses his teacher as ja ? ustan', 

a patient addresses a doctor j dnktöor, and a soldier addresses 

an army officer as .L 
beck without receiving any deferential 

designation in return. If, however, the inferior happens to be 

an older (married) person, he is addressed as bu and the name of 

his first-born child (if known), as a mark of respect to his age. 

The exchange of titles between inferiors and superiors or 

between respected equals is of paramount importance in all ceremonial 

occasions such as weddings. funerals, meetings for the termination 

of disputes or the settlement of feuds. 

III. Exchange Between Familiar Equals: - 

A greater degree of intimacy requires the use of first 

names (FN) exchanged between close friends. After a very long period 

of contact between them, however, first names are replaced by a 

special set of forms as in the following table: - 
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t; ALC ALE I NTMOCtfiORS 

1. in bn ilfinl al .a bn ilk between very close friends 

2. j bn i1? awaadin In bn ii? awändin ditto 

3. ja Tawiil iliünur Ja TnwIJl ilii ar ditto 

FEMALE FEMALE IrTE11LQCtrt S 

1, o bint iltnlgal jA bint ijaläai between very close friends 

2. Ja bint ii? awäa(Im J bint il? nw6ndim ditto 

3. La Tawiilt iltienur ja TAýt 114. irnur ditto 

4. ja xäa se ja xäa se between 'uneducated' close 
friends of the sane age 

5. a eexa in re'exa ditto 

FDIALE MALE IhTFRLOCUTOLS 

1. In bn i1ti algal ja bint iltali al betveen two speakers 
marking a long-standing 
friendship and mutual repp 

2. ja bn ? awäodim ja bint ? aw<him ditto 

3. La Tawiil i1Stnur Tawfilt il'iiriur ditto 

°Ct 
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Forms used between fnmiiior equals are, perhaps. the 

most frequent of all forms. more importantly still, they are 

regularly employed in the expression of the following everyday 

"speech functions" blame; nn, rrQuestinI 
-ersuadinq. 

Interlocutors 

on very familiar terms indicate a greater degree of flattery and 

"incremental" deference by the use of the forms shown below: - 

I. T-R. 

MALE TALE I1TQtLOCUTO tS 

1. j mit 1aana 11'& zilz ja mnw1' na llfazilz between men of the 
same age 

2. J slid ilcnarfiln ja slid i14Aarfiin ditto 

3. J azil zi w nr ribi fnziizi wpariibi ditto 

FEM ALE MALE IWE&0=04S 

1. jp sitt i1SnnrfÄnt In sitt ilinnrf'At woman to wonnn of the 
sane age 

2. j S. Aztizti wnnri'ibtl ja 00 zt wiar(ibti jazii ditto 

II. T-a' 

MALE FEMALE I NºTE RLOQtTOºLS 

1. Ja ? aanise In ? ustAA'E1 a teacher to an unmarried colleague 
and vice versa 

2. ja litt 
. 
ja ? ustný' a teacher to a married colleague 

and vice versa 
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3. Ja mära J znlpme wife to husband and vice versa 

4. a härme or 

a wil e in zalame between any rinn and woman 

01 5, ja bint a wa lad boy to girl and vice versa 

IV. Exchange Between Superiors and Inferiors: - 
Unless the inferior is older than the superior, (in which 

case he is addressed as bu or ? ucnm + the name of his first-born 

son). he is usually addressed as j waind "boy" or ja bint "girl". 

as the case may be. As has already been indicated, it is incumbent 

upon the inferior to indicate respect to his superiors and not 

vice versa. The child observes the use of respectful forms at home 

and elsewhere. He is deliberatly taught by his elders to show 

respect to others by saying ? akbarukum sinnan ?n camukum gndrzn 
_ Aa- 

"An older person is of higher rank and priority". Physical 

manifestations of respect include, Inter alia, shaking the addressee's 

hand. with both hands, offering one's seat one bus or in other public 

places, and, in the case of children, kisssing the person's hand. 

To sum up, then, rank difference as much as kinship 

difference supposes a social relation and affects address forms 

along the following dimensions of exchange (I) between respected 

equals (ii) between inferiors and superiors and (iii) between familiar 

equals. 
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Ch ipter Seven 

Fons of F. ndenrnent sncf Affection 

1. Criteria of Differentintion: 

Forms of endearment differ from other cou+prablo forms 

(e. g. forms of abuse, cf. pp 1 -tff. ) In the following respects: - 

(a) they are obligatorily associated with first person pronominal 

suffixes (see below); 

(b) certain forms are capable of modification by a derivational 

process of "diminution". (see below); 

(c) Unlike forms of "Approval and Disapproval" (cf. pnll-27ff. ), 

forms of endearment do not undergo "comparativisation", 

(d) they are characterised by lack of association with the vocative 

particle jP characteristic of comparable forms elsewhere. 

2. Subdivision of Forms of Endearment: - 

Forms of endearment may be divided into six semantic 

subsets: - 

1. Forms Related to Body Parts: these may further be subdivided 

into two sub-sets in terms of their composition: simple or complex: 
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(a) Simple Forms 

1. fens "my eye" 

2. röoti "my soul" 

3, aýElbi "my heart" 

4. mulläagi "my lung" 

S. k {hidti "my liver" 

6. li "my mind" 

7. 'bran 5J. "my arm" 

2. Forms rd rated to Property: 

1. *algali "my cattle" 

2. meal i "ray possession" 
"" to to 3, mulki 

4. beeti "my house" 

5. 'U'zi "my pride" 

3. Plant Names: 

1. ýannGunti "my daffodil" 

2. wäridti "my rose" 

3. raiii "my wheat" 

4. Watt ath "my dates" 

5. SAW "ray grapes" 
Coat- 

b. gäSibi "my sugar-bebt" 

Cnmplnx Forms 

nuur Siena "light of my eye" 

i nb(ib rön$ I "darling of my soul" 

tni(i1<it lbi "Innermost of my heart" 

"ran'ji 11 a: iiin "my right arm" 
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4. personal Nahas: 

1. nriist or cnrüusti 

2.2sýrni_t_ri or nmiirti 

3. mäliki or mälikti 

"Henvenly"8edies: 

un nri "my coon" 

Z. nil "my star" 

"my bridegroom or bride" 

"my prinaaor princess" 

"my king or queen" 

3. Implications of Use: - 

Display of affection is a characteristic feature of the 

Jordanian family and as such forms of endearment are exclusively 

used between members of one's Immediate kin and intimate fellows. 

Generally speaking, the use and choice of endearing forms is governed 

by the interrelationship of participants and the social situation 

(see below). As far as relationships are concerned, it is convenient 

to distinguish two classes: symmetrical and asymrnetrical (for a 

definition of both classes, see pp. 101-2) ihh en the social relationship 

between the speaker and the addressee is symmetrical. exchange of 

endearing forms is reciprocal; that is both interlocutors exchange 

the same form of address and the exchange is therefore characterized 

as T-R. Contrariwise, when the social relation is asgmetrIenl, 

the use of endearing forms is non-reciprocal, that is, a speaker 

gives an endearing form but the addressee does not give one in return: 
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exchange is T-R'. By reference to the type of exchange distinguished, 

reciprocal forms may be shown as follows: - 
3. t. T-ß 

MALE FEMALE INTERLOCUMAS 

1. ro"ohii "my soul" r` Young married couples to 

2. ag lbi "my heart" gälbi indicate. greater affection 

3. g(mari "my moon" qö nri and closeness 

4. waridti "my rose" ! idti 

MALE Oil Ff. 1! ALE M, Ori F. I NTE{iLOCtTPOºLS 

1. tiaiäali "my cattle" kalänli Elder brothers/sisters and 

2. ri(ali "my wealth" malt younger ones; expressive of 

3. S1zzi "my house" . 1zzi great sympathy during crises 

4. beeti "my pride" beeti such as sickness and death. 

S. to nati "my life" ka Anti 

All other forms of endearment and affection (at 1,2.3, 

4,5) are employed by parents in addressing children below the age 

of seven years (pre-school age). They frequently occur in association 

with certain "ritual" forms of language characteristic of certain 

common situations of daily life, such as mectin2, Ap rtinq, enting, 

drinking and blessi g. Of particular interest are the following: - 
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(a) Greeting Formulne: - 

They include genoral formulae of friendship valid at any 

time of the day, blessings, and fornulao specifically related to 

the time of the day: 

(i1 General Formulae of Friendliness: - 

A greater degree of friendliness is shown by the use of. 

an endearing form in association with the neutral kiff ilk 

"liow are you? " Examples are: 

Grandparents to Child: 

1. kiif 1 alak, ja firxi 

2. klif healak, La mühri 

3. kiff JiÄalak, Jn'bran 

4, kiifi3alakLa nid sni 

(ii) Blessings: 

"How are you, my chick? " 

"How are you, my colt? " 

il s 
iin "How are you, my right arm? " 

"How are you, my star? " 

A greater degree of sympathy is indicated by the addition 

of an endearing form to "blessings" invoked for a child's health 

and welfare, e. g. 

Parents to Child: 

1. ? aIla jitimiik, ja tariisi "clay God protect you, my bridegroom" 

2. ? 8l18 jirDn 4aleek, ja S. iizi "God bless you. my pride" 

3. ? al la ihj dick, La kaleati "May God help you, my treasure" 

4. ?a 118 sälmak, ja wäridti "Lay God keep you, my rose" 
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(b) Formulne Associnteii with ihinkina: - 

When someone is offered e drink, the following formula 

Is used after drinking between close friends or parents and 

children: - 

1. Samen u 1$af e, La aqlbi "floatth and long life to you, my haart" 

2. hani i? an j rSotii "Happiness to you, ay soul" 

(c) Summoning: 

A frequent context of occurrence for endearing forms is 

that of surrnoning, With which the form of w9ink is regularly 

associated. The use of wätnk in association with an ondearing form 

is common between close friends or parents and children. Exn plcs 

are: 

(i) Between close friends: 

1. waink, jn rälnme, to äA1 boon "Hey, rann, come along" 

2. wäl ek, ja wal ad, ? IT1 n. barm "HHey, boy, Go nway" 

(ii) Between Parents and Children: 

1. walnk. In Iariisi to e bitlidd "Hey. my bridegroom, ahnt are 
you looking at? " 

2. walak L gei, inzil inn ilkursi "flay, my moon, get off the chdr" 

(d) Parting Formulae: 

Friendly attitudes are indicated by the use of a form of 

endearment in conjunction with the forms ? zIln onjak "God be with 

you". The formula is employed by elderly men or women in addressing 
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affectionately younger persons (e. g. grandparents to grandchildren) 

or it could be used between a host and a guest. Examples are: 

(1) Grandparents to Grandchildren: - 

1. ? nlln mäiak, La nuur teeni "God be with you, light of my eye" 

2. ? ällA mniak, ja tiabiib roots "God be with you, darling of my soul" 

(ii) Host to Guest: 

1. ? ä11a maiak, ja faziizi "God be with you, my friend" 

2. ? Allaa mäiak, L xüu "God be with you, brother" 

3.2. The non-reciprocal use of forms of endearment and affection 

is restricted to asymmetrical relationships such as those between 

teachers and pupils, doctors and patients, police officers and 

"the injured" (e. g. in an accident): - the most common forms 

employed by the "senior" member in a given relationship are as 

follows: 

1. ja tnrÄan "poor thing", which is employed by police officers 

or doctors in addressing sympathetically an injured or ill used 

person; 

2. 
-ja maskiin, which could be used in addressing affectionately 

a person whose rights have been infringed. 

3. ja tsaserti "ray distress", employed by women among themselves 

and is expressive of strong feelings of sympathy and affection towards 
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a sick or a badly injured person. 

9. �Diminutive" Forms: 

A greater degree of intimacy and "emotional" Involvement 

is implied when the following diminutive forms are cipiaynd by 

parents or grandparents in nddressing cwiidron: 

i. i eennati "my eyes" 

eebi "ray ! +cart" 

3. ntieert{ "my colt" 

sxLeeltt "my I mb" 

5. eeri "my moon" 

To sum up, use of endearing and affectionate fors rests 

primarily upon the emotional drive for sympathy, affection and 

inter-communion. There are two principal kinds of use: reciprncnl 

and non-reciprocal according to the kind of relationship between 

interlocutors. Also, endearing forms regularly occur in association 

with certain "ritual" forms of language characteristic of certain 

situations of daily life and are one means of avoiding an unfeeling 

stereotyping of these ritualistic forms. 

Unlike forms of "Ailproval and Disapproval", forms of 

endearment and affection do not undergo "comparativisntion". 
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Chanter Einfit 

Terns of "Approval And Disapprnvnl" 

1. Criterin of Differentiation: - 

On the basis of extra-linguistic and linguistic criteria, 

it is possible to set up a twofold distinction of address forms 

which correlate with a prallel distinction of two well-defined 

and clearly differential modes of behaviour, viz. the socially 

approved and the socially proscribed. The two types distinguished 

are culturally determined in that they are conventionally referred 

to as madat "approval" and 'riwnrn "disapproval" and the distinction 

in terminology is therefore retained here. 

1.1. "Extra-linguistic" Criteria: - 

On the non-verbal level, forms of disapproval are characterised 

by the regular and simultaneous association with visible manual 

gesturds and recognizable facial expressions which distinguish them 

from those associated with forms of approval. Gestures and facial 

expressions used in assodation with forms of "disapproval" are as 

follows: 

Either hand is extended a little in front of the body 

at the breast level. The index finger is so tightly held against 

the ball of the thumb so that the middle finger is "half-stretched" 
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and the little finger is fully extended. The hand is then jerked 

up and down slightly. The lower jaw is pushed forward and the 

lower lip is dropped to xpose the lower teeth. 

Gestures associated with "approval" are varied and 

numerous. They range from simple smiles in Which the lips are 

drawn slightly back to man-ial gestures in which all fingers of 

either hand are held tightly upwards at the breast level. Sometimes, 

especially when addressing children. an appropriate foam of soothing 

manual caress especially to the child's head or cheeks is also used. 

1.2. Formal Linguistic Criteria: - 

"Disapproval" forms are distinguished from "approval" forms in 

three important respects: 

(i) they associate with balaal "stop (being)....... #eg.. bp1Äaf 

wä14 ene "stop being a child", bnltng r. anpiaxa "stop being disgusting". 

ba äa3 dafaare "stop being rough" 

(ii) they associate with the particle ?? amnia. e. g. ?ä raw kalb 

"What a dog! ", ? am a 3iTnnn "ºti'iat a devil! " 
'? =a mnd3nuun "Ir1int 

a lunatic! ", ? mrna ? ahbal "; ti'hat a nut! " 

(iii) certain members of the nominal class, used as forms of address, 

are associated with the marks of comparison elsewhere (ef. pp. 117-ltff. ) 

solely characteristic of the adjective class. This set of forms it 
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semantically restricted to nnian1 nnnes and is exhaustively listed 

as follows: - 
tmanr "donkey" 

baGal "mule" 

tees "he-goat" 

nisnias "genet" 

d3a$ g' "ass" 

kalb "dog" 

w TwnT "bnt" 

xnnxiir "pig" 

The "comparative" forms of these are: ?ä mar, ? äbGal, 

? ätjas, ? anasnas. ? ädgha' ? aklab, ? nw Tw T, ? nxänznr respectively. 
. ýý Sa -3--- wes - 

In contrast with the above, comparable forms which are 

used as "terms of endearment" do not undergo "comparativisation". 

These are: SaSfüur "bird", Gazaal "deer", fahd "cheetah" nimar 

"tiger". 

2. Comparison of "approval and disapproval forms with other address 

forms: 

Terms of "approval and disapproval" may best be understood 

by considering the relntionships they accrete with other sets of 

forms. for example those indicating occupation. kinship, pprsonnl 

neues and titles. 

Forms of "approval and disapprovrl� are part of the 

vocative "piece" which =y be nbstrncted as a separate sentence 

function partly because of the numerous and varied forms of address 

w"ich are regularly nssociated with its formal marker I and 



partly because of its ability to occur by itself as an independent 

sentence. 

3. Structure of the Vocative 5vntn n: - 

The constituency of the vocative syntngm is describable 

in terms of the different classes of forms associated with the 

vocative particle j n. These are as follows: - 

A. flominals, subdivided as shown: - 

1. Generic e. g. Ja mar: v "woman" ja zolaie "man", ja tabb "young 

©an". Ja xtjanr "old man", J Tafa1 "child" 

2. kinship e. g. In xüu "my brother", J nn n1 "my uncle" a x'nli 

"my maternal uncle". 

3. Occupational e. g. ja nad3d Änr "carpenter". L hnrrnnQ. 

"ploughman". 

4. Personal e. g. jj ml nmd "Mohn=ad", ja salnann "Salmaan" 

ja stinmi "Saami" 

B. Constructs, subdivided as follows: - 

1. jn + Adjective + Nominal e. g. jj kbi_ d. JdIA`xxa "You snob", 

ja kbiir ilbaTan "You glutton". 

2. Ja + ? urmn or ? abb + personal noun, e. g. jn ? urn a` PIVI... Ind 

"hohammad's mother", -in 
? abu S11 "Al i's father" 

C. Adjectivals, again subdivided as follows: - 

1. Participial e. g. mü+itarnra "respectful", mItmSddin "civilised" 
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mad nüun "fool", matmüur "feverish" mahmuum "worried", Al nnn 

"concerned" mufiid "useful" 

2. Phonnesthetic e. g. x mx= "gluttonous" laging "outspoken" 

waswns "gossip". mälmal "slow-coach" 

3. Colour terms e. g. ? ÄSfar "yellow", ? Otimnr "red", ? nxnnr "green" 

4. Qunlitetive e. g. i nnüun "kind", 1010 im "mean", "bäki "intelligent". 

bilii "ugly". zGitr "small" Mir "big". Tawiil "tall", wansij "wide". 

D. Post-nominbl relative modifier e. g. ja rntä'n: nný1 ä11i M. -In 

btismn . 
"dey, Mohararrad, you aren't listening" ((tit. ) 0 Mohnmiad, 

0 who aren't listening"). 

Theoretically, the total number of the vocative In 

"pieces" in one syntngm is unlimited but. practically, it appears 

that the maximum nw,, Iber of a combination of vocative "pieces" in 

one syntegm does not exceed three. 

The most frequent type of structural pattern is as 

follows: 

ýa+ Indefinite Nominal + ja + Construct + Postnominal Relative 

modifier. Examples are: - 

1. ja wälnd * j; % aal uun ilwaaldeen + nlli man htisttl "Boy 

whose parents are cursed and who is nd shy". 

2. ja biet ja xnfiift idda=a ä11i bti "Girl, sweet and 

lovely, and who is playing". 
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2.1.1. Differences between "Apprnval and Uisnpprnval" form. and 

other comparable forms: - 

"Approval and disapproval" forms are predominantly 

adjectivals including phonnesthetic, participial end colour 

adjectives and constructs in wlii c' the first j uxt nposnd form is 

an adjective and the following form is n nn^itnnl (definite or 

indefinite). 

On grounds of substitutability alone, it would seem plausible 

prima facie to group all forms following J into a single class. 

As has already been shown, all forms belonging to different 

grammatical classes can substitute for one another in the "place" 

following In. It may be added that all forms associalia with jn 

are regularly relatable to the nominal sentence pattern in which 

the subject is an independent'pronoun of the 2nd person, e. g., 

1. ? ante walad "You are a boy" 

2. ? irate xA"nxism "You are gluttonous" 

3. ? irate bäarid "You are cold" 

4. ? irate nadgd, äar "You are a carpenter" 

5. ? irate Satiid tilt "You are lucky" 

A major subdivision of forms is, however, necessary between 

those which occur with ? akQar min "more than" or ? ngnll min "loss 

than" and those which occur in comparable contexts in the 
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morphological pattern ? accoc 

TYPE I 

1. Passive Partic%iles: mitmaddin "civilised", mttwn $'i', 

"uncivilised", müitnrni "respectful", ma; gtul "reasonable", 

mum "important", mumill "boring". mimatiS. "Interesting". 

mSäddi �rusty� 

2. Adjectives of the phnnnlonicnl pattern Cneenne: 

tai'An "tired", gab ; nn "full up", inT1'äan "thirsty" tatfnan "faulty" 

3. Animal napes: fated "cheetah", w nw1 "jackal", Anilab "fox", 

sammuur "weasle", unfu$ "hedgehog", Granb "crow". 

4. Certain adjectives of the pattern cncciic, e. g. 

Sa l iii "correct", wadi i id "alone", d3ari it "hurt", mal i iki "good" 

TYPE 11 

1. Phonnesthetic forms which are formally distinguishable as a 

separate reduplicative sub-class of adjectives in which the first 

syllable is repeated, e. g. xraxem "glutton", Iägleg "talkative". 

malmal "slowcoach". waswas "gossip"* dA` "a person stamping 

heavily with feet on ground", G-ýaGarn "grumbler", Comparative forms 

are derived by the prefixation of ?: a- e. g.. ? nx "Core 

gluttonous", ? al ging "core talkative". ? An "a bigger slowcoach" etc. 
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3. Names of Animals: kalb "dog". Limaar "dnnkey". baGal "mule" 

tees "he-goat". The comparative forms of these are: 7aß, 

? ätmer, ? abGal and ? ät as respectively. 

3. Allcther adjectives indicating intellectual, emotional and 

social characteristics, e. g. "ugly", bnxiil "stingy", nDiif 

"clean", faZiil. "smashing", raa? it "super", rntiim "kind", 

xad üul 'my", xii'in "tough", n'a ll "sensible", ? nmi 
In "trustworthy" 

lanuun "sympathetic', ' äwi "strong", Gabt "stupid", dnnit? 

"disdainful", Silif "arrogant", «' fir "scruffy", z1fir "sharp- 

tongued". 

? akOar min contrasts with ? agÄll min in pre-participial positions 

and both are in complementary distribution with the comparative 

form of the adjective. 

2.1.2. Comparative add Intensifying Relationships Characteristic 

of "Approval-Disapproval" Forms: - 

It is of importance to point out that in no case is it 

possible for other address forms (e. g. kinship terms, occupational 

names, animal names of non-pejorative implication) to enter the 

networks (see below) of comparative and intensifying relationships 

characteristic of forms of "approval and disapproval". Since 

constraints of this kind serve to distinguish these forms as a 
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separate class, they are considered below: - 

2.1.3. The three-term Co'pnrAtive System: - 

1. Positive: ? ante 4a'aIi1 "You are sensible" 

2. Comparative: ? into ? Aica1 minnt "You are more sensible than me" 

3. Superlative: ? irate ? aSRal wäatad "You are most sensible" 

The generalized structures for these mny be represented 

as follows: - 

1. ProN + Ad j 

2. ProN + Adjcomp + min + ProN 

3. ProN + Adjcomp + waaiad 

(ProN - Pronominal or Nominal; Adj - Adjectival; 

Comp = Comparative) 

Constructions in which the adjective "place" is filled 

by any member of Type I (i. e. participials, adjectives of tie 

phonological pattern caccaac, or anir31 names) are shown as follows: - 

1. Positive: ? inte mitmäddin "Youýnre civilised" 

2. Comparative: ? irate mitnäddin ? nkOnr (? ag tt) ninni . 606zawý -- 

"you are more (or less) civilised than me". 

3. S perlatiye: ? irate mitmaddin ? k8nr (or ? nq i l) wäatnd 

"You are the most (or the least) civilised" 

The generalised structures for these mny be indicated 

as follows: - 
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1. ProN + Adj. part. 

2. ProN + Adj. part. + ? ÄkOnr (? agn11) + min + Nominal or 

pronominal suffix. 

3. ProN + Adj. part. + ? ak8 r (? agÄ11) + want nd 

(ProN - Pronominal; Adj. part. - Participial Adjective) 

Comparative stzuctures are extensible to include terms 

of a threefold system of "intensification" whose terms may be 

labelled as follows: - 

(i) Ist degree of "intensification" (ii) 2nd degree of "intensification" 

and (iii) 3rd degree of "intensification". These are as follows: - 

(i) ist degree: ? inte min ? algal man Umkin "You are as sensible 

as you can possibly be". 

(ii) 2nd degree: ? ante min ? algal slenle "You come from the most 

sensible lineage". 

(iii) 3rd degree: ? irate ? aýignl min ? aJj, wad O ani "You are 

more sensible then anyone else". 

The generalised structures for these are as follows. 

(I) ProN + min + Adj. comp + man urnkin 

(ii) ProN + min + Adj. comp +N+ (a very restricted class whose 

members are innaas "people", il1abiab "the young people", tiwländ 

"the boys", ilbanäat "the girls". 

(iii) ProN + Adj. comp + min ? ai wanted AÄani 

Constructions in which the adjective "place" above is 
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filled by a member of Type I may be exemplified as follows: - 

(1) Ist degree: ? ante mitmäddin kolir "You are very civilised" 

(10 2nd degree: ? inte min ? n'kAar innäas tnmmddun "You are one 

of the most civilised" 

(iii) 3rd degree: ? into mitmnddin ? aka min ?J aal Omani 

"You are more civilised than anybody else" 

The generalised structures of these are as follows: - 

(1) ProN + Adj. part. + Adv. 

(ii) ProN + niin ? akOar +N+ Nv 

(iii) ProN + Adj. part. + ? akOar min ? ajj w'b ad AÄnni 

(Nv = Verbal Noun; Adv. = Adverb) 

(In the above structures, formal exponents of "intensification" are 

underlined. and other elements are indicated by Adj. comp. or 

Adj. part. as the case may be). 

To sum ups forms of "approval and disapproval" may be 

subdivided into two major types: 

Type I comprises passive participial forms, certain forms indicating 

animal names, and certain adjectives of the phonological pattern 

cacclic. 

Type II comprises adjectives of colour, certain animal names of 

"pejorative reference", phonaesthetic forms, and all other adjectives 

indicating personal traits. 
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The forms of "approval-disapproval" are differentiated 

from comparable forms by their functioning in systems of comparison 

and intensification each of which contains three terms which may 

be shown dingramatically as follocws: - 
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I. The Compnrntive System 

Structurnl Formulae 

-positive 1. Pron + Adj 

-comparative 2. (a) ProN + Adj + min + ProN 

(b) ProN + Adj. part + ? n'k®ar (? ngall) + 

min + ProN 

superlative 3. (a) ProN + Adj. comp + min + wintad 

(b) ProN + Adj. part + ? ak8nr (? ACpc11) + 

wantad 

II. The Intensification System 

Lst degree 1. (a) ProN + min + Adj. Comp + mna + ümkin 

(b) ProN + Adj. part + Adv. 

-2nd degree 2. (a) ProN + min ? akOnr + ProN + Nv 

(b) ProN + min + Adj. comp + ProN 

rd degree 3. (a) ProN + Adj.. part + ? nkOarmin ? ajj 
wi ad Aanni 

(b) ProN + Adj. com + min ? all w ahnd 
O nn i 
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Chapter Nine 

"Meliorative-Pejorative" Forms 

1. Subdivision of Sentences: - 

Sentences belonging to the category "Meliorative- 

Pejorative" may be divided into two major types according to whether 

these sentences either include forms of "meliorative-pejorative" 

implication which are explicitly differentiated for person, gander 

and number as well as those which are not. The following examples 

represent the first type and are divided into two sub-sets 

according to whether the sentences chosen are meliorative (Set A) 

or pejorative (Set B). 
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(A) indicate a familiarity with the other speaker which is said 

to be friendly, while (B) are spontaneous expressions of hostility. 

They are used by members of a fanily between themselves and also 

between kinsmen of the same age group. Under both A and U the 

forms following independent pronominals are differentiated for 

gender and number; agreement obtains between pronominals (Ord rters. 

fem, sing. ) and following verbals. 

2.2. Sentences Including forms Undifferentiated for Number And 

Gender: 

Sentences of this type consist of Yu + hnl +a form 

belonging to a sub-class of nominals of the pattern (cacnacc) or 

a'Ionstruct" (see below). The important distinguishing features 

separating "pejorative" elements from their "meliorative" counter- 

parts are as follows: - 

(1) "meliorative" elements are separated from the rest of the 

syntagm of which they form part by an obligatory pause. absent in 

the case of "pejoratives". 

(ii) accompanying nominals are indefinite in the case of "melioratives", 

definite (sc. preceded by mal) in the case of "pejoratives". Thus, 

in Set A below, a pause Eid-) and a glottal stop (? 7 interrupt 

the sequence of elements, while following vocalic elements in 

polysyllabic stretches are always associated with "expressive" 
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lengthening. The glottal closure associated with ? is not 

audibly released. These features are absent from examples 

under B. 
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It will be seen that both sets A and a are subdivided 

into two sub-divisions I and II. The subdivision ismade on the 

basis of typological difference between the different elements 

associated with %u? and mau. In Set At, the elements following + 

belong to the grammatical class known as "the construct", here 

comprising two indefinite nominals; in DI, the construct is still 

concerned but it is definite in form and the second nominal clement 

is also preceded by the demonstrative element ha-. It is notable 

that in All -1-5 and BII -1-5 the nbminal following the particles 

%u? and tu is most commonly of the pattern cacaaca. 

Both sets of sentences A and B can be either used in 

reference to a third party or in direct address. They con be used 

by and to men or women of any age; to one person or more than one; 

in praesentia or in absentia. Differences in the number of 

participants or in their sex are irrelevant in the contexts in 

which these types of sentences are appropriate. There are no 

formal indications of gender-number distinction in contradistinction 

to exclamatory sentences derived from declarative sentences (see 

below). 

3. Interrelation with Excinmatorv Sentences: - 

Exclamatory sentences are fomally marked by the presence 

of utterance-initiator jna býJ. The composition of an exclamatory 
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sentence may be described as one involving jnn bh j followed 

by one of the particles of "intensification" mn(n) and %u. 

ma(e) and lu occur in mutually exclusive positions In that the 

former colligates with a following (comparative) adjectival almost 

invariably of the structure ? accac. e. g. ? 'ntsnn "better", whereas 

tu is always associated with a following verbal or no^iinal, e. g. 

Jn bJj su btittarwad "Flow often you compinin; " jn bajj Su rnnskiln 

"poor fellow". On the basis of this structural difference in the 

distribution of particles. it is reasonable to recognise two sub- 

types of sentence patterns exemplified by the following: - 

TYPE A. 

1. Jan bjj ma (? a) tannak! "flow kind you are! " 

2. nn bajj ji ma (? ä) d3ladak! "flow patient you are! " 

3. J 
.! 

n bi 
. 
j. 1 ma (? ä) 1? amak! "hvw mean you are: " 

4. jaa bj ma (? ä) sxafrfak! "flow silly you are: " 

5, n ba j ma (? ä) bladak; "How dull you are! " 

TYPE U. 

1. JAR bj 

2. jAa bajj 

3. jaa bj 

4. jaa ba, jj 

lu btit1iämmal! 

gu btit? ä11 un 

gu bid3d3ännin! 

9u btit-tnrwad! 

"How much you put up with! " 

"slow sad you must feel! " 

"Bow you drive cue mad! " 

"How often you complain: " 

5, j=aa bJj 9u bti? har! "dow often you get on one's nervosa" 
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3.1. Relationship to Declarative Sentences: - 

Both types A and B are transformationnily related to 

sentences A I-II and B I-II. (p. 129). In transformational terns, 

sentences of type A are derived by the application of an obligatory 

transformational rule (see below) to the strings underlying 

declarative nominal sentences exemplified by A-I and B-I; 

similarly, type B sentences by an obligatory transformational rule 

operating on verbal sentences exemplified by A-II and B-Ii. Thus: 

Given the phrase structure rules which specify the 

underlying strings of simple declarative sentences (verbal and 

nominal), so that: - 

1. Sentence -4 Noun Phrase + Predicate Phrase 

2. Noun Phrase iainal 

Pronominal 

3. Pronominal --4 ? inte, huu ....... etc. 

4. Nominal ---3 iiwalad, Ahrnad ......... etc. 

5. Predicate Phrase JAdJectIva1 

Verbal 

6. Adjectival --4 
finnuun, d ný luud ....... etc. 

7. Verbal >Prefix + verb 

(Pronominal) 

3. Pronominal --4 ? inte, huu ....... etc. 

4. F»cainal -3 ilwalad, Ahrnad ......... etc. 

5. Predicate Phrase JAdJectIv1 

Verbal 

ß. Prefix ---) b- 

9. Verb -, )tiämmal9 d ännin 
....... etc. 
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Where --) is to be read "re-write as", 
L 

as 

"any one of the elements included in the brackets and . ýý 

(see below) is to be read as "the ordered list of elements on 

the left is transformed by the rule into the ordered list of 

elements on the right, one can then apply: - 

(I) Transförmational rule (Intensification); henceforth T-rule (i): - 

Noun Phrase + Adjective ") Jan ba j+ Particle me Int. (ensificntion 

+ Adjective Int. (ensification+ Pronominal Suffix (2nd. Pers. mnsc. ) 

This rule transforms, e. g. ? ante + tinnuun "You are kind" 

ba' j+ ma + 'tiännak "How kind you are: " 

(ii) Transformational rule (Intensification); henceforth T-rule (ii): 

Noun Phrase + Prefix + Verb Imp. (erfect) j! n ba j+ Particle lu 

+b+ Verb Imp(erfect). 

This rule transforms ? inte bid-AdOnnin into nn bnjj + 5u + bid; idjannin. 

It will be seen that T-rule (i) obligatorily deletes the 

pronominal ? ante, adds jan b jj + ma and a pronominal suffix to the 

adjective. T-rule (ii), on the other hand, deletes the pronominal 

? ante and adds lu. Single forms, which may stand independently- 

without a preceding pronoun, (see below) can also be transformed 

by the application of T-rule (ii). Thus: 
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1. maskiin a an bj lu masklin "flow poor you are! " 

2. taziin . -". ) nn bj 3u fiazi in "flow distressed you are! " 

3. müd irme ý. -. -). Jaa ba, jj u müdem "iiaw criminal you ore: " 

4. ma&duud "-. ) 
'j 

na bsjj lu mnhdüud "slow worn-out you are, '" 

5. 'baall . -' Ja bajj eu fiaalt "iiow hu-itltated you zre; " 

The rules formulated above are fragmentary, since they 

simply account for these particular types of sentences and sentence 

relationships and no others. Since both types of sentences A and 

ß are transformationally related to declarative sentences, they may 

be called exclamatory declarative sentences. Their meanings are 

mainly "emotive", relating for exai ple to wonder, joy, grief and 

ldignation. 

The frequency of occurrence of excltuiatory sentences is 

contingent upon style and type of discourse governing their use In 

preference to the declarative sentences to which they are related. 

Verbal exclunges in which these types of sentences figure 

most frequently are between intimates. 

Further "intensification" may be realized by applying 

transformational rule (iii) (see below) which combines elements of 

two strings of declarative verbal or noninnl sentences. Thus, given 
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the phrase structure rules specifying declarative verbal as well 

as nominal sentences (see above), T-rule (ti! ) would convert the 

substructure of, say, ? ante tianuun and ? 1nte kariim to the form: 

min kuGur ma ? inte ianuun w min ku_ßur ma ? ixte knrilm. This is done 

first by adding the element w and than by adding min kuý 
Now 

to both sentences. T-rule (iii) may be represented as follows: - 

Noun Phrase + Adjective + Noun Phrase + Adjective . -ý min kuOur 

mit + Noun Phrase + Adjective +w+ min kügur mit + Noun Phrase + 

Adjective. The following sentences may combine by applying T-rule 

(iii): - 

1. ? ante agil + ? inte liT+if m. ) min kugur mit ? ante S; agil w 

min kü Aur ma ? ante laTiif "Because you are very sensible and 

because you are very kind". 

2. ? inte aaTir + ? ante ? arniih _) min küQur ma ? ante innTir w min 

kugur ma ? inte ? aaniin "Because you are vor clever and because you 

are very honest". 

1 0, 3. ? ante saxiif + ? ante In? Ilm ----) min kuOur ma ? ante snxitf w min 

ki ur ma ? irate 1a? iim "Because you are very silly and because you 

are very mean" 

9. ? irate Tä jib + ? irate bagtug .) min küOur ma ? irate Tý 
, 
jib w 

coin kügur ma ? inte batüug "Because you are very kind and because 

you are very cheerful". 
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3.2. Relationship to "iteduplicative-declnrntive" sentences: - 

Two "meliorative" or "pejorative" forms of address may 

combine giving rise to what may be called "reduplicative-declarative" 

sentences (see below). Such combinations are particularly frequent 

in women's speech when addressing or "referring" to male or female 

children or very close friends. The special function of these 

sentences is that they serve to assert further the truth of the 

"message" and thereby imply the speaker's emotional involvement 

in it. They involve the juxtaposition of two identical norninals, 

the first definite and the second indefinite, e. g.. 
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Set A: "Meliorative" Set B: Pejorative 

1. il? aliif ? aliif "A 

pet is a pet" 

2. ilbarii? baril? "An 

innocent is an innocent" 

3. il? nmiin ? amiin "An 

honest man is an honest man" 

4. ilxabiir xabiir "An 

expert is an expert" 

5. il1nnuun Aanuun "A 

kind man is a kind man" 

i14. nfriit jinfriit "A menace is a 

menace" 

issäafil snafil "A rascal is a rascal" 

il? nhbnl ? ähbnl "A nut Is a nut" 

ildgabäan d nbnan "A timid man is a 

timid man" 

ilmad3n6un and-Inuun "An idiot is an 

idiot" 

Both sets (A) and (B) are distinguished from comparable 

(nominal) sentences at T -1-5 of both sets (A) and (ß) by the fact 

that they cannot be negated. Nor do they admit expansion by 

interrogative particles characteristic of comparable nominal 

sentences. cf. 

1. ? irate mil kaslänn : 

2. riin k, -i_ si; an "who : 
is lazy" 

+ ilknslnnn mig knslnan 

+ Miin lIknsl(An knsläan 
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from teachers, parents, doctors and government officials, but 

not from social equals or inferiors. cf. (relevant pron. forms 

are doubly underlined): - 

Teacher to Pupil Teacher to Teacher 

Greater friendliness I Normal 

1. ? Ann mi3' ¶. ýiln buiD il loon 0 om ? I'nte n. 19 inln bnW 11 

"we are not ourselves today" 

2. ? i_na 
su ? akÄlnn Mom 

"What have we eaten today? " 

you are not yourself today" 

?i su ? nknlt ii onm "Chat ce 

have you eaten today? " 

C. Replacement of 2nd pers. pron. by 3rd pers. ron.: - 

Third person pronominal forms my be used in direct address 

In place of 2nd pers. pron. forms in three important situations: - 

(i) Between Adults and Children: - 

A greater degree of affection is shown in the examples below by 

the replacement of 2nd pers. Pron. forms by 3rd pers. pron. forms: - cf. 
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q. "Emphasis" Characteristic of Cxcls story Sentences: - 

Exclamatory sentences are distinguishable in part from 

other sentence types (see pp. l33-3S, by the presence in initial 

position of the piece jna baJj. directly followed by lu or 

(For difference in the distribution of particles, see pp, 13d-! ). 

They are here discussed because they largely correlate with certain 

common situations relevant to modes of address (see below). In 

particular, exclamatory sentences introduced by na b. Uj serve to 

indicate the following "attitudes": 

(i) Friendly attitudes between good friends and equals, e. g. 

Jan badj ma ? äT abak Now kind of you"; jaa bnjj as ? sanak 

"How nice of you". 

(ii) When the above sentences are used in addressing a superior, 

the implication is that of "flattery" and excessive deference. 

(iii) annoyance or impatience with children or pupils is shocm 

by e. g. jaa ba j ma ? abradnk "how cold you are; " 

jjaa bajj ma ?? bTa? ak "How slow you are! " 

Greater friendliness, flattery or annoyance is , however, 

expressed by: 

(i) repetition e. g. of jan bJj iiinodiately after the excl rnatory 

sentence, e. g. 



I ýi fei a 

ma 1. Jan ba__ 

2. Jna bajj ma 

3. Jan ba j ma 

4. Jan bj j ma 

(ii) lengt henin 

the constituent 

? ä3Tarak: 

? äTjabak. 

? abradak; 

? äbTa? gk; 

vocalic 

syllables 

j baj: 
ý 

j! a bl j! 
JAAc bJj 

as well as 

of the sen 

jLn nj 

Jan býj 

jrn bl! j j 

jAn ba j 

consonnntnt segments of 

fence. The vocalic and 

consonantal segments of exclamatory sentences are given considerably 

greater length, than their counterparts in "non-emphatic" 

exclamatory sentences. Three sentences occurring in the corpus 

were chosen for instrumental analysis in support of perceptual 

judgment as to the relative lengths of comparable segments 

(see Appendix II) 
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Chapter Ten 

IMPERATIVE SENTENCES 

1. Types of Imperative Sentences: - 

Basically, there are three types of imperative sentences 

distinguished by (i) their form and (ii) their occurrence in 

situations. Formal distinction is primarily based on the kind 

of verbal element included in the structure of each sentence- 

type and on extensions thereof. Taking the formal variation of a 

given verb-form, say IäkA "he talked", the three types are shown 

below, in which the verb-form is doubly underlined and optional 

elements of possible extensions are included within brackets: - 

Type I 

............................... ijI ki kilio "to say a word" 

(a) Singular 

1. kull wäahad 
i ki kilne "Everybody is to say a word" 

2. ? aij wäahad itij ki kilne "Anybody say a word" 

3. wala waatiad kilme "Nobody say a word" 

4. wäatiad hki kilme "Someone say a word" 

(b) Plural 

'1 40 1. Oneen i_i kilme 

2. Aa l nge 
ij kilme 

"Any two say a word" 

"Any three say a word" 
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Type II 

............................. 
? itiki kilmn "Say a word" 

(a) Siulnr 

? inte ? itSki kilme "You say a word" 

2. ? inte (ja ©tit nmad) (ja bu d urz Aex drn) ? ice kilme 

"You Mohammad in the green sweater say a word" 

3. ? in kn an hawäak ? inte ja nta"m ad In bu durzäA o xA , 

? itki kilme "If you are interested, you Mohammad in the 

green sweater, say a word" 

(b) Plural 

1. ? intu BAneen ? iitku kilme "You two sny a word" 

2. ? intu eOaIn Q ? i1ku kilme "You three say a word" 

Type III 

.................. .......... t(lki kilme "to say a word" 

1. bälla ti ki kilme "Please say a word" 

2. mümkin tihki kiine "Won't you say a word" 

3. btiiLmal mairuuf tom; kilme "Would you care to say a word" 

4. min an (ilnasiit, alln, sitna 14a'bra) tAAiki kilne 

"For the sake of (the Messiah, Our Lady Mary) say a word" 

we-Ile Geer titiki kilme "You will say a word, won't you" 

6. ja robb tiiki kilme "I wish you would say a word" 

The types shown above may be generalized as follows: 
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1.1. Type I 

PronIdd/QuanInd + Vj +N 

1.2. Type II 

(Vocative Extension) + Vicip +N 

1.3. Type III 

(a) (Deferential Extenstion) +V reg. +N 

(b) w8l1a Geer +V reg. +N 

(c) ja rabb +V reg. +N 

(there PronInd = Indefinite Pronoun; QuanInd = Indefinite 

Quantifier (see (ii) below); Vj = Imperfect Verb-form phonologically 

marked in this context by an irtial palatal semi-vowel /j/; 

imperfect verb-forms of types IT and III are impossible (0 kull 

wäahad ? itki kilme and * kul wanhad tihki ki ime) ;N= Nominal; 

VimP = Imperative verb-form; Vreg ia sub-class of an imperfect 

verb-form differentiated here by the sole occurrence of the initial 

dents-alveolar plosive /t/ following any of the element with 

which the verbal element is expandable, (also see (iii) below). 

Points of contrast among the three types are as follows: - 

(i) Indefinite pronouns preceding the verb-form at I (a), (b) are 

inomissible in contrast with the vocative noun or pronoun phrases 

(at II (a), (b)) which are freely deletable in what is otherwise 
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a complete sentence; 

(ii) Indefinite pronouns and other quantifiers (e. g. Onenn "two", 

AainaPe "three" ..... etc. ) are used when the speaker is addressing 

without specifying a particular person or persons in contrast with 

vocative pronoun phrases at (TI. b 1.2). which are used when the 

speaker wants to draw attention to a particular person or persons 

addressed; 

(iii) the essential point of contrast between sentences of type I. 

II and III is the inclusion of verb-forms which occur in mutually 

exclusive positions such that the occurrence of one verb-form 

subsumes the kind of elements with which that verb-form is extensible. 

For example, the imperfect verb-fors ij $ki at (I a b) is only 

expandable by either (i) an indefinite pronoun (see exx. (I(a)l-4) 

or (ii) an indefinite quantifier (exx. I(b)1-2). The imperative 

verb-form ? ftki (at II a-b), on the other hand, is regularly 

extensible by (i) a vocative pronoun or noun phrases or by (Ii) 

definite quantifiers (at II (b)1-2). Also, the verb-form of request, 

recognized here because $ does not occur elsewhere in the sentences 

listed above, is regularly extended by "deferential or polite" forms 

shown at (III, 1-4). 

Contrastive relationships between the imperative verb-form 

and the whole paradigm of the imperfect verb may be shown as follows: - 
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Imperfect Imperative 

1st pers. ?a - ruuti "Shall I go? " - 

2nd pers. Masc. t - ruuii "Will y ou go? " ruu% "Go" 

2nd pers. fem. t - rüuhi "Will you gn? " rüulii "Go" 

3rd pers. masc. j - ruut "Will he go? " - 

3rd pers. fem. t - ruuti "Will she go? " - 

ist pers. n - ruuti "Shall I go? " 

2nd pers. masc. t - rüuSu "Will you go? " rüutºu "Go" 

2nd. pers. fem. t - ruin "Wil l you go? " rtutiin "Go" 

3rd pers. masc. j - rüuiu "Will they go? " - 

3rd pers. fem. j - ruutin "Will they go? " - 

2. Situational Context: 

Situations in which imperative sentences occur range from 

politeness or friendliness to brusqu°n'ss dependin(i inter nlia on 

the dative social relationships between interlocutors (see pp. lO-lff), 

and the degree of intimacy or affection involved. 

Greater politeness is marked by the addition of Olin 

"please", mumkin "Won't ...... ". btiSR1 mayrüuf "Would you care... " 

The expressions min loan alle I ilmasiih 
..... etc, at (III -3-4) 

are used to cajole and are not appropriate. Brusqueness (e. g. to 
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servants or pupils) on the other hand, Is usually indicated by 

the imperative verb-form alone in the absence of forms characteristic 

of "polite requests" (e. g. as in type III) or it may be shown by 

the imperative verb-form associated with a form of abuse (see (it), 

pp. 193-2ff. ) 

Type III -c structure typifies sentences used in blessings. 

prayers, and good wishes. These sentences are always formally 

marked by the sentence-initial "constant" forms ja rabb "Please God". 

Examples are: 

(a) Blessings: 

1. ja rabb tittaii Tariigak "flay God open your way" 

2. jaýrabýb ti! miik "A! ay God protect you" 

3. ja rabb tSä11i manäaSbak "May God better your position" 

4. ja rabb t abbib flik aShnabak "May God induce your friends to 
tike you" 

S. ja rnbb tibiid tännak ilmaSäajib "May God keep nisförtunos off you" 
(b) Prayers: 

Sentences exemplifying this sub-type are frequently used by adults 

as well as children (in monologue) when praying for help in times 

of difficulty Q distress. 

Examples are: 

1. a rabb tir! ý-ani "Please God bring mercy on to me" 

2. ja rabb tihmiini "Please God protect Me" 
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3. 
, 
ja rabb tihdiini "Please God help me find my way" 

4. ja rabb turzügni "Please God help me find means of subsistence" 

5. ja rnbb tibSidni 4ang9nrr "Please God keep me away from evil" 

Sentences at (a) are marked off from sentences at (b) 

by the fact that the verb-forms in the former are always cssoci ted 

with 2nd pers. pron. suffixes, whereas verb-firms in the latter 

are always associated with 1st, pers. pron. suffixes. Also, it 

is noteworthy that children in particular are "the recipients" 

of blessings invoked for them by parents or older people. 

(c) Wishes: examples are: - 

1. Ja rabb ti1'tGi1 

2. ja rabb tirDa 

3. Ja rabb tsaami$I 

4. ja rabb ttiill ilmülkile 

5. Ja rabb tbaTTil 

These sentences Are commonly used between brothers and 

sisters. They are expressive of strong sympathy when one is under- 

going hardship or difficulty. 

Sentences of type (II -(a) -1), that iss those of structure 

(Pronoun) + Vimp may be regprded as "unmarked" as to brusqueness 

or politeness. Correlation of imperative sentences with relevant 

aspects of social use may be stated as follows: - 
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(i) a greater degree of intimacy and affection are shown by 

the addition of (a) a term of endearment (see below) or (b) 

a respectful form of address or (c) the expressions ? silla 

jxal l (ik 
e ? ä11a 2Sl taji f4hk "May God protect you" or 

a combination of these forms. Examples are: - 

(a) Husband to Wife: 

1. 
, 
ja hatiibti naawiiini tiabteen ? asbirlin "Darling, would you 

give me two aspirin tablets" 

2. ja roohi ? aSTiini ilgaddäais "My soul, give me the lighter" 

(b) Between (Male) Friends: 

1. j hu maimiud ? i$iki kilme "Mahmuud's father, say a word" 

2. In said ilSaz{iz säwwi miQil ma biddak "Dear sir. do as you like" 

(c) Between close (female) friends: 

1. ? alla jxalliiki jaxti d3arbi "May God protect you, sister, try" 

2. ? alla jihimm iki In nziiýti d3iibi ssalle "May God protect you, 

my dear, bring the basket along" 

(ii) On the other hand, greater brusqueness is usually indicated 

by the addition of forms of abuse, which may be divided into two 

classes in accordance with their composition: simple or com lex. 

Examples are: - 

(a) Simple forms of abuse: - 

(Parents to Children) 

1. säkkir Ownnk ja mSäddi "Do shut up, rusty" 
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2. ? iTlaq barra ja braS "Get out of here, you leper" 

3. beTTil kalsam ja Gabi "Stop talking, stupid" 

4. ? inksiti In boot Int(ig "Sit down, you old boot" 

5. SSäbbi llä an ja SaTal "Fill up the container you bucket" 

(b) Complex forms added: 

(Teachers to Pupils) 

1. ? ixras ja galfil i1? ädab "shut up, you ill-mannered boy" 

2. ruuii min hoon in matS. us ilbaxt "Go away, you ill-omened creature" 

3. tharrak Ja galiil 11tiiile "Move, slow-coach" 

4. ? ihki kilme ja magsuuf iliümur "Say a word, you stubborn" 

5. ? üskut ja Tawiil ilsaan "Calm down, long tongue" 

1.4. Thre is yet another type of imperative sentence which may be 

regarded as transformationally derived from sentences of type III 

structure. Thus. given the phrase structure rules which specify 

the underlying strings of tiiki kilme as V request + N. a trans- 

formational rule may be applied to convert V request +N into Neg. + 

V request + N, Beiere Neg. stands for the negative particle inn. 

This rule transforms titiki klirre Into Inn tihki kitru "Don't say a 

wor, -1" and tnäzlu san 1ihSänn into laa tnrzlu ion 1ihSÄAn "Don't got 

him down off the horse". 

To sun up: Imperative sentences constitute an essential 

part of modes of address. Basically, there are three types of 

imperative sentences distinguished by (a) their form (b) their 
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occurrence in situations: sentences indicative of politeness 

are commonly introduced by (a) a "deferential" form (b) a term 

of endearment (c) a respectful form or (d) the expressions ? 1ln 

xalliik/ ij tImiik. Absence of these or addition of a term of 

abuse is indicative of brusqueness. 
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Appendix I 

Texts 

The relevant biographical features of speakers recorded 

are as follows: - 

A- Female; twenty-four years of age; born in EI-Khnllil; 

Jordanian Secondary Certificate of Education tºlenceforth abbr. 

JCE) . 

B- Female, twenty-two years of age; was born in Irbid. Had no 

formal education 

C_ Male, thirty-two years old. Was born in Irbid. Lind formal 

university education 

D- Male, thirty years old. Was born in EI-Khaliii. Had formal 

university education. 

E- Male, fifty years old. Was born in Al-tiusun. Had no formal 

education. 

F- Male, was born in Tuulkarm. Holder of JCE. 

G- Female, forty-five years old. Was born in Irbid. Und no 

formal education. 

It- Male, twenty-©jht years old. Holder of JCE. Was born at 

Al-Shoobak (ilkarak District). 
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TEXT t 

A- bitte TTi harn issamne wissükknr / baideen bitMuM hndool 

i1xa11tTant / hadool bixilTu 

B- ba! rifhin häfböo1 bnixliT biihin 

A- hadool bithuTTiihum boon // fi nnfs ilwo? t bti? dnri tistä. imli 

hai 1a18alha // 

B- ? ilha ? äale S adak btüxluT 

A- hai bti? dari tistaümliiha latiäalha / ? iza man iabbceti tistaSÜmli 

heada / btistäiimli Saban täani 

B- hak a isan 

A- bittiuTTiiha filkahraba 

B- ?u bitgaGliiha? // 

B- bitSiir min taalha tubrwm 

A- bsür. a btixliT i1? iti 

A- bti? dari tiiid3ni Saleeha 

B- Nä 11 at ü$i fe 

A- haada bidüur / iSSähan bidüur // 

B- nAýf 1 a'ý a // 

A- ? ilha bürGi 

A- hadiik täbiat beeD bas // hadiik tabiat beeD / hai bti? darf 

tiimali fiiha beck // 
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B- xnlnS sakrilhe / sakriihn / 

A- bti 
. 
irfi 9u Smilt S. aleehn / milt Saleehe i`iümmuS 

B- ja xäjti bä11A Snýiili // 

B- wilkübba 1ahäad b(tha 5mi'lti 

A- lea mi3 fiiha Spilt ilkubbe 4mi1t kübbe zaj ma ? ultiili / 

mil baTTäale Tileiet // zäakje // 

A- sthle wbsuhüu\le u baideen man btaiaxud wa? t 

B- lea lea wäla 
«ine 

B- mae d3arräbtha 

B- bas t lkübba j asni mi stawi jje 

A- ? äa man 1 eTTeetha ni j je 

A- man iibrr eti magrüum u lähme w baSal 

B- Täjjib bid3 uz 

A- zäaki Täbfan // 

A- ?u hadfik ilmärra 3u hnTTeeti 

A- me räum? 

B- musrüum u 1älime w baSal u ruzz // 
T 

A- ?u ruzz kam6an tja eeti 

B- ? as // 

A- ilmuhimm Ti1Sat zaakje 

B- ? an Tube // 

A- bas maa ? aleetiiha bzeet zeetüun // 
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B- maa haTTeeti Saleehn zeet %eetüun // 

A- zaj ma ? ulti / ? int btixil-Ti iha bzeet'leetGun ? 

B- bakt Tha 

älwe 

A- la? mi% i1M3'we /?; u bisammi0a // 

- smiid // 

A- ? addeeg bithuM zeet // 

B- k9iir bAüTT / jaxti zeet zeetuun danjraan Sindana 

A- ? addee't ja"i bittuTTi ß41a kaase mäsnlan // vital hfii / 

B- zaj hei / 

B- kaast6en // heek jäini 

B- ja xäa'se mi; bittissi ? innu n7äffar / jäini / btiSirfiif Tj jib 

iTTabxa 1ärrma titg ffar keel btibga 

A- bairifli / btit äffar // 

'TTu B- btitgäffar j äini bite 4aleeha ssarnan Zvi 1b 

B- tu ntu bitgulüulu // 

A- maa bäS. rif gu btü? uSdi 

B- lämma bitt TTi ssaman Sarruzz magalan / cabal maa t uTTi bitguiüulu 

%u / mig bäla ruzz u bala saran / lu bitgulüulu 

A- naalif jimkin // 

B- näa%if min Geer kuf'a1 // 

A- kufai ? // 
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B- kufal // jäini min Geer gtfra /u bäla snman / bn*ln zeet / 

B- bigulüulu kufal / 1anuaa bithüTTi snrn nu zeet / bitgul lilu 

mgäffsraTTäbxa 

A- maa bnistaSmilha // bid3üuz jnSni // 

B- ? an law kunt kind dear S i=i / ? ÄTbux irruzz / ?u mIrnal laben 

u niSLmal %aakrijje ?u hasib / ?u bidna ndttr tarrdzz bttgülli 

Sämti / gaffartii 

A- stänni tatzäkkar lu mugaabilha häadi oaffart(t 

B- 3aajf ii ariis / 1eeg ja tiabiibi /'u bäddu ja x.; _ijti 
// lu 

bäddu // 

A- bi'ddu J(1 ab fiiha /bi'ddu jiMab filkäase'%/ 

A- hajha / bas wisxa m1 nDiife 

B- lu bitkiili bi'n hai if 

A- iiIialiib / haadi tilt / ?u haadi tult6en / >; äajfel baSdeen 

haadi rubaS rubSIen tlat irbäA / ?u häadi kesse ksiacie /J 

B- ja xjti /wä11a cnerrs ailtha / walla kunt na m tiT1n . 

? äTj ab min heek 

B- Stir a9. m61ha mid Tabe // 

A- ilwid3ih maa jiTlak kawäjjis macs' / 

B- la? / baiibhüu3 ilwid3ih / wälla bola wid31h ? x'Tj ib min heetf If 

A- bti? dari tiiui badal ilwid3ih hadäak wid3ih ti'nni J/ 

B- %u huu // 
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A- bti? dnri tliTTi mäsalan täT1i 

ß- bti. irfi ma. güud i14in ab / tfiabbi ätmn1u // 

A- Gäal i bälri f/t iS., mal ihüu3' 

ß- id'adaktäabbe almalu 

A- bti5. rafi // 

B- ? aa 

A- kiif ti5 amlii 

B- bä. rif / A- ? it na bins%i i SanTabiix 

B- Tabiix 

A- äanTabiix // ? isam Gariib huu 

B- ja bjj bass uruni t1 ma1 i1Iinib /gäajfe 

B- baideen bitt uTT Sa1ee girfe ? aw 91 / min %aan ISiir i6ar 

u bisiir Tjjjib / 

A- ?u ba5deen ittiin btiSLmalüu bid3uuz 

B- 'su btibga i1t bbe heett /Säd3nr / bitlaagii fed3d3 / mit mistawi 

keiir / nuSS 4a nuSS // 

-m 
oil A- ? ülti iad3ar bitsaji 

B- ilfLädVr bi da jaini mit mistawi / ? an 1Äakin fnd3d3 itna 

binsamcnii / nuSS sajje / 

B- btitimalu i5adak Täjjib 'u /ha 

A- ? immi änTra ft peek ? Ili // 
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B- ? an ja xjt1 // ittuffÄnii ba'ideen t, bnr / btI mnlu mn4gtud // 

A- ? ana btlraft '6mal ?ii min htinnno`i 

B- wale 5. iine // 

A- mig ana / ? amma ? Ami btiirial if 

E3- W'ümmi ? ümmi ? umml 

A- kul maa btiSma1 ? aTr-miiz däajman ? aäklu / 

B- jii ja xäa se / kul ma tgiiii tai6aii lauft hnTrnbxn kiff 

bäddi aTbüxha / tu bäddi bhalg Gla /4aläjjo ? öokil ? ani // 
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Transintion 

A- You will put fat and sugar here / Then you will put these 

whisks / these will mix // 

B- I know these / we mix with them 

A- You will put these here / at the same time you can use this 

alone // 

B- It has a machine which mixes, doesn't it? 

A- You can use this separately / if you don't like to use this. 

you can use another plate 

B- That one is better // 

A- You will connect it with the mains 

B- and you will switch it on // 

B- and it will revolve by itself 

A- It mixes the thing very quickly 

A- You can also make dough with it i/ 

B- It's wonderful // 

A- This revolves / the plate revolves 

B- How great it is:. // 

A- It has a screw // 

A- That one is for eggs only // that one is for eggs / 

B- That's enough / switch it off / switch it off If 
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A- Do you know what I have made /I have made crushed lentils 

"hummuS". 

B- Sister / is it true? 

B- And did you make "kubba" with it? 

A- No, I haven't made "kubba" with it /I have made "kubba" as you 

told me. / It turned out to be not too bad / delicious //. 

A- It's very easy and doesn't take time 

B- No, no, Not at all 

B- I haven't tried it 

B- But "kubba" /was it well done ? 

A- Yes, it was all right. 

A- Haven't you put mushroom, minced meat and onion? // 

B- It is delicious 

A- Of course, it is 

A- What did you put that time ? Was it mushroom? 

B- mushroom, minced meat, onion and rice 

A- Have you put rice, too? 

B- Yes If 

A- Anyway, it was delicious 

B- Yes, it was // 

A- You didn't add olive oil, did you? 

B- No, I didn't %/ 

A- Do you mix the dough with olive-oil, then? // 
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B- the dough? 

A- Yes // 

A- How much olive oil do you add? 

B- a lot I put / Sister, we always have plenty of olive oil 

A- How much exactly do you add, for example, on a glass like this? 

B- like this? 

A- Yes 

B- About two 

B- Villainess, don't you feel that it is dressed up / don't you 

know how food looks when it is dressed up. 

A- I don't know /"Dressed-up"? /I don't understand 

B- "Dressed, that is, with lard put on it and that sort of thing 

What do you call it? // 

A- I don't know what you mean // 

B- When you put lard on rice, for example, before you put it on 

what do you say? 

A- dry, perhaps // 

B- dry? without garnish? 

A- garnish? // 

B- garnish / that is, without dressing, without lard and without 

oil // 

A- I don't know what we call it // perhaps you are right // 
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B- Yes / if I were at my uncle's house cooking rice / or making 

"sour milk" and things /, my aunt would say, "Have you dressed 

it up? " // 

A- Wait a minute and I'll try to remember what the equivalent of 

this "gaffartit" is // 

B- Do you see the bridegroom? / What's the matter, darling? / 

What does he want, my sister? / Wit does he want? // 

A- He wants to play with it // He wants to play with the cup 

A- Here it is / but it is dirty, not clean 

B- hat do you measure with this one? 

A- milk / this one is third / and this one is two-third / you see / 

then this is a quarter, two quarters, three quarters / and 

this is a whole cup // 

B- Sister / Once I did it /I used toroke a more delicious one 

than this // 

B- I don't make delicious ones any more 

A- The top isn't aliright, is it? 

B- no, /I don't like the top /I like it without the top /J 

A- You can put some other top instead of that one 

B- What is it? // 

A- You can put, for exmmple, jam 

B- Do you know grape jam? /I would like to make it 

A- I think it's very dear / It costs a lot // Don't make it // 
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- But I'd like tßmake it 

A- Do you know 

B- Yes // 

A- How to make it? 

B- I know If 

A- We call it grape Jim 

B- jam? 

A- Yes / 

B- When my mother used to make it / you see // then she used to 

put cardamom and all that in order to dive it a crispy look / 

It's delicious // 

A- Do you make fig jam too? 

B- Yes /A fig is as big as this /unripe / half and half 

A- Did you say unripe? 

B- Yes / Not very well done / 

B- My mother makes it delicious 

A- My mother is very good at it 

B- Yes, sister // She also makes jam from apples 

A- I can't make any of the sort 

B- Not at all ? // 

A- Not me / but my mother does 

B- And my mother, mother, mother 

A- Whenever my mother used to make a Jar, I used to eat it all up // 
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B- Villainess / Whenever she used to say, "Come anlhnvo a look 

at this dish / "What do I want this for? ". I used to say to 

myself. 
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TEXT 2 

C- ? abüuk mid3d3äwwiz t3amm mars? 

D- Ga1äaO // 

C- i9Aal(a9e mat bni'°b Tai bäat wi 11 a... 

D- watede Tallägha / ?u/ gä dat maS. äa 3'ahrSen // wiGAäanje g tdat 

macila müdde Tawi'ile / lamcaa d3d38'uvwaz ämmi /'tiirdit martn büuj 

?u räafat mat ibinha 

C- Sizdet / jlknigsuu / ja'Sni ziý, tet 

D- zi5. let ?u saknat fi beet latiäalhn / Ma. ibinha 

C- maiibinha / Geerak 

D- Geeri // 

C- man huu haa'$ / lu smu 

D- ?i smu sasfid 

C- ? akbar minnak wi'lla zGar minnak 

D- ? nkbar / ? akbar minni bS.. r isniin 

C- mae laa? all a 

D- ?u hassafbaidu Taýjib 

D- ilämdu 1i11äah Täjib / 4Jndu sabWi wäad 

C- 'Lfndu sabf iwläad 

C- ?u ween bi%taGi1 

D- bi. tGil fi Jarunäan tiäaiijjan 

C- tu wä5iiftu // 
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D- mSällim // 

C- mS. 11im midrase 

C- banäat wills w1(ad // 

D- wlaad // 

C- gaddeeý böoxit // 

D- booxi' ? arbiiin neera // 

C- ? arbS. iin neera 
C- maagaalla / walla b5. ammäan ralii3i at / läakin b4a, nmaan gu 

badhin isawwin fii xJjoo laribi(in neera 

D- wäla biSajSinnu tväla biiäj'Sin iwl fadu // 

C- walla baTiin ia", suug ilfiisbe u biSrifhin u bitalln inrpwwih 

D- ? aj mäß am / 

C- mi3 mi81 i1g ra / ? i$ina Srndama bilgüra magalon ills both 

tigriin n6era ha tool biswin mij je btarm an / 

D- feel // 

C- i1had38at libtilzam lalbeet raxiiSa / il? Gki1 raxiiS 

bidfätig ? adgaraat / ilbaSäat mafiig Sindu / räa iii dgai ýäla 

rid3lee / birtgab d31j u/ birtlab itmäaru / biruuh is VuG1u / 

u bird3a9. to beetu / ma fiit / hanäak bKammäan / t'ieof ma 

ttarrak /tseef ma hazziäalu baddu jiSrif 

D- mnZbuuT / cvnafs il? fei walla binnisbe ? ili / lamma kunt n'ttGil 

fitartmäan man bageet awäffir w*1a cjirg // 
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C- wale gird / 

D- wain tairiife / 

C- ? ana bitt biammäan 8ä1a8 saniin ja mtonunad / 8Rla8 saniin / 

kunt s6akin btajj j65. nt m19 Genf / taj j mitwäSSiT / kunt ndfa4 

? ärba4 leeraat / xamas lecräat biggthur ? udgrit ilbeet / ?u 

kunt atüufha kOi'ire / laakin ilmaSrüuf iOO ani / ja xuuj / 

ilmaSruuf iOAäani / illt biamgaan bilmadiine / xajjdo fi sinsma6at 

bcammaan bilmddun / ? fIna 4iedana bilgürn mafit3 

D- maZbüuT 

C- falwäafiad ma bigdärg ß(Sä11 S. &ajit bhalGürfn latiäalu / baddu 

jruufi i1a ssilnama / bäddu j(Srif / jfTla'i Salgähwn ?u jitr¬b1u 

fund3aan lai / ?u fund3 an g hwa / ?u bärbaS. xnrrs igrunk / 

? ajj itina bnrbaS6 xams igrüut Sindana baltari ra'Pa1 sukknr / 

hcva w nu t fund3äan 3ai // basäwAvi mist fund3 an 98 
- 

D- maZbüuT // 

D- Sian ? ees kunna nifiki 

C- ? on ? itina gulna ? innu ? ilak ? iuwa ? akbar rainnak // 

D- ? ili 

C- ? flak ? xwa ? akbar ninnak /u heAn / saknat waalidtak mku 

C- Täjjib / ? inte ja miiämmad baiddi ? äs? alak / 

C- kunt tIStaGi1 biammäan bg fu // 

C- t%eef '11 SSalit cola halbiS. Ge hai / 

D- 18=a d3tit ana haan // 
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C- '? 93 / l&mma dgiit lahöon // 

D- lamina d311t lahaan / ja mawiäana i1S. aziiz / smi. it fnhum 

bigadmu Talabaat // 

C- ? ajwa If 

D- min eaan blige / ?u bauten gaddämit Talab 

C- miln hwnma ills bigadmu Talabäat // main huu 111i jäi. ni 

Talgabhin irralab6at miäku habdol // 

d- ills Talabhin manna /ma taddil Talab minne Talabäat // 

C- has // 

D- ? amnia wizaarit ittarbije Ssrrämat innu fil biS. Ogat Sala barn 

Taonja // 

D- ? äjwa jäSni äd38 min wizaarit itttrbije ni3' gaddämtu Talabäat 

heetg If 

C- miGal ma Saar mä41 bizzäbt / wazäarit ittärbije gaddätnit ?u fit 

b üOäat 1111 biiibb jitgäddariilha witgaddämit // 

D- ?u ba. d6en ana nafs IM // 

D- bti zratu bäSa1 ja bu immnnnr // 

C- baSel w90118 Undana ttaaküura / jäini bagaddir masatiitha bdinim 

dinmeon / hai / mg ssimha ? abüuj I gismeen / gisam btära4. u 

bäSa1 u baTaaTa / ?u gisam 89ani bizrniu fuul / hn Sa i1foul / 

Tuul issane wihina nookil fuul ja xuuj / fuul ix'bnr // jn bj j 

ma Tjäbu ja bajj / ?u biTW 1/ ja miiommad biTwal / ?u biSiir 

Iazinnäar izzalame if i1bsSaI / baharrabiii biTn biý / irräas 
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bida haliüli waragu ?u b1ZanbiT ja xüuj // i akin ilbaTaaTa ' 

ma btuZbüTi 3 ja xüu j // 

D- bunkü5ha nkäale wills kiff // 

C- walla butr69ha Sala ddawäab /iindu d3ooz iamiir / waahod iswad 

u wäahad ixcnr / ?u birätlttib 4aleehin haliüud / ?u hüllruO 

maZbüuT / baideen bitallimha / ?u b(Zrn4 hnlbä5al // biGüzzuu 

Gazz ilbaSal /1 äakin ilbaTäaTa bihifruulha d3üwar biSSAbbn 

ba4 d lihräaO // 

D- wallU wabuuj kama n Sindu hake urn / jatni biZrn4 fiihn mid' 

bä5a1 u baTaaTa / biZrai fiiha fuul u b12raS. fii! ha zähra. 

bikuun fit ? azka min peek / kull innäas biid3u jittru minha 

ja bu liamºhäar / wä11a men fii äzka minha / joom tookil i'1uuS / 

?u joom tookil .... // 

C- jaa salaam / jaa salaam // 

C- Täjjib / hässa. bäddi äs? alak ja miärimad / il*ajäa findku / 

ilriajaa girji liindku / mig heek // gaddee9 jaini ti girjitku 

sukkäan If 

D- fiiha xammastoaloaf nasame // 

C- h j3ä01 ilx8mastaal8af zülum u niswäan wi'lla 1u likbaar bas 

D- wä11a fil ? itSa? raSmi / bas bigüulu xämas taalaaf 

D- fii iindku wili fi1g rje 

C- fii iindana wäAad ismu ? abu Ua1i / tastuur minx Trnk ja 

buSäli / 
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D- birutiüulu // 

C- birutuulu inniswäan // 

D- %u biguluulu // 

C- tastuur min xaaTrak ja buSSli / haaj wä*ade maGalan na 

btltibalit bitrüuh bsaaiit xilwa 5661a halfag(ir / btöoxiblu 

lartuuti wigwäjjit baxxuur // 

C- buiüd3bin inniswaan findku ja m ämmad 

D- wä11ä ti idgbin / birüuhin 1als4lex 

C- ?ajj 3eex / man huu Ueex i 1ma'hüur 

- birtfu1in iag'eex ilbäkrad3 // 

D- ? an ilbäkrad3 // 
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TEXT 2 

C- How many wives has your father married? 

D- Three 

C- Are they all living together? 

D- One was divorced / She stayed with him two months / The second 

wife lived with him for a long time / But when he got married 

to my mother / She was very cross and chose to live with her 

son If 

C- Was she cross? 

D- Yes, she was very cross / She lived with her son alone 

C- With her son? 

D- Yes, someone other than me 

C- Who is he? / W'hat's his name? 

D- His name is Saiid // 

C- Is he older or younger than you? // 

D- Older / He's ten years older 

C- Is he still alive? 

D- Thanks God, he's still alive / he has seven sons and daughters 

C- He has seven children // Where does he, -work? 

D- He works in Amman, now 

C- What's his Job? 

D- A teacher // 
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C- A school teacher // Is it a girls' school or n boys' school? 

D- Boys' 

C- How much is he paid? // 

D- He's paid forty pounds // 

C- Forty pounds // Very good / they are not bad / But the trouble 

is they won't be enough in the Capital / brother, What can 

forty pounds cover? // 

D- They won't be enough to spend on himself and his family 

C- If he goes to the vegetable market / he will spend half his 

salary 

D- Oh, yes 

C- The capital is not like villages / In villages, forty pounds 

are north a hundred in a. an 

D- why? // 

C- Domestic goods are very cheap / food is cheap If One doesn't 

pay fares (for buses) / One goes to and fro on foot / or gets 

on one's donkey /one goes to work without having to pay / but 

in Amman, wherever one moves, one has to pay // 

D- Correct / the same can be applied to me / When I used to work 

in Arran, I didn't save anything 

C- Not a penny // 

D- Not a half-penny // 
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C- I lived three years in Amman, Mohammad / three years /I 

used to live in a middle-class quarter / and I used to pay five 

pounds for the rent / but the other expense, my brother, is for 

the cinemas / there are cinemas in Amman, my brother / but in 

villages, there aren't any 

D- That's right // 

C- One can't possibly live in one room alone / One would like to 

9o to the pictures / or the cafe // This means, he'll have 

to spend, whereas in villages one can make a hundred cups of 

coffee with the fourpence paid for a single cup in towns 

D- That's true // 

D- Where were we? 

C- We said you have brothers older than you // 

D- Yes, I have. 

C- You have older brothers than you and your father's second wife 

lived with him // Well /I would like to ask you, Mohammad 

Were you working in Amman / how did you get a scholarship? f/ 

D- When I came here? If 

C- Yes, when you came here // 

D- When I came here, dear Sir /I head they were applying for 

scholarships 

C- Yes // 

D- In cider to get a scholarship / then I applied for one // 
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C- Who were they // Who asked for the forms? 

D- Nobody asked for them / 

C- Yes // 

D- The Ministry of Education circulated a letter about scholarships 

to Britain // The letter was circulated by the Ministry // 

C- The same'-happened to me exactly / The ministry circulated 

a letter for those who would like to study in Britain and I 

applied for a scholarship 

D- So did I // 

D- Do you grow onions, Ammaar's father 

C- Oh, yes, we have a field which is about 2-3 'dunums'. / My 

father divides it into parts / in one part is grown onions 

and potatoes / in another is grown broad beans / Je eat broad 

beans all the year round, my brother // green beans // how 

delicious it is // Beans grow and grow until they become as 

high as a man's belt / Onions grow very tail at spring / Onion 

leaves are great, my brother / But potatoes don't grow very 

well, my brother // 

D- Does he dig for potatoes? 

C- he ploughs the ground // my father has a couple of donkeys / one 

is black And one is grey / He puts the plough on them and then 

ploughs the ground / then he makes rows and puts the onions 

in the ground / As for potatoes, they dig it Again with slick-axe 
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after ploughing // 

D- So does my father / he has a small field in which he grows 

onions, potatoes, broad beans and cauliflower // All the 

villagers come round to buy from him // You can't buy a better 

cauliflower, my brother 

C- Wonderful, wonderful // 

C- I would like to ask you, Mohammad // You live in a village, 

don't you // How many people are there in your village? 

D- 5,000 people 

C- Are these people men, women and children or just adults? 

D- There isn't an offical census / but it is estimated at 5,000 

D- Do you have a Saint at your village? 

C- We have someone called Abu Ali / 

D- Do people visit him? 

C- Women go to visit him // 

D- What do they tell him? // 

C- Allow us Anu Ali, please / If someone is sterile, she'll go to 

the saint asking for help taking with her some bread and money 

C- Do women use amulets, P ohar, ad? // 

D- Yes, they do / they go to the saint 

C- ttihich one? / Who is the famous one? 

D- Saint Dakraj // 
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TEXT 3 

E- %u"bäarib 4aleehn ja d3arnanSa // 

01 G- S61 ja waAftha S*ibc ja bu mattmüud / cvägia nattüune wagii thn // 

E- iaa 1awla wala qüwwata ? illaa billaah // 

F- illi mniidu ? ä11a jziIdu / mäalha brakbat i ada xpºTi j je 

haltiürme // 

G- ? id3d3ämal joom jubrux b(k8nru sallanxiinu / ialinha 1 ürie 

malhäat 1äda / gaaidiin biL üTTu 4aleeha illöom // 

E- Jae ja faltig / find ma mite ib TnlabSäl ja / leel räföatu / 

1ee3 fü''b' a1at ilGariib La1ee / ilGariib ? abda min iban 

c, lnha tixmiin 

G- ? intu bitSadgu innu iban 46mha tb(ddo b(iha ja t8d3d3e // 

F- 1ee binSaddikig / ma waddaag zlaam juTulbuulu jj6nha / tixºyiin 

ma waddäal ? äbu ma*tmuud fid3d3 aba // 

E- jaaba ja f `ba1 iddinja mäsa ä11a jmassiik biixe'er 

II- ? 811a jmasscik bilxeer // 

E- ? ä11a jisiid halmäsa 

E- wall ahi 1111 tnaa bihtti iII gg 'iätta maa bikuun zahme ni81 

izläam /, gabal maa jinktib ktaab iä1 ja Sala miti-ib / rj? 1 

ilxäbar Laban 5fimha / galuulu ja rvalnd / haaj bint Sä. ̂zrnk nnaes 
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min bärrn biTTäalnbu b(iha, fä? in t'aan jänbn hnwäak / ti rrnk // 

10 guum w ddi d3aahtak / ? ibOn iärnha min iijrrnk sankin ja tiadgd3 II 

ý- nä4am / nä. am 

E- laa gaal ? aa wala goal la? / xäl la i1gdb1j je ml; öoTalla / 

fajöomin ? ahl ilbint 14afu haltoofe winnu zzälarne mil t8atli 

wäla huu mtiärrik saakin / nd3nbnru JunuTgu biiha 1a1Gar(ib / 

fankk b liktäab u kü1U rant gabalu / häabi ilmaränd3il 'h'961 

d3d3 ddadat mni dgdiid / morand31l 

E- ma hähi hii iliäade / wilbinit bdanr abuuha ja geex aaban // 

F- as Silt // 

E- wlead iämha biballu saakt(in - weemta btid3iihum U8Tanra / 

baSad ma ? äbu ilbinit jniTiiha ja Säbdu w jinkitib ktäabha / 

saaiiitha biOüuru u biSiiru jitbäddu bbinit S. nhum // bikuun 

feat ilföot iaad // 

F- as // 

E- ? in Gaabat iännak man btid3iihum ilfaSäahn ? i11 batad ma ? abu 

ilbinit ibäarik /u jiniktib ktnab bintu / ? ajj häba rn'nTig 

F- wnllaahi j abs man huu mänTig 

E- fii. 1an mit manTig 

E- ? ee ja täbdu tväla gun an bhärd3ak 

if- tfaDDa1 / ja bu mAmüud 

E- ilmnwDüui u man bli / baritagdilku taxriib door jnnbn / ja 
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x äban 

F- ? ajwa 

E- ? id3d3amaa4a saaUt man tbaddu bbint Snmhwn / ma bapa3 

? ilhum meel / h&nme man tbaddu beehn San meal / heekS. in tnxriib 

door migal maa galbi bihibni / falbint / Saarfe wilwalnd 

Saarif / ? innu d3d31hateen ma ejndhwnmiU' creel labnc4i`b! tum 

ilbä. Fb / ma Geer M iUu deeku bmäj je bäarde wishnrüulku 

Geer hassahre // 

F- Una biýddi s? al fabal / daxlak kuli halmudde / ween baka ? iban 

flamm 4älja / leeg ma Taläbha ? in t9aan Satt'ih Mu häwa 

bTalabha / leer xalla d3d3amäaia joomin kätabu liktäab / mau 

id3äddid bilmaraad3il u jitbädda bbinit inunu 

Ei- ? anu ilii gallak ja tad3d3 // 

F- ? awwal ? igi ? inhu ? iban Samha man Talabha ? ana ba'ýLrif ? innu 

? ibin iamha Talabha min ? abüuha / badal ilmarrn marräat 

1aat)`in ilbinit bak'at turuftu / malbbaA iindiban 5am? ra meet / 

? aaxir marry knalat ilbinit law bntkaTTai / man b6oxO Than 

cm: mi / ? iban S, rirni wsa 'ad mig mitSAlt in / ?u ? ann biddi $ 

cvaaiiad mitttllim / kaal ja siidi bidhoa iL nS ! ia / hi'1ha 

wäanad mit1iallim mi8ilha miOlu // 

H- leer hii mitS lme // niOilha miOil halbanäat 

G- min d3iinit mitSalme / mitidlme // ilwaaiad jitiki /mnZbuuT / 
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? abüuha tisib ialeeha /u waddäahs ialrnndiaris tnxiftmat kull 

igraajitha / ? ibin Särnha mig mitSallim gädha /f 

F- ween ird3iSna / häa'ba hi ? a*5at wväatad m1ttä111 m nEka 11nceho / 

1ee 'ku1 joom wi68äani migit'tle / TAnlrrn hit nit4ýiime / 

wi11i äX'batu mit4ä11im / lee?; Sänrilha laiir bdäar abüuhn 

ti ardäani fahmüuni // 

H- jaa d3amaaia iliilim maa bisäww1 xeer 1nSnn"abu / 

E- häaoa Sa 1111 // 

F- laazim mall i14i1im ikuun fit thv jjit Saki1 ? intu fikirkum / 

? innu bass i? insäan jittällam xä1iS birtäai / Sadkuuni ?1a 

i1? insaan maa biküun Sak1u wäafi Safi / wiila iliiilim 1aiäalu 

maa bisäwwi natiid3e / 4ä1ja Sind mna fh'5 n1nt ilmitiällim 

4ä1a ibin Sär. ýha ja zaban // 

H- i sal l im Ot'nmak // 

.00 E- käanat maGGüute / knan fikirha ? innu iliilim birbjih bbalha // 

?u bisawcviiha misSade / nisjat ? innu lixlnag williägi1 na&iliilin 

hinni iili bisi. din Säaibhin // 

fi- häa6i nnügTa Gaabat San baal cif ja 

H- ? ä11a Jan ¶iad3d3 id3iib iddarb illi d3 abatak / 

G- ? ee walla // 

E- ? ib3n Sam S, ä1 ja ills tbaGdadat 5alee Sn*lja it raftnt töoOu 

caYSnnu mi ' mit4ä11 im / leer huu w marntu rn6j 
iin 

mnräi jj (in 

u 1iajjäathum ma bnS, 'S mi61 iltaläawe // u diiru banIku ff`Tarnfden 
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ml mitSälmiin / bi66imni ills mig middexilin fiihum / 

bihannuuhum c. ala halnajna / wifig u mnhnbbe u kul 91 

Sala mag jurLnm //. 

G- ? aafnanna bilgisme winnnSiib / leakin jan falin inn tinsi 

? innu iltägil maTlüub / Säatib i1Sägil man bit4. ib ? äbndan fi 

haliajäah 

H- wala rfiigu bittab 

E- an ? ilSinku ? iötu Gneen // 

a- tfälö ial ja bu maiimüud 

E- ? iziid f%lak // walla ja Lamml ills man binfaiu . iglu miOlal 

mag tfdb'dält mahma tSallam u mahma raati 2äla lmadanris biýäll 

d(imit iümru u huu tafbäan // willi jnnbn je zaban / ma 

biSüun nafsu / i1S slim maa biSuunu la aalu / laazim il? insäan 

iküun Sindu Sägil Matta jsuun nafsu 

fý- ? äjwa 

E- 3u lfaajde min mit4.811im mad3nüun / gulüuli 

F- ? aa ja bu ma lmüud / häa' n ma; Yeuui ? Iba bidna nitGanmak fit 

booxiö mama wakit Tawiil /% ilmuxtaSar ilmufiid / mu kilit 

4nlja macceelitha u biaxaSS maS d36ozha mu kite b('dhn Säki1 / 

itilha ilnilim intaalu maa bikfi / Sälja mittälme ? äxlSnt 

mite l1im / tu nifiihum ilSilim / Tänlnma tiiSal beenhüri 

tifirga / laa Laija t atfteamat Sakilha wale d3oozha tnkknm 
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S. äklu / 

G- isällim Gummak 

E- Täjjib lu biliilha / ? iöa lagl iTTarafeen w'nwa / Sägithurn 

bood3iS. hum / iýa11 nhi ma daam htlltiätli heet3 / law jiltngi 

kul 4ulamäa? iddinja / Taalama S-agilhum tars I maa bfttifgu wr 

biSfir beenhum mäiäbbe / ? ane S. indl tiitimteen g, bi1 ritia jtäil 

tiid3l ilbinit tit, tiarraT / baddal ma tis? al can gr6ajtu u tan 

fnSäalitu / tis? al tan mäslnku u San ixläagu 

G- tan ixläagu // 

E- tis? al . anfilmu / ha am Sala ransi w feeni / 14'atlin bas 

mi% tis? al galüulha finan gaacid bifuick ilmaktüub / xalaS 

ja tialaali ja mäali 

ti- gäari ham's biSi it 

G- läazim tisrif ixt agu 

E- tfähtal jäaba / ? fi tli kilme 

G- ja Sasarti man tada latiadn I ilküll 4alfngfir / ma iiäda bSaffu 

E- ? ajj liii mniidu ? al1a jziidu jnafrltia / ilfngar biTubbi 

Sannäas Täbnb // innAas illi biTübbu talf6gar 
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TEXT 3 

E- What's the matter with her, folks? " // 

G- Alja's difficulty is very grave, Abu tiabmuud / It's very 

very serious // 

E- Oh, dear // 

F- It' s her own fault; // no one else is to blame. 

G- When the camel sits down, many rush to have a-ride / because 

she's a lonely women, many faults are being counted //. 

E- No Falha / When ilit'ib asked Alja's hand / Why did she let 

him down / Why did she prefer to have a stranger /A stranger 

is in no case preferable to her cousin //. 

G- Do you think that her cousin was preferred, üoj // 

F- Why don't we / didn't he send men to ask her hand on his behalf / 

didn't he send Abu Mahrnuud to mediate? " 

E- FaDi1. Good evening // 

F- Good evening 

E- Good evening 

E- If someone does not tell the truth, he is not to be considered 

one of men / before "the marriage contract" was written, her 

cousin had been informed / they said to him, "Boy, your cousin's 

hand is being asked by a number of people / if you are interested 
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go on / send your mediators / Her cousin didn't move, inj 

F- Yes, yes // 

E- tie didn't say yes and he didn't say no // When the girl's 

family realized that he is keeping quiet all about it, they 

had to let her marry the stranger / her marriage contract 

was written and everything was done with / These attempts 

to win her hand back are all new // 

E- This is typical / When the girl was at her father's house, 

Sheikh Zaban // 

F- Yes, may you live longer 

E- Her father's brothers' sons would keep quiet - they only make 

all the fuss after her father promises others and after conducting 

"the marriage contract". Only then they get excited and begin 

to ask for their father brother's daughter It will be too 

late by then 

F- Oh, yes // 

E- Only after the girl's father is taken upon his word, they are 

prepared to say something // Is it fair? 

F- No it isn't fair // 

E- It isn't fair at all 

E- Oh, yes, Abdu, sorry to interrupt you i/ 

- Go on, Mahmuud's father // 
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E- All that they are up toi I think, 

F- Yes 

E- is to spoil the whole thing. When they had been given priority 

as far as the girl is concerned, they didn't show any interest. 

Anyhow, the boy knows as well as the girl that they don't like 

each other / just calm down and find some other topic to talk 

about // 

F- I would like to ask FqDil / Why didn't her fother's brotrcr's 

son ask for her hand all this time /Wy didn't he ask "er 

hand, if it is true that he has a favourable tendency towards 

her / Shy is it only when her "marriage contract" was being 

drawn up that he made all the fuss // 

G- Who told you that, Uaj. All I know is that her father's brother's 

son did ask for her hand several times / but the girl lot him 

down / she simply doesn't like him / the girl even said if you 

cut me into pieces, I won't nnrry my father's brother's son / 

he is not educated /I want someone educated / You see, sir, she 

doesn't want her father's brother's son / she wants soncono like 

her with the sirne education // 

El- Is she educated really // Se's just like any of"er girl // 

G- As far as education is concerned, s"e really is / c'nr s! nuld be 

Tonest / her father spent a lot on her until she has riot to t'at 
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stage / her father's brother's son Is not rducnted like her // 

F- The point is that she has got married to an educated man / just 

Oat :! he has always wished / 1thy is tare everyday n row / 

she has been like that ever since she has married / and what's 

more she's been staying with her father away from her husband 

for a month now / Will you tell me? / 

H- Education is not enough, then 

E- That's right // 

F- In addition to education, there must be some commonsense / do 

you think that if someone has finished his education, he will 

live in comfort all his life? / Believe me, if someone is 

without commonsense, education alone does not pay off / When 

Alja preferred the educated man to her cousin, Zaban 

H- May God protect your mouth 

E- She was mistaken / She thought that education will bring her 

comfort / and will make her completely happy / She forgot that 

only a combination of education and commonsense can make one 

happy 

fi- Alja must have missed this point 

H- May God keep you, Uaj 

G- Yes, indeed // 

E- Aija's cousin whom she let down because he isn't educated is 

now very happy with his wife / he and his wife are not educated 
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but they are very happy / Everybody congratulates them on this 

life // love and concord prevail // 

G- It's true that everybody gets married to whoever is destined 

for him / but don't forget that commonsense is required / 

E- Excuse me, you two // 

H- Yes please, Abu Uahmuud 

E- Thank you, // just as you said, if someone does not have 

commonsense, he will certainly be in trouble no matter how 

much education he has // if someone does not protect himself, 

education won't help alone / One should always have commonsense 

H- Yes, indeed // 

E- What is the use of an educated man without commonsense // tell 

me // 

F- Yes, Mahmuud's father / This is a long topic / if we want to 

discuss it, it'll take a very long time // What Batters is 

that Alja's problem with her husband needs common sense / 

education alone is not enough / misunderstanding did occur, 

although both of them are educated 

G- May God protect you // 

E- But how could the problem be solved if both sides are adamant 

I think if all the scientists in the world meet, they will fail 

to make them get along with each other as long as neither of 

them is rndy to use commonsense. / Before the girl commits 
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herself, she should nsk about his conduct and n nncrs before 

sie asks about his educntion // 

G- Yes, about his conduct // 

E- Of course, she should ask about his education. She should, 

however, be extremely careful not to be satisfied if someone 

had told her that one can read and write 

G- She should know about his conduct very well 

E- You say something // 

G- Oh dear, you all blame her because she is very poor I/ 

E- Well, it's her own fault and she should bear the consequences. // 
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APPT flTY TT 

In order to distinguish between exclamatory sentences 

the vocalic and consonantal segments of which are given 

considerable length, and non-emphatic exclamatory sentences to 

which no such length is given, three sentences were chosen for 

instrumental analysis. These are as follows: - 

1. jaa bajj ma ? al? ärnhe "flow mean she is; " 

2, jaa bajj su btit1 rwad "How often she complains! " 

3. jixrib beethn "May God destroy her house! " 

1. Description of the Experiment: - 

Each of the above sentences was pronounced by the writer 

emphatically and unemphatically. The unemphatic rendering 

envisaged a context of situation where, say, a statement of fact 

is being reported. 

An aerometer was used to which a mask was attached. The 

mask was fitted to the mouth and nose in such a way that no lateral 

escape of air was possible. A microphone was strapped round the 

throat so that the vibrations of the vocal cords could be recorded! 

With the mask fitted to the mouth and nose and held tightly 

1. I am particularly indebted to Mrs. C. Scully of the Phonetics 
Department, Leeds University, for kindly allowing me to use freöly the 
Phonetics Laboratory and for instructing me in the use of the aerometer, 
without which the exercise would not have been posssible. 
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at the front, an initial check was made to ascertain that the 

air flow in and out of the mouth and nose acted independently 

of each other. This is done by breathing in, then out first 

through the nose only, and then through the mouth only. There 

was little distortion if any of normal speech as judged from the 

tape-recording obtained from a miniature microphone (R1M51, 

Senheiser) mounted inside the mask in front of the speaker's mouth. 

The tape recorder used was a Bang and Olufsen 20nOT. A 'ingogrrph 

24B running at a paper speed of 10 cm/s was used to display 

simultaneously air pressure and air flow through the mouth and 

nose. 

The Minograph incorporates four channels which display 

air flows as follows: - 

1. Channel I (Timer): This channel represents the time scale to 

which reference is made for the measurement of the duration of sounds 

recorded. The timer frequency is 50 cycles per second, so that one 

cycle represents 
5 

second. 

2. Channel 2 (Mouth Truce): This channel is represented by the 

mouth trace which shows fluctuations in the air strewn and displays 

so that the type of articulation which has been made may be recorded 

and differences in the air stream of different speech sounds can 

be seen visually displayed. For instance, a vowel sound can be 
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detected and recognized by the regular wave form recorded on paper. 

Also. plosive bursts indicated by an increase in air pressure can 

be seen on the Mouth-trace. In addition, the amplitude and 

frequency of the vibration can be calculated accurately. 

3. Channel 3: (Larynx Trace): This trace shows the vibrations of 

the vocal chords. If voicing occurs, the vibrations are indicated 

by regular wavy striations and, contrariwise, if there is no 

voicing, a straight line is shown. 

4. Channel 4: (Nose Trace): The nose trace represents the air 

flow in and out of the nose and thus indicates if nasalization occurs 

in an utterance. 

2. Division of Utterances for Comparison: - 

It is convenient to divide each sentence into syllabic 

portions in terms of C and V (i. e. Consonant and Vowel). For 

example, the first sentence Jan bajj me ? al? amha may be divided 

into six such syllables indicated by CV and numbered consecutively 

from 1-6 as shown below: - 

Joe / bajj / ma / ? al / ? am / he / 

123456 

CV CVCC CV CVC CVC CV 

Corresponding division on the At- and L- tracings was rude 

by drawing vertical lines in such a way that anch line cuts the 

tracing at points 1,2,3,4, S. 6 each of which coincides with a 
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syllable boundary tuhich may be recognized on the AI- tracing by 

the downward or upward excusion as the case may be. Further 

subdivisions may be effected, whereby the duration of seUmonts 

of syllables can be accurately measured, but such subdivisions 

need not concern us here. 

Results: 

It will be seen that the tracings of each comprable pair 

of utterances are quite different as far as the duration of the total 

excursions are concerned. By measurement against the time scale, 

the phonetic length measured in centiseconds for each of the 

constituent syllables of each emphatic and unemphatic sentence may 

be tabulated as follows: - 
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sentence (1): jnn ba j ma ? al? amhn 

Emphatic duration in 
centi-sec. 

Unemphatic duration in 
cents-seconds 

(jaa) eVV 47 (ja) GV 17 

2 2 
(bajj) CVCC 57 (baj) CVC 15 

3 3 
(ma) CV 5O (ma) CV 13 

4 4 
(? a1) CVC 4Q (? al) CVC 18 

5 5 
(? am) CVC 52 (? amn) CVC 20 

6 6 
(ha) CV 111 (he) CV 19 

Sentence (2): jaa bajj lu btitiärwnd 

Emphatic duration Unemphatic duration 

1 1 
(jag) CVV 52 tja) CV 13 

2 2 
(bajj) CVCC 53 (baj) CVC 17 

3 3 
(sub) CVC 40 (sub) CVC 24 

44 
(tit) CVC 57 (tit) CVC 

I 
1° 
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©nphatic duration in 
centi-sec. 

Unemphatic duration in 
centi-sec. 

5 5 
(liar) CVC 43 (har) CVC 23 

6 6 
(wad) CVC 153 (wad) CVC 32 

Sentence (3): jib xrib beeths 

Emphatic duration Unemphatic duration 

1 1 
(j i x) CVC 27 (j i x) CVC 15 

2 2 
(rib) CVC 67 (rib) CVC 33 

3 3 
(beet) CVVC 79 (beet) CVVC 28 

4 4 
(ha) CV 118 0 a) CV In 

It will be seen that in all emphatic utterances ench 

syllable is given substantially greater length, which varies from 

a Minimum of twice the length of its short counterpart to a 

maximum of four times its length, with the exception of the last 

syllable whic4 in all cases is pronounced approximately six times 

longer. The total duration in centiseconds of ench utterance may 
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be shown as follows: - 

Sentence Emphntic Unemphatic 

1 366 102 

2 398 120 

3 301 95 

The total duration of each emphatic utterance is thus 

about three times that of the unemphatic utterance. Since 

length is characteristic of the whole utterance, a prosodic 

system may be recognized comprising two terms: length and 

shortness and referred to the functions we have labelled. 
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flTfLTOGi AP'ilY 

In the citation of titles of periodicals, the following 

abbreviations are used: 

AA American Anthropologist 

AL Anthropological Linguistics 

AS American Speech 

BSOAS Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 

FL Foundations of Language 

IJAL International Journal of American Linguistics 

JL Journal of Linguistics 

JRAI Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute 

SF Social Forces 

SIL Studies In Linguistics 

SWVA Southwestern Journal of Anthropology 

TPS Transactions of the Philological Society 
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